
II ~: II 

9flitsrrfiJ164'1tN JGig"l'{"litl ~ I 
~{t:u(i'fitti$1"'4'{~4\Sf ~ II ~ II 

~. ~ ~ ~~at ~slftetit(IMTftaft ? ~ 

flw.n m~, ~~, qft~{§<Jt~T<l., ~fui~~q_ f~
~~-~~ 

VADAVALI 

I 

1. Obeisance to Lord Vi~l)u, filled with infinite 
auspicious attributes, the agent pf creation and the rest 
(sustentation etc.) of the entire (absolutely) real universe, 
and the destroyer of (the demon) Mura. 

II 

2. Now, how can the (absolute) reality of the 
universe be worthy of acceptance, inasmuch as there is 

• 
conflict of it with the inferepce " what is under dispute 
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~ o ~~; fliv.Jl(qT~: I ffif. fcti'ff.l~"4;ftq~ CIT~ 
am~ CIT ! ~~ err ~ 11JT10tl fclttq~ err ~ at11JT1otfc{lifzr~ err ~ 

atP4~1affi14l4l(Plla&:i err~ ~~~ijJJTifl~~lfT ~
~ CfH 

~ 0 ~: ; fc{Cfi~lij~~q_ 1 a~- at Pl~"4;ft~~ ft 
fil~"4wtfcH~ CIT ? fitf4T~fc{(it Cfl? ~ 

(the world) is illusory, because it is cognisable, because 
it _is inert and because it is finite, like the shell-silver? " 

III 

3. (The siddhantin replies) It is not so, for, the 
illusoriness (referred to) is undefined. (The siddhantin 
resolves the term illusoriness into seven alternatives and 
examines each in detail) (1) Is it (i.e., illusoriness) in
determinability, (2) or unreality, (3) or difference from 
the real, (4) or not being the content of valid cogni
tion, {5) or being the content of invalid cognition, 
(6) or being either nescience or a product thereof, 
(7) or being cognised as in apposition with its own 
absolute non-existence? 

IV 

4o (The siddhantin replies that not one of the 
alternatives is. tenable) • Not the first, since it cannot 
stand analysis. It is thus ; is ' being indeterminable ', 
eq~ivalent to not having determination, or not having. 
that which is determinable 1 
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"'\. Wll'f: ; ~~"~~fcro~T<t. I 

a_. ~ ij~fcrW en ? atij~~ err ? WTT'f: ; a:fij'-

~ sf.fcli~~ffi'ffifT<i. 1 ~'ij{: ; ;mOJ) sfifCI~ffirmi'Rl. 1 

\S. ~ ij~ij~~O~WJct~ ~ iffi~, ~-
f~~lffi: ~ij~qrr;ryq_ ~m\:"fwffiT I 

~. 01~ q~~eti~+l~~~ ~f~ij~' ij~'(tlf~~(?$~-
~if;r ~Tfiffim": I 

5. It cannot be the first, because it is opposed 
to what is admitted by (the Advaitin) himself, viz., 
being the object of empirical usage. 

6. If it is the second, then is it lack of reality, 
or lack of unreality ? Not the first, because of ·the con
tingence of indeterminability of the unreal. Not the 
latter because of the contingence of the indeterminability 
of Brahman. 

7. If (the Advaitin) opines that indeterminability 
is to be different from the real and the unreal, since we 
do not admit of the universe the character of the 
real-and-the-unreal, there is (the defect of) the estab
lishment of the established. 

8. If wpat is intended be the difference from 
each of the two individually,' even then because of 
(the siddhantin's) admission of the difference (of the 

"Universe) from the unreal and Brahman, the alleged 
defect ts not got over. 
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~ o. ~ ~r¥qf ff4=i41(Q((cl1 "' ~ 1 

~ ij~~~f<(Of: II 

{fa~; ~~sftr~iflqftl:@lfct~~ol~l(( I 

~ ~. ~~ ij~, ij~sij~~ ~~~-
~(~(f!f OlJ~ I 

9. (The siddhantin adds) By this (refutation~ 

the above interpretation of) indeterminability as not 
being the substrate of reality and unreality (also) stands 
refuted. 

10. (The Advaitin maintains) 

" That which is not able to be introduced 
into an inquiry either as real, or as unreal, this 
the learned Vedantins call indeterminable ". 

If this be said, no ; sjnce no such entity is established, 
there is (the defect of) non-established qualification. 

11. Since reality is invariable where there is no 
unreality, and unreality where there is no reality, to be 
devoid of both is certai.nly self-contradi'ctory. 

12. (The Advaitin answers) Now because of the .. 
non-acceptance of the reality of a combination qf 

• negations, there is no con~radiction. 
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~ ~. ~qfij~~'«ll~T;tqeg;rrlf ffif~~~ • 
~fa ~;;r ; a~n ijfa' m@r~~;filfffil{lffi~ 1 

~ ~. ;;{ttl ~ ij~fl~ ~q;:~ ~~r9t ~mn 
Pfaa, attlf-l~:q.:fillal;;{l anq ~ffl~qfcf;r aG:~lclt WI: ~ I 

~ '-\. en:r=cqfcf~ ij~fl_ ~lflfG:oliTP-Ifu~~ olfl~ftfij 
~~ ; etR~ro ~Tfuff+~Cfl~ I 

~ G.. a~H,:ra=cqq~~ fl~qff:rfij ~(l:- fcti a~if~? 

13. "It is to explain only the indeterminable 
nature of the respective counter-correlates, that the 
differences from each are stated (of the universe)". If 
this be said, no (says the siddhantin). For in that 
case there is the contingence of that (difference from 
the real and the unreal} becoming indeterminable. 

14. Just as in your school, reality and unreality, 
because of the difficulty of determination, do not exist 
for the universe, even so indeterminability too being 
difficult of determination, the non-existence of that (in 
the universe) would be certain. 

15. If it be said that there is no contradiction, 
because of the non-establishment of pervasions like 
"there is reality where there is no unreality" (the 
siddhantin replies) no, for pervasion is possible in the 
-case of the self (Atman) etc. 

v 
16. If it be said (by the Advaitin) that ref!lity 

there is due to selfhood (~tmatva), then what is that 
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Eli! I P::~TFl'T ~~~ ? ft err ~ ? a-am~~~? 
~~ err? SJTifNT~~ err? ~l:ltfiT~~ CIT? atl~+i4a:ctf€lf~ err~ 

~~err~ 

~ \9. if~: ; atwrif ~~if asr ~lf)mq_ 1 Cfi~(+i'
it~en~flr~ ~; CfiMal~'lt 4'&1Rf~mtlfT a~lfWTN~l<l. 1 

~ ~. il ~1ll: ; ~H£lflAAl!~TQ. I 

~ It!. • '1 ~atlf: ; at~fa Olfil:r=t~TU<I I atlfTN iffe'7.f~ 
ifT~~~ ~lefi ~liR+i'C(:q'lFf~ I 

selfhood ? (1) Is it a generality excluded from pot 
etc., and present in the self, (2) or reality, (3) or 
unsublatability, (4) or to be the nature of knowledge, 
(5) or to be the substrate of knowledge, {6) or to be 
self-luminous, (7) or to be the express sense of the term 
self (Atman) (8} or to be its secondary sense? 

17. Not the first, as, the self being one, there is no 
possibility of a generality ( jati) in it. If it be said that 
because of the existence of assumptive differences of 
the self it is not thus (the impossibility of generality), 
no (says the siddhantin); for, inasmuch. as the assump
tive self is included in the subject (of the syllogism), 
it cannot be an adjunct: 

18. Not the second, because of the non-difference 
(of the probans) from the probandum. 

19. Not the third,.because of the iPJconstancy (of 
the probans) in respect of the unreal. If that be also 
sublatable, there is contradiction of one's own words 
"there is no sublater for the unreal." 
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~ o. if "i:f~: ; q~Cfl~~IIOlf~: I 

~ ~ . if ~if: ; "TniJ;llllfciTQ, I ~mlf qa_tfil~q_ I 

~ ~ • if ~JJ: ; ~qCflT~ijllfT ~q~qFfi'Pf~TQ. I 

~ ~. if \=IB'if: ; atRiJ;lf+nqrq_ I ifT~lf: ; q~~: I 

~ ~. if :q cn~~-atT~iJ~ if fefCfl~.USCICfi~a, ij~ 
acrrftf fu~~rfij:re 1 at~Tfll~qCfllU~~~Cflftsfq ~ iij~ 
Jtl«l~'R"TQ. I 

20. Not the fourth, because it is not absent from 
a part of the subject. 

21. Not the fifth, because it is non-existent in 
the self; for this {self) which possesses that (knowledge) 
gets included in the subject. 

22. Not the sixth, since self-luminosity is to be 
refuted later. 

23. Not the seventh, because it is non-existent in 
the self (in as much as for the Advaitin, the self is 
not the express sense of any word, not even of Atman). 
It is not the last, because it is not absent from the sub
ject, (as there even non-self may. be the secondary sense 
of Atman). 

24. Nor should it be said, that it is not proper to 
analyse (the term) Atman (self) etc., because that is 
established for you (the Dva\tins) also. Though we 
(the Dvaitins) admit any one of the stated alternatives, 

't 

.for you, the taint of defect (in accepting any of th~se) 
is ines<tctpable. 
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~ ~. ~~~ ij=iC!Jilt41~tf8Rt~~qfitd(~ 
~~fa~~~ 

~G.. ~ if W.::~~~ 'llif'l. I 
~ ~. ~~ ija:tfrn:~~OJfirffi qfm'qj q~~Jsrfij:Q

~~qOI~SftflflQ_ I 

~ ~. ~ffi~fer ~~~Bf~i=~FlTCISlftf~fltift, ~~, 
~({Q_ ~~~Fl Cf~~~ tf~~lflli~TQ_ tf~ tTmt
~TCfs:rftf~fa clfl~T~: I 

25. Therefore, through the establishment of per
vasions like "where there is no unreality, there is real
ity", it is established that absence of both is certainly 
self-contradictory. 

VI 
26. (The siddhantin points out that there is no 

authority in respect of indeterminability). Again in 
respect of the difference from the real and the unreal 
there is no authority. 

27. In the proposition ' what is under dispute is 
different from the real and the unreal' (if inference be 
suggested as the authority} there is the contingence 
of non-established qualification in respect of the 
subject. 

28. In tbe inference " reality and unreality are 
• 

the counter-correlates ·of the absolute non-existence 
located in a single entity, because tht:y are attributes, 
like colour and taste," because the term entity (vasto) 
is synonymous with the W8rd reality (sat), there is the 
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~~. ~~~f~~fcf~~Cfi~ I 

~ 0. 3TM~~~'N~ I 

~ ~ • fctif.l ~~~ t:!;Cfi~~f.tar~;:ffi~li:f!tfu~f~, 
. ~ , ~~fii:fij_ ~lfl~lfififfFf~iT~ff~ I 

~ ~ . ri?r iille~ij ; :alfi~?r qatifa ~~lf~tqf~itCfTfit~;q~it 
Sfff1Uif'fftl ~; 

~ ~ . fffi iiltocita ~;;r fefifir~ fiq_ fCfCif~a~ ? fe\; fi~T
~? ~iiltoe~~? ~a ~~'\? 

contradiction-reality is the counter-correlate of the 
absolute non-existence located in reality." 

29. And there is the inconstancy (of the probans} 
in ·respect of knowability and nameability. 

30. And (further) being non-contradictory is an 
adjunct (in the example cited). 

31. Besides, there is parity of welfare in respect 
of fallaciousness with (the following inference) : Potness 
and non-potness are the counter-correlates of the 
absolute non-existence located in one substrate, because 
they are attributes like colour and taste. 

32. " If it be real it could not be sublated; if it 
be unreal it could not be cognised " ; if it be said, that 
such a presumptive implication is the authority for the 
indeterminable, no (answers the siddhantin). 

• • 
33. In the (statement) "•if it be real, it could not 

be subl<\ted ", what is it that is intended by this (term) 
.real? (1) is it what possesses reality (2) or the .un
sublatable, (3) or the nature.of Brahman? 
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~ v. ifp.J: ; ~~~ s:rcm~ ~ ifl'ili'OlJT 

lJ<t_ ~<i. ~<i. atarJe"lJfJrfa olJT8ffe~: 1 

'.....,. wt ~~'tll: ; lla:~n-ai ~a:ilt~fltre m~tf~f~rf!~ ' 
~ i_. if ~fall': ; fu~~T~'l~T({ I 

~ \9. attf~~ s:r@t~ ~lJ~T~ffi"Sij~~'l Sffi'tfuffl~~ 
~if efT I 

~ ~. atT~ ~fl:'ijCJ~Rirqs:r~w: I ~@r ~yf;a;~~T{-

cms:r~w: I 

34. Not the first ; as the universe possessing 
reality is according to your school (Advaita) sublatable~ 
there is non-establishment of the pervasion "what is real 
is not sublatable ". 

35. Not the second, because of the non-difference 
(of the subject) from the probandum {resulting from 
the statement) "that which is not sublatable is not 
sublatable." 

36. Not the third, because of the establishment 
of the established (it is established for the Dvaitin, that 
the nature of Brahman is unsublatable). 

37. "If it be unre.al, it could not be cognised ". In 
this (statement) is it that the cognition of the unreal as 
unreal is denied, or (the cognition of the unreal} as real. 

38. In the first case, there is the contingence of 
the failure of empirical usage (i.e., verBal designation) 
in respect of the unreal. In the second case there is .. 
the contingence of the failure of empirical usage in, 
respect of delusion. 
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~ Q.. Sfia'Ta;-..lfRij'fl SJ~~CJ ~..a~T~ I a'Sf =if(;lfT-

~1wnea: ~~ qfa~emTr.fiRTQ_ a~T~=qofilf~ ifij {fa~ t . ~ 

~ o. a~ fcti ~~q ~ur SJatlf~ ~~TCJ;lJT~ur 
cn ~ atT~ ~Tf..aolfCJ~:r~qqew: 1 

~ ~. ~itsm1~~'1 qa'tre~~CJTlft I at~ <:f~Tt1.T
~:q;ftlf~ ij;lJ{:f, cm'f~T I 

~ ~. <:f~T :q ~ollfG:~wi ~~rfi SJij::jlffi I 

39. For it is only the cognition (of an object) as 
of a nature other than its own that is delusion. "And 
there there is accepted the appearance as real of what 
is different in nature i.e., the unreal. Hence we declare 
the indeterminability of that (delusion) " If this be said, 
no (says the siddhantin). 

40. In that delusive cognition, is that (indeter
minability) too cognised as having its own nature or 
as of another nature? In the first case there is the con
tingence of failure of the empirical usage in respect of 
delusion. 

41. In the second case, there is no getting over the 
cognition of the unreal as real. If that too be con
sidered indeterminable, then there would be infinite 
regress. 

42. Thus there is the contingence of the impossi
bility of • sighting ascertainment (in respect of in
determinability). 
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~~. if ~:; 614'"~'1~1(1\ I 
~ ~. if iar.r: ; fcr:qm~~ I a~Jft-cmfi 

ij'~~~ ifTJI' ? 

~ '-'· ft qooftrf~~: ~ euw~ i:IT ~ em~ i:IT ; at'i~T

~a~ i:IT? 

~~- ert~: ; ~iflfif ~mfij ~m~fil~orr(l\ 1 

if fu~lf: ; rn~ij'J~'"'~ 1 

if ~lf: ; :;rqftr4iRJT(l_ I 

VII 

43. Not the second, becaue it is opposed to their 
school of thought. 

VIII 

44. Not the third, because it is beyond the sphere 
of inquiry. It is thus :-What is this which is called 
"being different from the real" ? 

45. Is it to lack the summum genus, or to be 
not-Brahman, or to be unreal, or to be other than the 
non-sublatable ? 

46. Not the first, because by him (who advocates 
illusoriness) too has not been rejected (the presence 
of) generality in the universe. 

47. Not the second, because of (the defect of) the 
establishment' of the ·established. (The statement that 
the universe is not Brahman is accepted by thr- Dvaitin). 

, 48. Not the third, because it is opposed to thei.r 
.own doctrine. 
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~~. ~~lsftr ~~it" fu'@\ijltt~q_ 1 

'-\ o. ~-it~ ift+f ;r~ff@r ~i21'; iilfelt~lf.l~olf€11 

'-\ ~. ij~;rt:lNTSJT~ ~lf~ ? SJR\4~l41~ firtN-
Sf~~ efT I 

'-\ ~ . ifl~: ; 'fu~(Cf~ 1 awrrf~ ij~;r~:;;r.ttlJ

~~O:lf~~ W ~T~ij~'Fl;r~ I 

'-\ ~. ~ ~~Cf;T~Sif'8tr~ ~r;aoo ~-
srta~rrr~~ ? :jij . ~~~m~~ql:lS{fij~~ ? 

49. Since in the fourth too, because of the ac
ceptance of the difference (of the universe) from Brah
man, there is (the defect) of the establishment of the 
established, (it is not so). 

50. If it be said that ''to be other than unsublat
able" is what is called sublatability, no (says the sid
dhantin), because sublatability is unexplained. 

51. Does that (sublatability) consist in an object 
otherwise (i.e. erroneously) cognised being validly cog
nised, or in being the counter-correlate of negation in 
the locus of cognition (pratipannopadhi) ? 

52. Not the first, because. of (the defect) of the 
establishment of the established; for in respect of the 
universe known (to you) .otherwise (i.e. erroneously) 
in the form "everything is indeterminable" and so on, 
(valid} knowledge as it is is admitted even by us. 

53. In the second (alternative), is it to be the 
• 

• counter-correlate of the negation at some other time 
• etc., iq respect of what h~s been cognised at some 
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'-\'!?. WI~:; aW ~~I 

'-\ '-\. ~'Wf~ottfir~~~TQ. I 

'-\a_. WI f1ijt~:; ~ij~mf~: i!fil<iWfilfillllffif;g~ifN-

qfij~~ ~NreTQ.. I 

'-\". i!fiT ~ SI~T 'fl'f ? SI'JTOfijftiQ11at ? ~..a'-

qfaq-Jtat qr ~ 

'-\~. ~:; SI'I'TOTS~fdq-Jt~ 'f,rEfit~f~q~~qfa-
~ij~sfttqijWtQ_ I 

particular place and time, or is it to be the counter
correlate of the negation in respect of all three times 
and all places ? 

54. Not the first, because of (the defect) of the 
establishment of the established in respect of a part 
(of the subject). 

55. For, 'it is only non-eternality etc. that is 
stated in another mode (as sublatability). 

56. Not the second, because there is contradiction 
in premising that kincl of sublatability in respect of the 
eternal and omnipresent ether (Akas'a) and time. 

57. What is this which is called "being cognis
ed "? Is it to Qe validly cognised or delusively cognised ? 

• 
58. Not the first, ~because in the case of the validly 

cognised, there is undue extension in establisking that it 
is ,the counter-correlate of the negation in respect of aH 
three times, and all places. 
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~((,. ~ ~~--Cfils4 filiN: ~ at~T~if'J_, ~
fcl'ffi~~~;i qy ? 

~ o. WIT;:.J: ; af~«~m~HQ_ I WI f~: ; ~CfNrtll
fiJ'(&IttOIJ(( I 

6. ~. WI :qg~: ; ~=ifTU~=<c~tctiQ_ I ijtfl~-~TFMll~ 
~ llftcti~l:JJfTUJT~~ qy ? l:J'frUtiJT~~~ CIT ? 

~ ~ • WJT'll: ; rr~: ~~T'll~'lllffi'fu'ellT fu~~~T~ I 

59. In the second case, it has to be said, "what 
is this negation ?" Is it cognition of non-existence, or 
-cognition of being other than real ? 

60. Not the first, because of the contingence of 
absolute unreality. Not the second, because that itself 
(being other than the real) is still unexplained. 

IX 

61. Not the fourth, because it is beyond the 
sphere of inquiry. It is thus. The term "not being 
the object of a means of valid- knowledge", does it 
mean " not being the object of some one means of valid 
knowledge" or "not being the object of means of valid 
knowledge in general " ? 

• 
62. Not the first, becaust! of (the defect) of the 

establishment of the established through the establish
ment {of the fact) of odour etc. being not the objfjct 
of the sense of hearing etc. 
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~"it_. ;r ~:; ;murrsrq filv-IT~cllqJaTtt, 1 

~ 'l. ~l~~ q~ ij~~urr~~ 1 

t.. ~. ala=te~t~~q-~~tAA~alJT q~~ttrrd ~ ; 
SRlf~l~(o'i'ii lifa:i'fi~4 ~T~T~ I 

~~. ~~~~q mm~ftffi ~-~ ~:? 
e._". fct;Q~~ ttlnu1 ~fit alf'NRl: I 

~~. ST~a;tii spnuj ~-~~'(\lffi~l~qfq Q 

63. Not the second, because of the contingence 
of illusoriness even of Brahman. 

64. And (it is also so) because, if the universe be 
not an object of any means of valid knowledge, there is 
the impossibility of making that (universe) the subject 
(in a syllogism). 

65. If it be said that it is intelligible to make that 
the subject as established by perception, etc., which make 
known the non-real, no (says the siddhantin), because 
there is no authority (to the effect) that perception, etc., 
make known the non-real. 

66. (If the Advaitin contends) that it (the cogni
tion of non-real obj~cts by perception) is established 
even because of the unreality of the content, whence 
is this (the unreality of the objects) itself (known)? 

67. Further, there is contradiction in (the state
ment) that (perception) makes known 'the non-real and 
is (yet) a means of valid knowledge. 

68. If that which makes known the non-real Qe 
a means of valid knowl~dge, then, why shoul{l not the 
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til; if ~q_? i316~~Cfi~~ I !:flfloi ~(f.:-iffil~~, 
~6014 16f4014Q. I 

~ Q,. if q~: ; ~~~=if~lf~' &.l~' iltm<fil~'l., ' 
~llftrif!UTfcAlf6~qrrit;r rn~~N~ I 

\9o. wrtra1m~ fef0i4f~afllfu ~--~ ~fu ~T~~;r 
m~u'Ef:, 

\9 ~ • if tm: ; ~if~ iflif ! Olifllll'firct~T qr ! 31ifl

f<i:~~ ~Rr fcl~;:rfcf~Ttlfl qr ? ~~~JTG:T;i qr ? 

.cognition of shell-silver too be a valid knowledge, since 
there is no distinction in respect of making known the 
non-real. If it is a means of valid knowledge, it 
does not make known the non-real, like the texts about 
non-duality. 

X 

69. Not the fifth, because when there is admitted 
(the universe) being the object of what i:;; not a means 
of valid knowledge, e.g. "all things are indeterminable, 
momentary, not produced by Brahman " etc., there is, 
(the defect of) the establishment ,of the established. 

70. If it be said that what is intended is being 
delusively cognised1 in that case that (content of the 
delusive cognition) being unreal, there is opposition 
to (your) doctrine. · 

XI 

71. Not the sixth. What is this which is ca1led Qe-
-science ? Is it what is beging.t ! z1&t.erminab1e, 

2 
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~ ~ • 'l~: ; a;rjirqf-~~ll"Tqfu~fclm'lUT~TQ_ I arnil-
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~ ~. ~JqT~Tq~~IJfTfcmTtJT a:f4iTCJfef~~IJfaTif~IJf ~Tef-

~N:q'f~l~~~~~'llfilq~~~~H'lT~~ftfu ~ I 

or is it that which, while in form a beginningless 
existent, is destructible by cognition, or is it the mate
rial cause of delusion? 

72. Not the first, because of the (defect of) non
established qualification resulting from the non-estab
lishment of indeterminability, also because the defini
tion is over-pervasive in respect of ether (akas'a) etc. 

73. If it be said that because of the non-acceptance 
of beginninglessness (in respect of) objects different from 
Brahman, it is not so, (i.e., there is no over-pervasion),. 
in that case there is ina.pplicability of the definition. 

74. Not the second, because of the impossibility 
of beginninglessness, also because, for what in form is 
a beginningless existent, destruction by cognition is not 
possib\e, \ike Brahman. • • 

75. "There is unintelligibility of the inference 
of non-destructibility (by cognition) on the ground o(. 

• 
being a beginningless e(\tity, like the self, for the 
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\9 ~. an:Jfci~~~O'JWlT~OJTCl(iJI~~ MCI~ 11+1 lif~Tq I 

\9\9. if =tffi+i'~Tfa:mt~:, ew1~Rt ol(~=tfRlQ_ I 

\9 ~. if ~:, ~+i'~~ifl~ ~y;:f CIT ? 

\9<0!,. ifl;:.J:; qGJ~~TR~~if ~~~Tli'T 'dl~~CITQ_ I 

~ o. if ~ijtl(: ; ~:~s~'Ollla: 1 ~~fcfrmqta:Tif

m~FI'iflfl~~fQ 1 

nescience that is different from the existent and the 
non-existent, through the mere figurative reference as 
the existent because of its difference from non-existent." 
If this be said, it is not so. 

76. (The siddhantin replies.) Even through the 
mere difference from the non-existent, there is the 
possibility of the inference of non-destructibility (by 
cognition) for what is beginningless. 

77. Nor is self-hood, etc., an adjunct (limiting 
the pervasion), because there is inconstancy {of the 
probans) in respect of the absolutely non-existent. 

78. Not the third. By the word delusion (what 
is it that is meant)-the content ..or the cognition ? 

79. Not the first; because, the content (of the 
delusive cognition) being unrea], being its material 
cause is not possible. , 

80. Not ihe second, beca·use of over-pervasion in 
respect of internal organ, and because there is inap
plicability (of the definition), since delusion has pot 
nescien~e for its material cat1se. 
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~ ~. ~ffiq;ij ~ ~~'f~T~ ~~~~U~ I 
~'-\. :a{f.t~=q.f1~fq ~~Tet~~OJdlll d'l~-

~ftfa ~i211 

81. If it be said that, if it (nescience) were not 
material cause, there would be reality (of the delusive 
content), (the siddhantin replies), "that certainly 
would be so ". 

82. "If it (the delusion-content) be so (real), there 
is no contingence of sublation too consisting in pri
vation of the content (of the delusive cognition) even 
as in the case of valid cognition." If this be said, no 
(says the siddhantin). 

83. For there is non-establishment of your (Ad
vaitin's) pervasion, (the pervasion is between the reality 
of the object and the reality of the cognition) because 
of your admission that even what makes known the 
real is of the nature of nescience. 

84. And, (it is so) because there is conflict with 
this experience-" for •this much time· the silver was 
manifest ". • 

• 85. If it be said that, since even the indetermiD
able delusion is different from rton-existence,. there is 
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~f._. ~({ ~T~'tfa:fij qfij~~T~ I 

~~- ~yq-..ij ~~~l~ij ~' ~~ ~~ 
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!1~RCTT1:_ ; afFfrft(fq;rr lf2TT ~lf~iJT;:i JTT<'Ifijffi ~~ I 

intelligibility of the recollection in that form, it is not 
so (says the siddhantin). 

86. For there is recollection in the form "it did 
exist" only in the case of what is real in its own nature. 

87. " For this much time, my face was here in 
the mirror, and the crystal was red." Because of such 
recollections, it is not so (as stated above). If it be 
said thus (no). 

88. For the recollection is only in the form "for 
this much time I saw (my) face " ; therefore there is 
dispute as to any other recollecti.on. 

XII 

89. What is the authority with reference to the . 
nescience of such a nature ? 

90. .(The Advaitin cites inference as the authority 
for the positive nature of nescience). If it be said 

• that th_t inference, " Devad.tta's valid cognition is the 
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" ~ ; !:f+rr~m, ; ~l:f~ctq_ ~ mqfucreyijT :q 1 

destroyer of that which (1) is other than the prior non
existence of valid cognition located in that (Devadatta) 
and (2) is beginningless, because it is a valid cognition, 
like undisputed valid cognition ", is the authority, no 
(says the siddhantin). 

91. For there is parity of welfare in respect of 
fallaciousness with (the following inference) ; " This 
pot is the destroyer of what is different from the prior 
non-existence of this pot and is beginningless, because 
it is a pot, like another pot." 

92. And by this is (the inference) refuted: "The 
delusion under dispute has for material cause some
thing other than that. which produces it and is un
sublatable, because it is a delusion, like the admitted 
(delusion}." And (it is so) because there is conflict 
between beginninglessness and destruction by valid 
cognition. 

. 
93. There is the (following) counter-probans, • 

" Devadatta's valid cognition is not the destroyer of. 
that• which (1) is other th<\n the prior non-exist~nce of 
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this valid cognition located in that (Devadatta) and (2) 
is beginningless, because it is a valid cognition, like 
the admitted (cognition).'' 

94. Then, let this inference be the authority: 
" Valid cognition has as antecedent some other entity 
which is (1) other than its own prior non-exist
·ence, (2) the obscurer of its own content, (3) removable 
by itself and {4) present in its own locus, because it is 
the manifestor of an object that was not manifested, 
like the light of a lamp as it first comes into existence 
from darkness. 

95. And here, if it be said that valid cognition 
.has some other entity as antes:edent there would be 
(the defect of) the establishment of the established, 
having regard to prior non-existence. In order to 
.remove it, there are the words "other than its own 
prior non-exist~nce." 

I 

96. Even then (after defining valid cognition as • 
_that which has as antecedent some other entity other 
than i~s own prior non-exi~tence) there is (the de"fect 
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~st ijrocrta:~CJ#a~ 1 

of) the establishment of the established in respect of the 
causal aggregate which is other than the prior non
existence of (the valid cognition) itself and which 
produces it (valid cognition). In order to remove it 
there are the words "the obscurer of its own content." 

97. Even thus there is (the defect of) the estab
lishment of the established in respect of an unknown 
potency (adr~ta). In order to remove that, there are 
the words, "removable by itself." 

98. The words '' (present in) its locus" are used 
in order to avoid the establishment of another (non
intended) object (e.g. non-cognisedness-aji'iatata) and 
to establish nescience which has the self (Atman) for its • 
locus. 

99. There is no establishment of the nescience 
desired by you (the Advaitin) by such an inference 
(valid cognition, etc.). ,For, because of•non-acceptance 
of nescience in respect of inert objects, for the valid 

• . .cognitions which are of the nature of modifications of 
• 

thi (inert) internal organ'f there is not the antepedence 
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a&r~:;;r.:filJ~1fcNCT~~"fi~ BToeit Bfe:lffcf~ ~T;a": I 

of an entity of the said description ; yet since there is 
presence of the probans there, there is {the defect of) 
inconclusiveness {of the probans). 

100. And the attribute " other than its own prior 
non-existence " is purposeless, for, that exclusion is 
secured even by the qualification" removable by itself." 

101. The positive entity is not what destroys its 
own prior non-existence. On the contrary coming into 
existence of the positive entity is alone what destroys 
the prior non-existence, since there is contradiction in 
the co-existence of the existent and the non-existent.. 
And thus, since the attribute " removable by itself" 
secures of itself the exclusion of its prior non-existence, 
the attribute " other than its own prior non-existence " 
is purposeless. 

102. Besides, if the probandum be" being preceded 
by a real entity'of that kind", there would be (the defect 
of) the establishment of the established. If the pro-

• 
bandum be "being preceded by an indeterminable entity . -of that kind", the example 'fOuld lack the probandum . • 
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103. If the probandum be "being preceded by 
an entity of that kind which (at the same time) is not 
particularised (as real or indeterminable)" there is (the 
-defect) of non-established qualification. 

104. For, an attribute common to both what is 
cognised as valid and what is cognised as invalid, is 
itself invalidly cogised (and) what is indeterminable is 
not validly cognised by any means of valid knowledge 
whatever. There is indeed no attribute, hornness, 
common to the horns of a hare and the horns of 
a cow. 

105. Besides, through the establishment of demerit 
which obstructs cognition, there is (the defect ofl the 
-establishment 'of the established; for that too is remov-
able by cognition. , 

106. Further, what is this which is called " being 
a manifestor" ? Is it being the instrument of cpgnition 
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qmurfllfd ~~; aflf ~ilT~Tcrfclq~~qq~: 1 

or being accessory to the instrument of cognition, or 
being cognition ? 

107. Not the first, because there is inconstancy 
(of the probans) in respect of the sense of sight etc., 
also because the example is devoid of the probans, and 
also because there is the non-establishment (of the 
probans) since in the case of cognition, there is no 
instrumentality to cognition. 

108. Not the second, because of the non-establish
ment (of the probans,) and because there is also incon
stancy (of the probans) in respect of collyrium (afijaJ:ta) 
etc. 

109. Not the third, since the example is devoid 
of the probans. 

110. If it be said that there may be this means 
of valid knowledge, namely, the experjence relating 
to sleep establisned by recollection (in the form) " I did 
not know ~nything ", no (says the siddhantin) ; for that 
-{~xperience) is intelligible as having for content lhe 
non-exi~tence of recognition. l 
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111. "Now, the cognition of non-existence being 
dependent on the knowledge of the substrate and of the 
counter-correlate, in the absence of that (knowledge of 
the substrate and counter-correlate) that (non-existence) 
is not capable of being experienced " ; if this be said, 
no ; for the apprehension of both the substrate and the· 
counter-correlate by the witness (self) is intelligible. 

112. Some say " nescience is not the non-exist
ence of cognition, because it is not cognised by the 
means of valid knowledge, negation (i.e., anupalabdhi 
which makes known non-existence), like what is ad
mitted. 

113, Non-existence (in the probans) indeed is the 
content either of negation or of perception. And 
nescience is not cognised by any means of valid· knowl
edge, because \tis destJ:oyed by a valid'knowledge, like 
what is admitted. , 

• 
114. This is not sound (says the siddhantin); fo;, 

if nescience be not cognised by any means ,of valid· 
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knowledge, the application of inference to establish it 
would be unreasonable. Being cognised by this means 
of valid knowledge, (to say} that it is not cognised by 
any means of valid knowledge is contradiction (in 
terms). 

115. "Though there is non-existence of being 
pervaded by the fruit (of cognition i.e., the reflection of 
consciousness in the cognition), even because of being 
pervaded by the psychosis, there is application of the 
inference" ; this does not stand to reason (says the 
siddhantin), because the pervasion of nescience by psy
chosis is not admitted. 

116. Nor is there pervasion of "removability 
through a means of valid knowledge" by" non-cogni
sability through a means of valid knowledge", because 
the impressions that are removed by the means of valid 
knowledge, recognition, are cognised by a means of 
valid knowledge. ' 

117. ) Nor does it stand to reason that nescience 
~made known by such empirical usage as "I know not 

~ 

the oqject mentioned by., you " which is possible, 
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whether there is absolute sleep (where there is ignorance 
of the self) or cognition (of the self or of the object) or 
non-cognition. 

118. Here, is there the empirical usage through 
restatement of every (particular} or in a general 
way? 

119. Not the first, because there is no such em
pirical usage at all ; or if there were, it would be in
telligible as having for purport "I know not through 
a means of valid knowledge the object mentioned by 
you"; for (the proponent) is seen to restate it after 
comprehending the meaning from the opponent's sen
tences, and subsequeqtly to refute it, as not having a 
a means of valid knowledge. 

120. Nor does it stand to reason (to urge) that 
because the cognition of the qualified object "I have no 
valid cognition in respeft of what is mentioned by you It 
is valid, the content too, being its qualification, is • 
known by a means of valid knowledge, and that hen~ 
thel'e is contradiction in oq.e's ewn words. 
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121. For though this valid cognition too has for 
content the non-existence of a means of valid know
ledge, the object of this (latter) is not the content of 
that (former). Otherwise the valid cognition " I ex
perienced a delusion " having for its content a delusion 
about what is qualified, there is the contingent of the. 
content of the delusion too becoming valid. 

122. Not the second; for through reference in 
general terms (to what was said), there is intelligibility 
for the empirical usage (of ignorance) in respect of the 
particular. 

123. If it be said that even in respect of the 
particular, there would not be such empirical usage, 
whether cognised or uncognised, it is n9t so (says the 
siddhantin) ; fof, it is known ill a general way, " there 
is some pa;-ticular ". 
• 124. Further, even if there is acceptance of nesci-, 

ence witp. a positive nature, i~ the content (of nescience). 
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known earlier or not ? In no case can there be a 
question (about it). 

125. " For us, (the Advaitins) all the objects 

whether as cognised or as not cognised are the contents 
·of witness-consciousness; hence the content qualified 
by non-cognisedness prior to the rise of valid cognition 
is established by the witness-consciousness, is capable 
of being referred to and becomes capable of being 
questioned about." If this. be said, no (replies the 
siddhantin), 

126. For in respect of a content, which is estab
lished even as established by the witness-consciousness, 
there cannot be the empirical usage (of ignorance). 

127. If it be said that though it is cognised by 
witness-consciousness, there is the empirical usage be
·Cause of the 'desire to know the meant-.; of valid know-, 
ledge, no ; for in the case of that which is established 

~ 

by witness-consciousness the desire to know the meaqs 
.of ~alid knowledge is fruitJess. 
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128. And thus you (Advaitins) too must say that 
for the sake of the knowledge of the particular, what 
is established in general is referred to. 

129. We (Dvaitins) too do say that the empirical 
usage (of ignorance) is because of the desire to know 
the means of valid knowledge for the particular in res
pect of that which is established in general by the 
witness-consciousness. 

130. Therefore nescience does not come within 
the sphere of being demonstrated ; hence how can it 
have any product ? And still more, how can there be 
established the character of being the probandum either 
for nescience or for its product? 

XIII 

131. N01'' by the refutation of nescience of a posi
tive nature is there the defect " being opposed to one's 
final position," because there is refutation of the 
• 
opponent {above) on the opronent's own principles~ 

3 
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~~~. ;r ~q a:t~;al4fT~ifTijffif11snitsqfij4tw:a: I 

~fijf("ffi~TSfR-14\~IQ_ I 

~ ~ ~. ..~~~iltftt ~(l:-aft aa lffi~~ 
ifl"ffiG)EJfirtf%: I ~T?f fJJtln~fil~~: I 

~ ~ ~. w:rtftl m-~ I ~T~-AA~ ~~~ ~ ~· 
~ ? atiiCfire'"~ qt ? 

~ ~ '-'· ~ ft ~tR\~1 ~Si_lfr qr ? 

XIV 

132. Not the seventh; if the word" absolute non
existence" is intended to mean unreality, then there is 
(the defect of) "opposition to one's own school of 
thought"; for, what is other than that is non-established. 

133. If it is said that it (absolute non-existence) 
is "being different from the existent", then because of 
the contingence of unreality even from this, there is 
no removal of the said defect (the refutation of the 
indeterminability of illusoriness). Therefore there is 
no definition of illusoriness. 

XV 

134. Nor of cognisability (is there a definition) 
too. It is th~s : what js this cognisabinty ? Is it being 
the content of cognition, or non-self-luminosi~y ? 

135. In the first case, is the cognition of the forl\l 
of psychosis, or of the for~ of consciousness ? , 
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~ ~ ~. itTCJ:; atl~;t;t~'i~T~ 1 ~ ~IJ:t"d'5ffitat~-
~""~cmt I 

~ ~". tRl'iit fila'li~~rm~tfil~filfij ~q_-'li<i5 ~ffi-
~T olfCffl:m err 1 

~ ~ ~. ana ~qfq iji(~TCIT~~: I aT~Tifl~

fir~~ ~'Rf~~TCIT~FTT~~ I 

~ ~ Q,. ij'-tT~-aT~~ ~lfqUa_lolf~nH~ ~s:r~-
~fij ~a_lut~I(~T fq~rfTqUa_lolfCf~T~lfFlfaT~~T-

136. Not the first, because of inconclusiveness (of 
the probans) in respect of the self (Atman) ; for that 
(self) too is the content of the psychosis arising from 
(the study of) Vedanta. 

137. If it be said that, because of the non-related
ness to the fruit arising from psychoses, there is no in
conclusiveness (of the probans), then is the fruit cog
nisedness or empirical usage? 

138. In the first case, because of its (probans) 
non-existence even in pot, etc. there is the non-establish
.ment (of the probans). Because, of the non-existence of 
cognisedness in (objects that are) past, future and eter
nally to be inferred there is also partial non-establish
ment (of the probans in the subject). 

139. It i~ thus. Citsukha, who states its definition 
'I 

~~ self-luminosity is capacity to be the object of em-
J 

pirical usage of immediacy, while not being the object ,. 
<>f cognition", while expl~ining the function qf' the 
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~Ffq~FfS~'l:-if =~nfci':.lr~~y~qy~ ~~flf~ 
cfl~il I i:l~T ij"~~lWTFli:lf;!~ijy~mt~ :qyfije?.{yij: I ~latffi

~~~~~lf i:l;;iflijl({Tfa;ffi I 

~ ~ o. fu@f ~'l{~~lf~(f I i3lT(;r'l).sfiJ ~ftt~lf-

Olf({(Rfi:tfflf~TQ.. I 

~ ~ ~. ~qsflq~~ § ~~T(f~~rffifl~a {fu 
~~~:I 

~ ~ ~. ~srcnr~~~ f;r~:q)Olf lfG;ijTcil s~~'l. 1 aitr':.l-

qualification " capacity to be the object of empirical 
usage of immediacy" says thus: "it should not be 
said : let ' not being the object of cognition ' alone 
be the definition ; for if so there is over-pervasion in 
respect of (objects that are) past, future and eternally 
to be inferred; for 'being the object of cognition'~ 
consisting in being pervaded by the fruit, does not 
exist in these ". 

140. In the second case again, there is certainly 
inconclusiveness (of the probans), because the self 
(Atman) too is the con,tent of empirical usage generated 
by psychoses. 

141. As for being the object of cognition of the· 
nature of consciousness, since that is not admitted by 
us in the case ·of pot et~., there is partiai non-establish
ment (of the probans). 

" 142. And that self-luminosity whose non-existenc~ 
is eognisability has to be qefined. If that is sa~d to be 
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~f;rfij ~ - ij~ ~~~ -g~~fil~'ffi. ~Til I ij~H :q !:H~'ffi

fcltfi~~r:Jllffij: I 

~ C?} ~. ~olf~lt ~Treftffi~fc!G:il~~~ ~~tfil~~~ ; ~

~Ten ~lf~fij ~q_-ij;gf~lliiTStlf%RllfOlftJrn ijfct~~~l~eyr

~f(Ttfl~Flflf~R: I 

~ ~ ~. ~tfi~"6~ ell~ ijfcJG:;ij{Ffir&r anmfij ~-
ij~ ~sfq ~~~~: 1 

"not being an object of cognition", then it turns out 
to be saying " cognisability is being an object of cogni
tion." And thus there is the cont-ingence of the defects 
from the analysis made earlier. 

XVI 

143. " Non-dependence on any consciousness 
other than itself for empirical usage in respect of itself 
is self-luminosity; its non-existence is cognisability." If 
this be said, then there is inconstancy (of the probans) 
in respect of the self which is deP,endent on a conscious
ness other than itself in respect of empirical usage as 
H non-dual ''. 

144. If it be said that in the self there is the . 
non-dependenct! on any consciqusness other than itself, 
in respect of indeterminate empirical usage, then, be
~ause the (probans) pot is certainly like that, there is , 
non-estfl.blishment of the prcbans. 
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~ CJ'-\. ~ Pf~q;'WCfi3~ ~ -ftl ~-~~ 

«ill~ I 

~ '~ ~ . ~a 1Cffiftftl 
~1a:11_ I 

~ CJ 13. aW~ ij""~tffl~Ol{~qlj'~ ~S{Cfiffi~ ~ ; 

Oll'l(d~''lT~T({ I 

~ CJ ~. ~~Tgd~sR ~fll'IJlT~~if, \3"ij fef~tm~if, 
aNl~li'T~fcrif ~lf(Cj ~olf~ 1 

145. If it be urged that there is no indeterminate 
usage at all in respect of the pot, {then), it does not 
elG-ist even in the case of the self. 

146. If it be said that it is present in deep sleep, 
no {we reply) since the indeterminate nature of that 
too is under dispute. 

XVII 

147. If it be said that self-luminosity is "to be 
an object of empirical·usage as directly cognised, while 
not being an object of cognition", no, since (the defini
tion), being contradictory, is inapplicable. 

148. Evan if somehow or other it be (considered) 
non-contradictory, (theJt too) cognisability has to be 
defined through the non-existence of the qualification, 
or through the non-existence of the qualified, (i.e., sub .. 
strate) or through the non-t.:xistence of both. 
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~ ~Q.. ~SltiQ\4!111flcft lt'Q(CI~~ ~ I feii ~~~01 ~ 
~fi~l 

~~o. ~ ~if{i\qlfltfi: I 

~ "\ ~. ~ ~Fm~'{_, ~~~fij I 
~ "\ ~. fifiQ ~~(Cj Sl1fTORJ) en ~ en ? ~fq, 

ot~d(t~: I 

~ "\ ~. ~ ~..lRJ: q~~ ~d\ fclit"'~Efl~ffl(lCfi(ir 
~JfTifllflqSRflf: I 

149. Of these, in the first case, let (the qualifi
cation) "being the object of cognition," itself be the 
probans as non-existence of not being an object of cog
nition. What (is the use) of the qualified (i.e., sub
strate)? And of this (procedure) the defect has already 
been mentioned. 

150. In the second case, there is the non-estab· 
lishment of the existence (of the probans in respect of 
part or whole of the subject). 

151. In the third case, the qualification is futile; 
further, the qualified (substrate) is non-established. 

XVIII 

152. Again, is the cognisability through a means 
of valid knowledge, or through delusion. It is not both 

• 
(of them), bec~use of non-esta_blishment of one_ or the 
other. 
• 153. Now if the probans adduced in general is 
refuted, through the analysW3 of the particular (forms) 
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Z '-\ ~. c:J?.TTf~-'{~ij\::Cf~~HI:l~ fcfiitc:r~~~~ij~ ~ 
~:; til; err af.lc:r~~~~~R ~fij fcl€6'-"at, an~ B~ 

~~~"~, ~4TJ:rsfuf;g:ftfa ~~~crr~re 1 

Z '-\ '-\. ~Cf~; ij;r l'!_;rm;w;r q~~sflHDI:l'!fi~~~~w~~-
fFIJIT~ I 

~ '-\ ~. i;f~ ft Cfit ~) ~~ftfu Rlii~~ if ~!;Jfflf ~ 
~?r ; c:J~ ijlllf"~ ~~T~ I 

there is the contingence of the non-existence of all 
inferences (as such). 

154. It is as follows : in the inference of the 
smoke-bannered (fire) from smoke, is it the smoke 
that is related to this place and time, that is the pro
bans or the smoke that is related not to the present 
place and time ? Through such analysis, there is the 
contingence of defect (in the inference) as, in the first 
case, there is the non-existence of the probans in the 
example, and in the second case, there is non-establish
ment (of the probans in respect of the subject). 

155. It is not so (says thesiddhatin);for-since 
there the smoke as such alone is what is instrumental 
in establishing the fire in the mountain, there is the 
acceptance of non-defectiveness (of the inference). 

156. If iJ be said that in that case, through an 
analysis in the form " iJ; the probans the curved smoke 
(or the straight one)?" there is the contingeQce of the 
defect, not so (says the siddhantin) ; because it is only 
that' (smoke) in general wMch is the probans. 
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~~IS. if :qy~ ~T Sf~sq1ffi CJF:ll'f{ I Sf;j'TOJ~TRJ
~lfll): ~~~~y;ry;lmHcmt_ I if ~ ~;:ri{)Oi~<p;l)~~if~i!f~T;rP-J

;r~ I 

~ ~ ~. affl ~ mF([~~~flt~?1~~ d~ ~ ; ll~T ifm
;r~c~~~ a~~~~ 1 

~ ~ Q... ~ll~~ll ~~if~~l~([J :q I 'l :q ~f~~ij 

m ~fa f:l~f{. I ([?f ~f'menlli'T 'l1:f:l ~~ll~lij_ I 

~G. o. if~ ~a~:if~a:: eJi?.j ~fui~ fcllf~ fclit~Tffl:Rr ~?!'I 

157. Nor may it be said" let it be likewise in the 
present context too 11 , because, there is not the general· 
ity of cognisability in the validly and the delusively 
cognised. There is indeed no generality " lotusness " 
in the water-lotus and the sky-lotus. 

158. If it be asked how there is the verbal usage 
"delusive cognisability, 11 no (says the siddhantin). Just 
as there is the verbal usage (in respect of) sky-lotus, 
know it to be even so (here). 

159. Besides, there is the ciefect "being the con
tradictory (probans)" because cognisability is present 
only in the real. Nor may it be said that shell-silver 
is cognisable, because there cognisability belongs to 
shell alone. • .. 

160 .• "How can shell be the content of the silver
CQgnition since this is contradictory ? " If this be said,_ 

I 

no (says the siddhantin). • • 
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t ~ t. mijA~ {fa cit~: ? fik ~:swa""tt414t {Rf r 
~~aoo8RcR:i~ ~ en ~ 

t ~ ~. wtt;:.J: ; ~~~Q.. I -rn:~ cit ~: ~ ~~~
~Cfi~P-JTCfiftOJ ~Rft-~~Tfcl~~~~ I 

t a.~. WI~ a~ftr ~sful Cfi'.l~~fa ~ ; ~ 
m~T~ I dR~ IJ~Sir.CI~HQ.. I 

t ~g. ~ ~;}{~ ~Olltt~~~ ~Olltutalfl err ~ll

~'1. ~ oWJlJ'ffq, aT~ltffi~Cf aft~~~~lflfT(( 1 WI :q ffiSJ~
~RR crrful, ~ifittNmQ, 1 3lR'l;llsf4 m~~~ :q t 

161. What is the meaning "of silver cogni
tion " ? Is it " of (the cognition) which has silver for its 
content " or, is it " of the cognition which comprehends 
silver-ness ? " 

162. Not the first, because it is not accepted. In 
the second case, what is the contradiction? For, its 
own content, namely, shell itse1f it cognises in a different 
form-in this there is no contradiction. 

163. Now, if it be contended that even then there is 
somehow cognisability in silver, no {says the siddhantin), 
since that is a mere semblance of cognisability and since 
that kind (of cognisability) is not related to the subject. 

164. Again, is the cognisability of the silver as 
pervaded by the frui~ or by the psychosis ? Not even 
both, since its establishment is admitted t.o be only 
as ,super-imposed. Nor is th{'re any other means for 
the cognition of that, sitllce there is no (sense), contact. 
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-1~1Ci14\ V'· 
~ 6.'-'· wmJtT ma ~ ~1$£; ~: 1 -r Qffi ~ 

~Tit dfi!ilbj't tfr ~~~ I 

~ 6. 6.. an-~ m:, ct~~T((, ~~ atli ~e: C!4d4:et~r· 
rllFlR~lPll:, !:fill~~, ~fcda :q a~ 'i~~Rt~: I 

~ ~ \9. ~ 'i~ll~~ ~fclqy~tEf'l ~a;JT~!:ffi'~: I 
~ 6. ~. 'l =if ~~~ jf~SJR iiTJf llfffi~~, 'm~~ 

fcl'flJ<:rFrf~j·~~ I 

There is also non-conclusiveness (of the probans), be
cause the self too is cognisable. 

165. If it be said that the self is not cognised, 
not so (says the siddhantin} because of self-contradic
tion. Indeed in respect of a non-cognised substrate, it 
does not stand to reason either to predicate an attribute 
or negate it. 

166. For, its cognisability is established thus : 
" The self is cognisable, because it is a thing, like 
the pot." And, " This pot is different from that cog
nisable (viz., self) which is different from that (world) 
which is other than the said pot and the self; because 
it is an object of knowledge, like the pot." 

167. Further, since in the non-existence of cog
nisability (in respect of the self) there is non-existence 
of the destruction of nescience in respect of that, there 
is the contingen·ce of the non-ex;.stence of release._ 

168. • Nor in your system can there be something 
called Brahman-knowledge (which is other than know-

<~ 

ledge with the self as the ct>ntent), since the meaning 
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~t._Q.. ltf.a ~-r ~-r a~fltl:llll ~-
;rcti?i~Tor~:'!fi~q R:ott+t~fu~ ~or~~Tlt~ ; ~if ~~~fci~T
R~f~ftre ~~ I 

~ \9 o. ~~~it WfT~tTtsfCI m~ OllflRT~t~UQ.I 
~ \9 ~ • an~+~";irsfq ~~oltltlffer sfq ~lfltlfallJT at~cn~ 

·m~re ~~; G:~~~~cnq_ 1 

~ \9 ~. ~q~TijFfStlf~+i"ffil~~~~ I ~if ~~-
~fircl~Mf ~ I 

of the genitive is not other than "being the content 
.'(of cognition)." 

169. "For him who through the knowledge gained 
by hearing (the scripture) understands ~eality and 
attains to the state of meditation, there arises cognition 
in the form of a modification of the internal organ ; 
through that (cognition) there may be removal of 
nescience." If this be said, no (says the siddhantin). 

170. For, if it be so accepted there is no getting 
-over the (defect of) inconstancy (of the probans), be
cause of the supreme self (Paramatman) too being 
cognisable. 

171. "Because for the self too, though there is 
·pervadedness by psychosis there is the non-existence 
·of pervadedn,ess by the fruit (of cognition), there is no 
cognisability "; if this ,be said, no (says' the siddhantin), 
·since the answer has been (already) given. .. 

' 
172. " Though there is non-existence of conteQ.t-

·ness, the knowledge ha1•ing the form of th,e self is 
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~\9~. ~{FTR~(l_ I ijll.JT~-·a{~flr~ efil~:? 

\31T~T<m ~m lf~fa CJT ? \3fl~ijl~ {CJTCfiTU 1.1t1.tfa CfT ? 

arr~T anetitU lf~fa CJT ? 

WI~: ; SJTW~ilflf~CfiTCfiHaJ1q<?;;~Ti'f I 

~C( ij'ijt snW~~lf~tm~m ~~ ; a{1flijij'Qtlft 

self-knowledge ; by that there may be removal of 
nescience." If this be said, no (says the siddhantin)~ 

173. Because it is beyond (the comprehension of) 
inquiry. It is as follows; what is the meaning (of the 
term) "having the form of the self? " Is it "whose 
form is the same as the form of the self ? " Or is it 
" whose form is similar to the form of the self ? " Or 
is it " which has the self for its form." 

174. Not the first, because the cognition and the 
cognised are not perceived to have one (and the same) 
form. 

175. If it be said that one (.and the same) reality 
is the form for both cognition and cognised, no (says 
the siddhantin) because a uniform reality (satta) is not 
accepted. , 

176. And "if there be one (and the same) form 
through (tqe same} reality (satta), why should the know
le~ge resulting from the Vedantic statements have the 
form of the self at all ? Why should it not have the 
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~: ~ '4~1f:1ii{J~fq it ;; ~ 1 ;; :q tRotr~fif ~'ijT ;;t~~

~, fir~l{dlsflifiHI&_ I 
~ ~~. if fuatlf:; eRlf~ffmll~Jjq~:r:mCl. 1 fcfifV~

ffi~ 'Sftfllqtfuq~~~lq I 

~ ~<:;. ~@;tsftr q~ ;;ron GT~l~T~lfFfiR: G~qfij, 

'31T~lf~TCW1T~:r:+rcrrq_ I 

~ ~~. am: qft~lfff~'FlcrlJT o~nq~~;; =<ml=l~:n;r~TetiR 
~fij q'ffiolf~ I (l~ =if fefqlf~~fij lf~fti~q&_ I 

z <:; 0 • if~ ~~~ lf~ ~f~qlJ~~ ~lf~~ ; ~qfa;sr~-

form of a pot also? Nor do the others (Advaitins) 
admit a form called reality (satta) in the self, because 
formlessness is admitted. 

177. Not the second, because complete similarity 
is not cognised, while some kind of similarity will result 
in undue extension as in the prior case. 

178. In the third alternative too, the self cannot 
directly become the form of the cognition, because of 
the impossibility of the relation of the container and the 
contained (as between cognition and the self). 

179. Therefore· by elimination, it should be said 
that as the content and as what excludes, the self is the 
form, as it were, of cognition ; and since this itself is 
<:ontentness, this (objection) is a trifle. 

XIX 
• 180. "Now, if cognisability is to be the object of 

.co~nition there would ~ this (group of defects). The 
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~6\~410114~1 ~TQ_? 

~ <: ~ • ijq'{_ ; a:rftrft~ lfR~Tffl~~~ qf Oft~-
~~~ ql? 

~ <:~. .ill{{: ; <:fqT~~: I 'l m~: ; ~~nfu~: I 

~ <: ~ • {{Ffl~<:f: ~~iT {fa :q ~Tftq q~ffi('{_ I ~fq~_ll~T
f.tll~r;t~ ~~qq~~~fcf~ur~Q 1 

~ <: Cfl. wr :qyR<:r ~asfq ~twrN~T 01.fcrm1ll ~~e~~<:r-
~ fuv.p.-y;q~~qT~~ I 

invariable dependence on a cognition other than itself 
in respect of the empirical usage related to some thing, 
is cognisability. How can cognisability of this kind be 
tainted by the group of defects adduced"? 

181. Not so (says the siddhantin). By the words 
"other than " (what is it that is meant)-having real 
difference, or having the difference resulting from 
nescience? 

182. Not the first, because it is not established 
for you (the Advaitin). Not the second, because it is not 
established for me (the Dvaitin). . 

183. And that the usage is (in respect of difference) 
in general, this has (already) been refuted. And the 
invariability of dependence on a cognition being itself 
intelligible as the probans, the qualificatio~ (other than 
itself) is fu~ile. ' 

• 184. And even in respect of silver there is no 
dependence on (another) cognition for the sake <)of 

'J 

\ 
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z c ~. if :q a~ fit fi:l~~ eH~lfq__ 1 a~ ma- ~aT~~-
~~~&:~~~~q~m~er~"lJlqraT~ 1 · 

~ c 1.9. if :q iiJT~~~JJBffi ~ijl{B, aT!:fijf~~'fim~ I iflftf 

~Tfif~=q~~ef~ , a~lf !:!JJTUTT~TefTfa:fa I 

z c c. if :q ~~~g;~fit fimfa:~qur~~~ ~: 1 

a~T~- f.fi~ ~:g~ ifTJJ ? ~iflifll:TT~ qr ? aTifT~ qt ~ 

'5f~Hif~~ efT ~ ~ll'firo~ efT ~ 

empirical usage, since its establishment is admitted only 
as superimposed (merely phenomenal, thus requiring 
neither a psychosis of manas nor intelligence as reflected 
in that psychosis): this we have said. 

185. There is also non-conclusiveness (of the pro
bans) in respect of the absolutely unreal. 

186. Nor can it be said that that too is illusory; 
for, in that case there is the contingence of futility of 
the effort to predicate the difference from the unreal in 
respect of silver, etc. 

187. Nor does sublatability stand to reason in the 
case of the unreal, Rince its non-cognition is accepted. 
Nor can there be indeterminability for it, because there 
is no authority for it (i.e., indeterminability). 

XX 

188. The probans "inertness" too has not the • 
Jegs (strong enough} to jump over the adduced group of 
defects. It is as followr: what is the meaning of tbis 

I 

f 
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~ ~~- W~N: ; fclftmwrfir qftlfif~asftl~ 1 amcrr~-
~ftl~&l" ct~¥11'1~1<1. I 

~~o. '1' ~lJ:, ar-JW~~-aTr~lfaRffi~ c=u ~
~~c=u~~~ 

~~~- ~:; acc1~~: 1 '1' ft ~~ ~~.n ~ftl-
ft~~ I 
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that is called inertness? Is it (1) not being a.substrate of 
cognition, (2) or not being the self (non-.self-hood) or 
{3) being the form of nescience, ( 4) or not being self
luminous? 

189. Not the first, because there is (partial) non
establishment (of the pJ:obans in the subject), in respect 
-of the qualified self included in the subject, (and) 
because .it (the probans) is present in the absolutely 
unreal and the self which form the negative instances. 

190. Not the second. What is it that is intended 
by the term 11 not being the self (Anatman) " ? (1) Is it 
being other than the self or (2), not being a substrate 
-of self-hood (Atmatva). 

191. Not the first, because it is not established 
for you (the Advaitin). Indeed according ~o your (the 
Advaitin's) schoJol there is no world as other than the 
supreme self (Paramatman). 

• 192. "Though there is the non-exi~tence of that 
(difference) as (absolutely) r~al, there is the difference 
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as manifested by beginningless nescience " ; if this be 
said, the probans is not established for us (the Davaitins) 
(since nescience-produced-difference is not admitted 
by us). And there is the inconstancy (of the probans) 
in respect of the (absolutely) unreal (since you admit 
the unreal to be illusory). 

193. Not the second; for if self-hood be brought 
under the alternatives stated already, there is the 
contingence of one of (the three defects), non-distinc
tion from probandum, non-establishment (of the pro
bans), and non-conclusiveness (of the probans). 

194. By this, {the argument)" the self-hood under
stood by you (Dvaitins), let that be the same for us 
(Advaitins) " is also refuted, because for us (the 
Ovaitins) it is possible to adopt any one of the alterna
tives stated. • 

195. Not the third, for there is noo-establishment 
' (of the probans) in respect of that part (of the subject) 

which is cognitive psychosis. The position that the s~lf 
is of the nature of knowledge does not come up to the 
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(level of) being tenable. It is as follows; has that 
knowledge a content or has it no content? 

196. In the first case, has it itself as content or an
other as content? Not the first, because of contradiction 
of functioning in respect of itself. Not the second, 
because of the contingence of the non-existence of 
knowledge in release. Not the latter (not having a 
content), because of the contingence of the non-exist
ence of the very nature of knowledge. 

197. And if it is to be of the form of contentless 
cognition, Jet there be such a form for cognition in 
the world too ; thus there is the contingence of the 
non-establishment (of the probans, inertness). 

198. Not the fourth. For, (the definition of) any 
other self-luminosity as distinct from '.'that form of 
cognition which has itself for ,object " will be refuted 
later on, •while according to you (the Advaitin) the 
lwminosity which has itself for object is non-existent , 
even in\the self. ' 
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199. By this (the view) that inertness is non
sentience is also refuted, because it does not fall outside 
the alternatives already mentioned. 

200. Nor can there be the adoption (of a position) 
similar to ours (by the Advaitins) since "not being 
the substrate of knowership " is called inertness by 
us (and that is not acceptable to the Advaitin). 

XXI 

201. The probans " finitude " too cannot stand as 
what can establish the probandum. It is as follows : 
what is it that is meant by the term " finitude "? Is it 
fij>atial finitusJ.e or temporal finitude, or being the 
substrate of reciprocal pon-existence? • 

202. Not the first, for there is partial non
establishment (of the probans) in respect of time (i.«., 
amSrikala) and ether (not l>huta:kaS'a). 
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203. For the same reason it is not the second. 
If it be said that everything other than Brahman has 
spatial and temporal finitude, no, because of con
tradiction. 

204. It is as follows: to be finite in space is to 
be the counter-correlate of the (absolute) non-existence 
located in some place. And thus by him who premises 
the non-existence of everything, some substrate has 
to be accepted; for, of the non-existence the cognition 
is dependent on the cognition of the substrate ; and 
thus how can there be no contradiction ? 

205. If tt be said that everything (in the world) 
is superimposed on Brahman, and that therefore there 
is no contradiction because of the acG,eptance of the 
substrate throdgh the denial in the form, " there it • 
is not," no, {says the siddhantin). (For) the meaning 
ViOuld be that what is called finitude is sublatability; 
if that -would be so, there •is the contingence or the 
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defect, even because of non-distinction from the pro
bandum. 

206. And by temporal finitude might be intended 
u being non-eternal " or u having a beginning " or " not 
being real in all three times (the past, future and the 
present) " ; and thus, because of the impossibility of 
such a finitude in respect of time, that same contradic
tion of vile nature has come (again). 

207. By what (authority) do we determine tem
poral finitude in respect of ether? If it be said (that it 
is) by the probans, inertness, it is not so (says the 
siddhantin) because it has been refuted, also because 
the finitude in the oase of pot, etc., is brought about 
by (the adjunct) "being an effect". 

208. If it be said that whatever is inert is an 
,effect, it is not so (says the siddhantin), because of 
inconstancy in respect of nescience. · And if· that be 
an effect, there would be the failure of the technical 
exposition in respect of that (nescience) as beginning
less"'; and there is. non-exietence of a cause for it. 
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209. There is the inconstancy of the probans 
" inertness ", if accepted as eternal, in respect of release, 
for him who speaks of release as of a fifth form. 

210. And if that (release-mok~a) has temporal 
finitude, there is the contingence of the return (to the 
world of sarhsara). Not even the thousand eyed (Indra) 
has the capacity to annul destruction; hence (your 
position) would be the raving of a lunatic. 

XXII 
211. Not the third. Scriptural statements like 

H not this " "not this" declare that Brahman is the sub
strate of the reciprocal non-existence of the world. If 
that difference too be declared a product of nescience, 
(it is) not so (!Jays the siddhantin). • 

212 .• Then is here " beihg different because ot 
teal difference" the probans? In that case there would 
be the non-establishment CV. that in the subject,. and 
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there would also be contradiction. And since by per
ceptions like, "the pot is real " there is sublation of 
the content (of the inference), (the probans) becomes 
adduced after the lapse of the (proper) time (i.e., be
comes sublated). 

213. Now, what is this " being real " which is 
the sphere of perception? (1) Is it reality or (2) being 
made known by an affirmation or (3) producing suc
cesful activity {in respect of the object) or (4) being 
other than merely apparent or (5) being other than 
non-reality or (6) non-sublatability ? 

214. On the acceptance of any one of the first 
five (alternatives) thare is not for us (Advaitins) con
flict with perception, because that (kind of reality) is 
not rejected by us (Advaitins). 

215. No~ the sixth, because it is not possible 
for perception to apprehend the non-existence of sub-, 
lation subsequently. Therefore, this conteRtion that 
reality is apprehended by perception is like (the asse£
tion1" the city of Gandhal'vas is real ". 
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216. (If the Advaitins advance this argument) it 
is not so (says the siddhantin), since non-sublation is 
perceptually apprehended. Nor may it be said that 
it (perception) does not apprehend non-existence of 
sublation subsequently; for this is established even· 
by the apprehension of non-sublatedness at that 
time. 

217. " N on-sublatedness at that time is appre· 
hended even of the city of Gandharvas "; if this be 
said, true. Even then there is a difference. "Validity 
of cognition is, indeed, the general rule ; invalidity is 
because of defect; " this is what is accepted by the 
learned. 

218. And thus, there, invalidity is brought in 
through some iublater; in the, case in question. since 
that kind tOf sublation is not seen, it is only non·sub
latability in all three times that is established, free 
from defect. • • 
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xxni 
219. If it be said," Let inference itself be the sub

later of perception," no; for, (the inference) reduced to 
.the death-state by the contradiction with perception, is 
incapable of contradicting the perception. Otherwise, 
-even the inference of the coldness of fire would become 
valid as the sublater of the perception comprehending 
heat (in fire). And when perception is not sublated by 
another perception of equal strength, what then, alas! 
.is the talk about the wretch, namely, reasoning which 
lives at the feet of that (perception), being the sublater 
-of that? 

220. If it be said that the perception that appre
hends the sky as sullied (by smoke etc.,) is seen to be sub
Jated by the inference of its being incorporeal, no (says 
the siddhantin); for, even there, since the acceptance of 
the sublation is solely due to the testimony .. of reliable 
persons, etc., there is no admission (of sublation py 
.inference). • 
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221. And again even when there is inference by 
one's own self, then too there is ascertainment from 
that (inference) only as possessing a pervasion appre
hended by a perception w~ich is strong (as compared 
with the inference). 

222. If it be asked, "why should not then the 
perception which is under dispute also be delusive, 
because it is a perception like the perception of the 
.city of the Gandharvas?" no. Then why should not 
statements like "existence, knowledge, etc.", be invalid, 
because they are statements, like the statements about 
the aged ox? 

223. Further if by the term " perception " be 
intended the semblance of perception, it js non-existent 
in the subject. • 

• 224 .• If a means of valid knowledge be intended, 
it is not related to the example. If " merely being 
Jmowle~ge " be the proban.!, there is the inconst1tncy 
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(of the probans) in respect of the knowledge given rise 
to by statements like "existence, knowledge, etc." 

XXIV 

225. Besides, there is contradiction with scriptur
al statements like " the world is real ", etc. If it be 
said that phenomenal reality (alone) is predicated beret 
no (says the siddhantin), because the assumption is 
groundless. 

226. And it is futile to predicate phenomenal 
reality with reference to the world. Nobody, whether 
worldly (wise) or (learned) in the vedas, fails to accept 
the phenomenal reality of the world. 

227. Therefore there is predicated only noumenal 
reality through the refutation of illusoriness well-known 
to the opponept (the Advaitin), because of the principle 
that scripture is purportful with reference to what is not 

I 

established (otherwise). 
228. If it be said that the statement of the reality 

-of the universe is a rep\!tition (of what is otherwise 
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established) in order to make known what is negated by 
the scriptural statements like " there are no differents 
-whatsoever here" no (says the siddhantin); for, in that 
case, there is the contingence that in order to secure 
·the affirmation in such texts as " the world is real ", 
the statement " there are no differents whatsoever 
here" is a repetition. 

229. Further, there is the undue extension, that 
in order to make known what is negated by sentences 
:like "this was only non-existence at the beginning" 
the text "reality, knowledge, etc." is a restatement of 
Brahman's reality. 

230. " When the illusoriness of the universe and 
the reality of Brahman cannot be established by (any 
means) other than scripture how can there be a restate
ment (of them)?" If this be asked, no (says the siddhan
tin), because bf probans like co~nisability, there ~s esta
blishment. of illusoriness, and because, through the un
iute11igibility of delusion (otherwise), there is the assump
tion in the case of Brahman too that as substrate it is real. 
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231. Further, by him who says that there is 
repetition of the reality of the world, is the world 
admitted as an object of valid cognition or not ? 

232. Not the first, because of conflict with that 
authority {for statements like " There are no differents It 
etc.), and because of the fact that that which is negated 
is not admitted (by you Advaitin) to be by its own 
nature the content of valid cognition. 

233. Not the second, because restatement of that 
which is not established is impossible. If it be said 
that there is restatement of what is established in 
ordinary experience, ho (says the siddhantin). Is it the 
restatement of what is established on valid evidence in 
ordinary experience or delusively ? 

234. Net the first, because of the reply having 
been already given. ,Not the latter, '-because in the 
same way there is the contingence of the< refutation 
of Brahman-reality delusively cognised in the case<Qf 

\. 

the world. 
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235. Therefore, there is no possibility of repeti
tiveness in the absence of a statement like " what they 
say " and a special argument for the refutation ; and 
there is no ground for predicating phenomenal reality 
(alone). For these reasons, it is absolute reality that 
is declared of the world ; hence there is the conflict with 
scripture (for the Advaitin's inference). 

XXV 

236. Besides there is the conflict (for the Advai
tin's position) with the code (smrti) devoid of room 
(for ambigivuity) namely, "The)' say that the universe 
is non-real, has no substrate, and has no Lord. (What 
is there that does not spring from mutual union? Lust 
is the cause of all)". . 

237. And here the word "not-real'' has not for 
purport a_bsolute unreality; for, because of the non
efistence of any disputant who accepts absolute un
reality, (the term) "they so.y" would not be posS'ible. 
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XXVI 

238. And there is conflict with .the (following) 
inference : "The thing under dispute is real, because it 
_is cognised through a means of valid knowledge, like 
Brahman." 

239. Nor is the probandum undefined, since being 
non-sub1atable (itself) is the ,probandum. And because 
of the establishment of that (non-sublatability) in the 
~ase of Brahman, there is not (the defect of) non·estab
.lished qualification. 

240. Now, what is this being cognised through a 
means of valid knowledge ? Is it being cognised through 
a real means of valid knowledge, or being cognised 
through a non-real means of valid knowledge ? 

241. Not the first, because it is .. not established 
fQr us (the Advaitins}', since means of valid, knowledge 
like perception, etc. are not admitted as making known 

• 
. real~ty. 
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242. Not the latter, because it is not established 
for you (the Dvaitins). And the example too is devoid 
of the Probans. 

243. Not so (says the siddhantin) ; for, there is no 
authority in respect of means of valid knowledge like 
perception making known (only) the non-reaL Percep
tion, etc. make known the real, because of being a 
means of valid knowledge, like (the text) "reality, 
knowledge, etc." Otherwise there would not at all 
be (for those) the character of being means of valid 
knowledge. The universe is cognised through a 
means of valid knowledge which makes known the 
real, because it is other than th.e admitted objects of 
delusive cognition, like Brahman. 

244. If self-hood be said to be the adjunct (present 
in the example, and not in the subject~, no (says the 
siddhantin), because self-hood consisting of non-sub
latability, .. etc., is possible in th'e subject; otherwise in 
Brahman there would be the non-existence of self-• 
hood too. 
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~ ~ '-\. 1ft ~fcfa:tfi~fa:~Ffq~ ~""'~~ ~; 
fcli if ~Q_? if ill~ fclq~ ~: I ~Olfltlfffilfl ~~

~iO~ ij;r m~il11~: 1 

~ '1/ G_. ij~'(fq !:ll"lfUTCfi(CJmt~ ij~ECf otTffiTRr ijl'el.JT-

fqft(!~Ha ~~ ; ~IRR=i"a: I 

~ ~ \S • "l aT~fuita:a=m~ ' q'~lutlfclqlf~~;nftl ~i({ut: 

~~~qlTJiJ<t I 

245. Besides, why should not the probans be 
'' being cognised through a means of valid knowledge," 
in general, omitting attributes like " which makes known 
the real " ? This probans is indeed not present in the 
negative instance. Since pervasion by (cognition) 
psychosis is accepted in respect of the self, there is Rot 
the non-existence of the probans in that (positive 
instance). 

246. If it be said that even thus, since there is no 
reality other than being an object of a means of valid 
knowledge, there is (the defect of) non-distinction (of 
the probans) from the probandum, no (says the Dvaitin) 
since this is not accepted by yourselves (Advaitins) or 
by others (Dvaitins). 

247. Nbw this is not stated ac~ording to your 
(Advaitin's) own point of view; for reality is admitted 
of Brahman though (it is) not the object of ~ means of 
valid knowledge. • 
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~ CJ ~. WJT~sfi"~T, iii~UJ {CI q~~~T~Tilt: qllJTfUicti-

~~~ m~~T+~qrr;ryq_ I a:f;lf~l ~~fclf.ffOTCI'ij_ SJ;(TUJ-

~~~)mq_ I 

~ g ~. o~N ;Jt~JUJ: qr;rtfOTCfKCI'TifTCI'f~T\:lif~ £trrra
~~ ~?!' ; a:J~T\:ll{Ul~ ~~CI'liflCI'Cf~ ~C(~Olffutfefl~lcrtre: 

itfRUTfkll!:fl;(lf111<fii6t ~~~'llOl~~'.{C(q~w: 1 

~ '-' o. ~a: fu~~T~rn ~ ; ~a- {fu ~~rn crt 

q~WJ ~fij CI'T I 

248. Nor is it according to our (Dvaitins') point 
of view; for, of the world as of Brahman, there is 
admitted reality other than " being an object of a means 
of valid knowledge ". Otherwise like the horns of a 
hare there would be no functioning of a means of valid 
knowledge. 

249. If it be said that even thus, the example is 
devoid of probans, since Brahman is. not an object of a 
means of valid knowledge, no (says the siddhantin) ; 
for on the view that "uncommon" (probans) is no de
fect at all, there is intelligibility for the barely negative 
(pervasion). And if Brahman be not the object of a 
means of valid knowledge, there is the contingence of 
unreality (for it), as for the horns of a har~. 

250. If it• be said that it is not so, because of 
being established by itself, no •(says the siddhantin). 
Tile term "by itself ", does it mean, " by oneself or 
" without a means of valid knt>wledge? " 
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~ ~ ~. iiJ'.t: ; ~;r+~!{il'ITQ. I ;r fl ~f~~ crneli-

(1~~ I ar;li~T ~~fctl.fTUT~Rci fu~: ~lfTQ. I 
~ ~ ~. ii ~dtlf:, q+fTUTT~Ttr ~~ ii ~Tf~q~ ~ 

fclo;y fu~~~T~~~TQ. fu~qyq~~~q-..lf~~Q.I ~(1:

fij~ iiTJt ~Sf.fi~fitftt ~?f ; a;\il'tt({C'{l~ I 

~ ~ ~. ~~tePTft~~ ~~~T'io:i ~l1cffu I ~T-
~~ill~ Ollfl:RR {fu ~ ; q~~~TQ. I ;r fl q~ q~rit ctT 

~=tf'R: I 

251. Not the first, because it is not accepted. 
There is not indeed admitted causal correlateness for 
Qneself in respect of oneself ; otherwise there could be 
establishment thus even for the horns of hare. 

252. Not the second ; for, (to the statement) 
" there is no reality in the absence of a means of valid 
knowledge," it is no answer (to say) that it is established 
without a means of valid knowledge, since no other 
method of establiihment is stated. If it be said that 
"self-establishment" means "self-luminosity", no 
(say~> the siddhantin), since it has already been answered. 

xxvn 
253. There is also the possibility of establishment 

Qf reality be,cause of producing successful activity (in 
respect of the object). If it be said t:hat there is the 
inconstancy (of the probans) in respect o{ cases like 
the enjoyment of Rambha (a celestial damsel) .in 
dre~s, no (says the siddhantin), because that (dream 
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~ ~ ~. ~~WT~ OlJfli:qR ~f~ ~?! ; ~~ ~~-
O!fi+cnP=;~wrFi~ffl. I 

~ ~ ~. o:r~ m"l~T?Iitct ~l{CfjiqT~~"lent{ , ~~fere~ ctl ~ 

a:fT~ ~en<?im<11o:rt ~~CfiilllfG:~"l~~q~~: 1 

~ ~ ~. fu~it ~qflJTN a~~~ijllJHlfijfu ~ ; ~.fulJT 
~HH~i~ct ~~"4UI~~;:r Ollf~:qln~TCITQ., ~qT~;lJ~T:tr I 

experience) is on a par with the subject. There is 
indeed no inconstancy of the probans in the subject or 
in what is on a par with the subject. 

254. If it be said that there is the inconstancy 

(of the probans) in respect of rope-snake, etc. (which 
produce fear), no (says the siddhantin), because its 
cognition by itself produces fear, trembling, etc. (and 
that cognition is not illusory). 

255. Now, is it the cognition by itself that gives 

rise to fear, trembling, etc., or is it as specified by the 
content? In the first case, there is the contingence of 
all cognitions giving rise to fear, trembling, etc. 

J 

256. "In the second case, for the snake too there 
results the production of that." If this be said, no 
{says the siddhantin), because, " the (real) rope that is 
cognised as th~ snake,"-this alone being' the specifica

tion, ther~ is no inconstancy '(of the probans), and 
b~ause they (fear etc.) are generated not by the snake 
(but only by snake-cognition}'. 
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~ ~ \9. arRij;?;[~~Tfuci o:nffi!RI ~?I ; ~ f.f~
qqfiltfii~UJ(~wt ~fa'~~~~~ I ~)sfq q&_lftff&.rn~~ lilff-

~ 

lJTAtf)q&_lrm:f: ~~ I 
~ ~ <!. ~ftlft'ffil~~~'Ff'fl~q~fa ~ ; ijG;ff{~~Tcit

~F:fUJq~lfl q&_lf.f~q"T~ I 

~ ~ Q,. ~ ~romTtlfwron~lf~qrrffla:t~t~~ ~r 
Cfi'.i WI ~T~ ? 

~ ~ o. ~TC4i{TRtfl~'i ~sqm~t !.l'ITUJl{ ; at~Tflf
CJa;o:n~qfq ~SI~C4T~ I 

257. If it be said that in the self there is no 
production of successful activity (in respect of the 
object), no (says siddhantin) ; for, it (the self) as the 
cause of the entire universe is well-known from a 
hundred scriptural statements. If that (causal self) too 
be (said to be) included in the subject, then there would 
be partiality in favour of Mahayana (Buddhism). 

258. If it be said that it is not so because of the 
acceptance of a self other than that (qualified self), no 
(says the siddhantin) ; for, since even what is other than 
that has this attribu'te (viz. being other than the quali
fied self), it is included in the subject. 

259. Besides, because of the acceptance of success
ful activity in respect of even the qualified self, how 
can it be said not to be present in the self-part (of the 

• 
qualified self) ? • 

260. And, being an object of empirical usage is 
the authority for. (the dtablishment of) the ~eality in 
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~ ~ ~. ~~~~s.q I if :#.£ ~~~~ifl msfq 
~(ijliilfl. I filv.JT~tr~ ~T~N ~r:Jqij:ffi: II 

~ ~ ~. atfif~~~fcr'I.JTffict'iT~~~~~ ~V-JT~lfij-
slPt fifa;~;r~ trl'el{~~~ :q I 

~ ~ ~. iG Cfila:T~~g;iJT ijCfil~tfi~T~'f~ Cfil~ 
«G:ijffl~Hhma:fci~Cfil~~itq- ~Cf~affij ~ I 

respect of the universe; for, even in respect of cognition, 
verbal designation, etc. the shell alone is the content. 

XXVIII 

261. And, " being the content of a cognition 
generated by defect" is the adjunct. Nor can that 
{adjunct) be established in respect of the universe too 
by (the probans) cognisability, etc. ; for, there is the 
contingence of the defect here too, as in the establish
ment of illusoriness. 

XXIX 

262. And if illusoriness means indeterminability 
or either being nescience or being a product thereof, 
there is (the defect of) the non-existence of the pro
bandum in the example. 

263. " Now, in inferring possessipn of a cause 
through the probans, ' being occasional,' since it is not 
possible ior the cause to be "of the form of real and 
qpreal, there remains only production by nescience; '' 
if this be said, no (says thetsiddhantin). 
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~ ~ <J. ifi4 Offi'~fq~ijT 'lT+f ? ~~!:f~ijT ~H ? W

~S>~ ?~ffi en ? 

~ ~ '-\. 'lT~: ; oll"T~lf~T('( I .ft~~: ; ~Tdfl~~tfT<r_ I 

ij~~T?f f3r~Stlf4 SI~m ~fu~~tfa«ftre ' 

~ ~ ~- ftQ-liff:\ ~FI~Tffl~ ~& , ij~ ~-
" 

Jfl~tr~~tr~T~m!:NT~CfiJTWtcnTlf !:ftr:::lta I 

~ ~\9. 'l ~ \Hli~~liJ!'IIWJ"til?l ~: f4ulilW-TRifN 

rnf~ {<l"Ttl~<i'~o:Jq~JClf:\~"tiTIHalq I 

264. What is it that is called "being occasional"? 
Is it being cognised on some occasion or is it being 
produced on some occasion? 

265. Not the first, since there is no pervasion. 
Not the latter, because the probans is not established. 
Hence, this syllogism does not in any one of these 
three forms come into line with reason. 

XXX 

266. Further, if .the universe be delusively posited 
then there would be the contingence of having to 
admit the antecedence of a substrate and achetype that 
are real and si!Uilar to the universe (so) posited. 

267. And the admission of two real-.miverses does 
not stand to reason, because of the contingence of 
excess, as in the case of him who went to beg for oil
.cake ~nd was promised a measure of oil. 
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~ a.~. ffifl ~a: ~~ra~~o~fa cri~Rt~ ~~~~
ifFT~ I 

~ ~ ~- fcfi~ ~~m OfT~tlf~~~TNBT"fq"fT'l~~ olfl-

q~~ I Cf~T:;r ~n~cr I ~~~ll~lil~Ut:;~Cf ~lief: mq~croo
CfilWJ <?;~TQ_ I a'fo) olfltlf~iflfq ifl~1fa Slif~it"~-l: I 

~ \9o. cr~t :q SJ~ll:-SJq~) if mf;a~-qcr:, fif~mt

or~tf~q"~'T"~~tr.::T~ct[iTRi~~ur crt ~CfQ. I fclq~ ~CfTUtlf~~~T

fltmifs:t"''T'll=@~~~~lfnfu:q~it ill~: I 

268. Therefore, the universe is not posited as 
delusive, (and) hence the inference through cognisabil
ity, etc., (as probans) is refuted by counter-arguments 
(reductio ad absurdum). 

269. Further, for assumptiveness, there is a per
vader, viz., being preceded by a substrate and archetype 
that are similar to the super-imposed. And they (the 
substrate and the archetype) do not exist here (in the 
subject). For, it is more consistent with parsimony 
to admit the reality of this universe than to admit two 
real universes. Therefore even the pervaded viz. as
sumptiveness does not exist; hence, there is conflict 
with the means of valid knowledge. 

270. And there is the syllogism thus: "The 
universe is not delusively posited, because. it has neither 
a substrate nor--an archetype, like the self; or negatively 
like the silver (cognised in the' shell-silver delusion) ... 
Og. the contrary view, there is the sublater in the 
form of the contingence of the admission of two-real 
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~ ~ ~. ;r~ ~~'\-~~tf..ij~~~ a-~t~fij ij~ ; 
-~TW£1U'ij ~~TU(ll ij~-~~~ tf~T ~Tfr6Cfi~T: I 
~~ f%: ijs'lt~A~T :a-~qf~ft-ll~q;ij: I 

~ ~ ~. aTtif q~~ m~~ I 1%@.t fcfi Wf aU~T~-
~l-~1 

~ ~ ~. 6~cffiq~ fcrwrgr ~~ ~ ; at~T~q_ I ~~-
!!t(Ti{(Wf@r f.ffJI~Tfir :;U~W. I 

universes, that are substrate and archetype and are 
·similar to what is super-imposed. 

XXXI 

271. Now, what has been said, "that which is 
.delusively posited has a substrate," that is not {true), 
because there is the inconstancy (of the probans) in 
respect of the dream-object. It is as follows : now, 
(all) the objects (cognised) in dream are delusively 
posited. Indeed, if they be real, they are either begin
ningless and eternal or they are created and destroyed. 

272. In the fil"5t case, they should be cognised 
both earlier and later. In the second case, why is it 
that they are not cognised after waking ? 

273. If ,it be said that they are born and destroyed 
then alone (in the dream), no (says•·the Advaitin), 
because of impossibility. Further, in thi.- way the 
.material and the efficient causes (of the dream-obje~ts) 
.hav~ to be known. 
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~ ~~. alftl ~ilPa: ~lf'fu ~?'ill;:{:, awqq~ ~ 
a;~'JCITQ. 1 ;f\"Q{:; 'fl~il~~~q~umr t 

~ ~'-\. ~ ~a Cf;{ut;flq~;:a I ;r 6TCI~t{~:, ~ 
~~Tq_ I ;rtft{ 'TilUT ; ~ af~TaT~q_ I 

~ ~ ~. fcfi'l cn~lft ~ 'l~ q~~ ; ~T ~if~ ijiD 
·~i!_ I ;r :q asr ~: U~Cf: I a~~mf~<fi~~T: I 

~ ~~. ;r ~ ~NfJT~fur, Olf~ ~.(lq(?);~~ I 
if ~ rr'if ~ a~T sffitfaffift~ 1 

274. Further, these objects (in dreams), are they 
cognised inside (the body) or outside? Not the first, 
because it is impossible to cognise huge objects in a 
small place. Not the latter, because of the contingence 
of cognition even by the people by one's side. 

275. And by what instrument are these (dream
objects) cognised? Now, it is not by the outer sense
organs, because at that time they are (all) at rest. Nor 
is it by the mind (manas) because it has no independent 
power (of cognition) outside (the body). 

276. Further, one asleep in Benares (Kas'I) per
-ceives Madura (in his dream). Likewise one who sleeps 
in autumn (experiences) spring. And of these, there 
is no possibility at that (time or) place. Therefore they 
are delusively posited. 

277. Nor is there any substrate here; for the self • 
is cognis~d as different (from the objects of the dream). 
mdeed the cognition is, then, not in the from "I a_m an 
elephant". 
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~ \9 ~. ~Q{fcr~~~~ , ~tiT ~~TQ.. I ~;r ~
~sA ;r fcrUer: 1 

~ \9~. ~ ~~~ ~"li!fi!l~'l_ 1 ~q"' ; ~Rtfcr;rr.m~-
i!fiR'RI.. I 

~ ~ 0. ;r :q ~(?;+~~(l~:' ~~~l~~lffil~~
~~T({ I 

~ ~ ~ • ~tn~T~~: ~tta:re ~?{ ; qmonq~l;rCfi-
~m.. I cmT;rRt :qRft~S{~~t€G't<?;~~~ I filfi{m~cii ~~
~um;flJftr 1 

278. This too has charm (only) for the unreflective,. 
because those (objects seen in dreams) are real, (says 
the siddhantin). Hence, there is nothing contradictory 

.(to our argument) even if they do not have a substrate. 
279. Now, the sublater has been set forth in (re

garding them as) real. It is not so (says the siddhantin)'" 
because of the acceptance of production and destruction 
(for the dream-objects}. 

280. Nor is there the contingence of the cognition 
of (dream-objects) before (and) after; for instantaneous
ness is possible, as for lightning, etc. 

281. If it be said that there should in that case 
be the cognit\on of the material cause, etc., no (says 
siddhantin) ; for, impressions are the rtJaterial cause. 
And impressions being supersensible, their i10t being 
cognised stands to reason. The efficient cause, etG~ 
are tne unseen (potency), God, etc. 
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~ ~ ~. ~f;!(ll€fii4~Tfq ;~~~;~: {=I~Cfftf I i3la 

t(ii41i'd~tm ~~~ I 

~ ~ ~. ~~~B~fu~~, am~~iRCIT~fij ~ ; 

~r~.n-sff.lm-r~~<l. 1 

~ ~ ~. wrnm ~rr~nqTNJ1T'l~ ; arfclqll~<l. ; ijf~~w:tT 
JRftll;r~T(l_ ; lf~T qc(ffi 'l ~qq~Jll'l~ I 

~ ~'-\. Sf~ ~ 'l'Rfl;lf~:, ij~ijlJT SRfilt;ry;r~ ; 

li~T {=(~ if q~ijseif~: I 

282. Cognition is possible of the product of even 
what is supersensible, as (in the case of) the Triad. 
Hence too, cognition by the mind within {the body) 
stands to reason. 

283. If it be said that (the probans) "the non
existence of substrate'' is not established, since the self· 
is the substrate, no (says the siddhantin), because the 
self cannot possibly be the substrate. 

284. The self is not the substrate of the super
imposition of the world, because it i!? not a content 
(of cognition), since it is cognised as the opposite of 
that (i.e., content), like the mountain not being the 
substrate of the super-imposition of the mustard 
seed. 

285. NOf' is the universe superimposed on the 
self, becC\Use it is cognised as the opposite of that (i.e., 
s~lf) just as the mustard seed is not superimposed on 
the mountain. 
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~<:~. ~T~{~Cf~lijlsfli!flR ~ i!fla:IY~Pttr%
!:JijW: I 

~ <=1.9. ~ lJ~ ~ll({f~mttr6 ~~a:w:r~ ~~if 
if ~~6 I lJ~?Iffiftrij 6~ffl f~~~if if s:ratlfa I lJ~T ~Efilq'[
JI'tUfqij ~a if ~f%ii!fltllt r~~fcrif s:ratll~ ~r;ffl 1 ;g~ ~a:
~ ~~<u"~ f~~~~if I 6~JI'T~ 6?1Titftr6filfij I 

~ <= <=. ffiq jfl!{fUT s:r~mttr~ cr~;lf?l s:r~ 
ij';;JJJJWl crofa iil err ? 

~ <:~. ~, q«lJ fJrv:n~s:rfij~: 1 iJ ~~~ ~;;i~T
Uq: I if ~ ~~lflui ifiR(UUtlfa I 

286. If the super-imposition be admitted {even) 
where there is cognition of an opposite form, there is 
the contingence of its (illusion) being non-removable 
at any time (says the siddhantin). 

287. Further, if the universe be superimposed on 
the self, then it would not be cognised as different from 
the self. Where one is super-imposed on another, 
that (former) is not cognised as different from that 
(latter), just as the silver superimposed on the shell 
is not cognised as different from the shell, in delusion. 
And this universe is now cognised as different from the 
self. Hence it is not superimposed thereon. 

288. Besides, in saying that the universe is super
imposed on Brahman, do they admit •the reality of 
the universe elsewhere, 'or do they not ? , 

289. In the first case, there is the abandonmept 
of the premised illusorin\!ss of the latter (universe). 
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~ ~ o • iJT~Tfl:l~qst mt: qqQ~ ~~qffi~sfl:l~ij 
itiJ ti~~f.ff~Siffl~~Ni:J6 I f?fi~fil~:qofR~: Cfip.q~ifWH
CfiTUS~ S~m iffRolfroftffi ~q~lfa ~fij ~?l 1 

~ ~ ~. ~'ffi1=1TCfiH: qq~ ~ Cfil~: ? f?fiJJT~~·;ijs;:l( ~ 

~6T~fcl~~: ? ~6l~FH~ '4T ? 

~ ~ ~. iJT'lf~~~ ; ~f?q~qq~~ tl~lfffil{l6TQ._ I if i~ll: ; 
atT~rlfT~Jfl+rTCJRN~ ~~!~T('( I if ~ Cfip.q~~Jf~ if ~crpftfa 
~li=ffl ~~ I 

If there is no (such reality of the universe elsewhere), 
of what is the super-imposition and where? There is 
indeed no super-imposition somewhere of the horns 
of the hare. 

290. " By us (Advaitins) is not declared the 
super-imposition of a universe, which is real elsewhere, 
on Brahman, in which case, there would result the 
abandonment of the premised illusoriness of every 
thing. It is on the other hand admitted that the 
universe, which is something indeterminable by nature 
and of the form of the not-self is superimposed on 
Brahman." If this be said, no (says the siddhantin). 

291. What is the meaning of (the expression} 
" the universe of the form of the not-self " ? Is it other 
than the self, or opposed to the self\ or the non
existence of the self ? 

292. • It is not the first arld the second because 
of.the contingence of the reality of the universe in some 
place. Not the third, because the super-impo~tion 
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~ ~ ~. ~ija' ~ijl arr~T+IT~Uqlf~nSI4 wt +lm ; arr~
~~er~~q({ 1 

~ ~ CJ. wt~ ~q~~ijfij~~; ~qq~~-ir~u~qqm 

q~r-nerTAA ~ ; ~~T(l I ~er~tfi~ijlWJqffi~~ ~lf~~ijlif 
ijl{~ijflffu ~I 

~ ~ ~. ~ mlJTCJlffcr~f~a\i;gf.nJl~l{;:alllyqq~flr
~ijtlRlfPaT+~Ter~ ~qftMflliifi~wt ~I 

of the non-existence of the self in the· self is nowhere 
cognised. Indeed, no one is found to have the delu
sion " I am not myself ". 

293. The self under dispute cannot become the 
substrate of the super-imposition of the non-existence 
of the self, because it is the self, like Devadatta. 

294. Now, if it be said that (the probans)" not 
having an archetype " is not established, because each 
prior universe is the archetype for every subsequent 
super-imposition of the universe, no (says the siddhan
tin), because of unreality. Since in this way the 
inference with (the probans) "cognisability " is refuted 
by many an inference it is established that it (the 
inference) is not sound. 

XXXII. ., 
295. Even the €stablishment of this ,cloth being 

the counter-correlate of the absolute non-existence 
• 

pres.gnt in these threads. through its being what has 
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~~ ? ijl{f: ; ~orfcl~:nq_ 1 

the parts (i.e., the whole) etc., is sublated by absolute 
non-existence not having a counter-correlate. 

296. In establishing that it (the cloth) does not 
exist in these threads, there is (the defect of) the 
establishment of the established ; for, there being non
difference of cause and effect, there is the non-existence 
of the relation of the container and the contained. 

297. In inferring "this is not the effect of threads" 
there is something else (proved) by establishing non
producedness, or production by something else. · And 
because of the inapplicability of such syllogism to 
ether, etc., there is the non-establbhment of illusoriness 
in respect of the entire universe. 

XXXIII 

298. Besides, here is there adduced the unreality 
of the cloth or is there denied tlfe relation (of the cloth 
to .the threads) ? Not the first, because it is opposed to 
your (Advaitin's) school of th;!,ught. 

6 
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q~~ ~ft@~: I 

~ o ~ • Wf~ q~lfl(~t=ffi'~T~ if ~(!,_, ~: ft if ~T<l_ ? 

~:;r tm=i~: ~rml' en ? 

~ o ~. ~ ~flffu~: I f~ fu~~if'l, I 

:299. If it be said that reality alone is denied, but 
that unreality is not adduced, it is not so (says the 
siddhantin) ; for, when that (reality) is denied there is 
stability for that (unreality). And if reality be denied, 
there would be the futility of the words " present in 
these threads." 

300. Nor may it be said that the attribute is 
(used) to remove (the defect of) the establishment of 
the established; for the absolute non-existence of this 
cloth is not established for us (the Dvaitins). By this, 
the example too is to be understood to have been 
refuted as devoid of the probandum. 

301. Now, (asl1s the objector) if of another cloth 
there is no absolute non-existence (in these threads), 
then why should not that other cloth exist (there)? 
Here, (asks tb.e siddhantin), would there be the relation
ship with the cloth, or the cloth (itself) ?• 

30:2. In the first .. case, there is no est2:blishment 
of the pervasion. In the second case, there is (t,he 
defe€!. of) the establishmel!t of the established. 
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~q_ aM ~~~rr~~Jifq o:r ~r~fa ~md~~: ~q_ 1 

~ o ~. if ~~~ffi~ffl ~?f ; OT~T~r.f~~T-

~~'lftf~: I ~ ~;g~ ~ ~~nta:q-~~fcl~~ ~<i I 

~ o G_. iff;CJ& 'l~fu ofif~itfu SI~~~Tf~qp.J~ii'T-

~T~iil'lSii{f%crvt~l'lSif"'~Rt: fcfi il' ~T~fa ~?f I 

303. Not the latter too (i.e., denial of relation). 
For the non-existence of the relation between the 
threads and the cloth is established. 

304. If, then, the meaning of the premised state
ment is "this cloth is not produced out of those 
threads", in that case, it would not even be (the 
probans} " what has the parts " ; so there would be 
the non-establishment of the probans. 

305. If it be said that in reality that too is not 
there, no (says the siddhantin) ; for "being what has 
the parts and non-real " is no~ established for us 
(Dvaitins). And this is in conflict with such percep
tions as " here in the threads there is cloth ". 

306. Now if it be asked, "like the fpnctioning of 
the inference "f colourlessness sublating what is con
sidered the perceptual cognition of blueness here in 
th~ sky, here too why should not the functioning of 
inference be intelligible ? " n<1 (says siddhanti!J,). ~ 
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~ oC?._. ~~pl~U\l ~re ~m;:f ~~;r~(~G~sflt I 'l :q 

~~~T~JlT~NcM" ~J!T;i=f ~~Jf: I ;r~)<ft~JTlla1fuWf(ffl:lfTJT

~~~, ~~s:r~uq_ 1 

~ ~ o. CNTfu ;:r~~T ~ f;{fqtl{~, ~OOID, 
~q~~~TiU I if O)[~Jfftf; ijij ~T~~~qffiq I 

307. If so, when even inferences like (the one) 
that establishes coldness of fire function unhindered, 
there will result the doing away with the nomenclature 
of sublation. 

308. If it be said that sublation can function easily 
while there remains awake perception, etc., whose valid
ity is accepted by both the disputants, then, in the 
present case, what is the cause for not accepting the 
validity of perception ? 

309. If it be said that it is the conflict with in-
• 

ference, it is the same even in the inference of the 
coldness of fire. And we know of no example, where 
perception is sublated by inference. Even the delu
siveness of the cognition of the blue colour in the sky 
is known only through scripture, since· inference does 
not function here. ' 

310. It is thus: is the blue colour of the sky 
denie..:! because it is gro~s (mahatvat), or because it 
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is devoid of smell, or because it is devoid of touch? 
Not any one of the three, since even from this (probans) 
there is the contingence of denying (the quality of) 
sound (in respect of the ether). 

311. If (then) there is contradiction (for the in
ference that establishes the fact that sky is not the 
abode of sound) by scripture, then its colourlessness 
too certainly results from scripture, not from inference. 
And therefore by (him) who accepts the defect of 
adducing (the probans) after the lapse of the (proper) 
time (i.e. sublation), in some place, that (defect) must 
necessarily be accepted here too (in the present case) 
by parity of reasoning. 

XXXIV 

312. Besides, we (the Dvaitins) do not know of 
any sublater in (accepting) the non-exis~ence of the 
illusoriness of •the universe. If real, how can it be 
manifest?. Not by its own self, because it is inert; nor 
by. another, because there is non-existence of relation 
with another manifestor. 1ft what is non-re~e.a-{to a 
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~ ~ G_. itT~ ; ~a~tfet"lli~Sfq ifNEfil~; 'IRtF4tflt-

manifestor) should manifest, then there would be (the 
defect of) undue extension. 

313. "If, however, it is (regarded as) unreal 
(illusory) its manifestation is intelligible by the relation 
of substrate and super-imposition thereon for (the 
universe) which is superimposed on the self-luminous 
consciousness ; " if this be said, no (says the sid
dhantin) ; for it is beyond the sphere of (comprehension 
by) inquiry. 

314. It is as fo1lows : what is the meaning of 
" how can it be manifest" ? Is it (1) " how does it 
become manifest " ? (2) " or how is it the substrate of 
manifestation ? " 01 (3) "how is it the content of 
manifestation ? " 

315. Not the first and the second, because they 
are not accepted. In the third too, is" consciousness," 
or " psychosis " the meaning intende-d by the word 
" manifestation " ? * 

316. Not the first; for, though not the conten} of 
con9G!.I)•nmess, there is 1\o sublater, since. even with 
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~<l_ I im~nt~ if ~fq<t_ I 

~~o. ~Cfq~sfq~~11m~r ~"ft ~: tr~t 
~~ ~ if ~Tfrf Cfi~N I 

being the content of the psychosis, the empirical usage 
(of immediacy) is intelligible. (Again) what is the 
defect in (regarding) consciousness too as (manifesting 
what is) naturally (related to it, not only what is super
imposed thereon) ? 

317. On the other hand, as for the scriptural 
statement of non-relation (of the Purusa), that is to be 
taken as declaring the non-existence of·relatedness of 
sin, etc. to the supreme Lord. 

318. Not the second, because by the efficiency of 
the instrument there is intelligibility {secured) for the 
subject-object relation (between the psychosis and the 
world). 

319. Besides, if the manifestation by super-im
position be on the view that the super-imposition is in 
the individual self (Jiva), there would b~ manifestation 
at all times.• On the view of super-imposition on 
Brahman., never (would there bl! manifestation). 

• 320. Even on the view of a plurality of individual 
selves, if the super-imposition be on the ind_.!;l~l self. 
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the world would be manifest to all at all times; if 
the substrate, however, be Brahman, to no one and at 
no time (would it be manifest). 

321. If it be said that even then, if (the uni
verse is) real, cognisability (as probans) would not be 
appropriate, since no relation is demonstrated as be
tween cognition and the cognised, no (says the sid
dhantin). 

322. For, just as inherence (is assumed) where 
conjunction is impossible, there may be assumed even 
another relation, when these two are not possible {and) 
hence the subject-object relation is possible. 

323. " Nor is if undemonstrated. To be respec
tively fit for different cognitions, as being the substrate 
of the fruit generated by (those) cognitions, let this be 
(the definitioq of) being the content of cognition ; " if 
this be said, is the fruit cognisednesS"' or empirical 
usage? , 

324. Not the first; for this being impossible jn 
past <\.h.l~~~s, etc., there is tbe contingence of their being 
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not the content of cognition. Not the second, because 
it is not found in respect of sky, etc. (which cannot be 
taken up, rejected, etc.). 

325. Not so (says the siddhantin) ; for, in the 
acceptance of cognisedness in respect of past objects, 
etc., there is no conflict ; because, otherwise there is 
impossibility of empirical usage in respect of them. 

326. If it be said that in respect of past objects, 
-etc., there is no common contentness (vi~ayatvam), 

(then) let it be different for each (class of objects), (says 
the siddhantin). 

327. Why should there not be empirical usage 
also as cognition-generated fruit suited to respective 
capacities ? Therefore inference is not an authority in 
respect of the illusoriness of the universe., 

• 
• XXXV • 

• 328. "Now, if the universe is real, is it different 
from Brahman, or non-diff~rent (from Br~), or 
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different and non-different, or other than different and 
non-different? 

329. "In the first case, through the chain of differ
ences, there is infinite regress. In the second case, 
there is opposition to one's own doctrine. In the 
third case, there is contradiction. In the fourth case, 
there is indeterminability." If this be said, no {says 
the siddhantin). For, difference being the very nature 
(of the thing) there is non-existence of infinite regress. 

330. Further, in this case, there is certainly parity 
of such defects, even (in questions) as to whether 
Brahman is different or non-different from the world. 

XXXVI 

331. If it be said " Let scriptural statements like 
'Here there is no manifoldness (Neha nana) ',etc., be 
the authority in respect of the illusorin.=ss of the uni
verse," no, {says the ~iddhantin) ; for, that (scriptural 
statement) has for purport the denial of manifoldnttss. 
in Br&h'Jlan. • ..... 
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332. 11 In Brahman there is no contingence of 
manifoldness, which could be denied." If this be said, 
alas! (says the siddhantin) in that case, how can it be 
accepted by you (Advaitin) that the denial of the 
manifoldness present in (Brahman) itself is the purport 
of such (texts) as " (Brahman is) one only without 
a second ? " And (it is so) because there is the con
tingence of non-commencement of the discussion of the 
impartite (sense), (since according to the Advaitin there 
is no contingence of difference in Brahman). 

333. If it be said that as in the word manifoldness 
(nana) there is the non-existence of the termination 
(implying the sense) of an abstract noun, it is not so, no 
(says the siddhantin); for, even in the absence of a suffix 
conveying the sense of an abstract noun, in the apho
rism. "Because of the teaching of being·the object that 
is attained b' the released selves (Muktopasrpyavya
pades'at)-'' there is seen that sense (of an abstract noun). 
• 334. Then, if it be said tha-t revealed statements 

(agama) like "one only whhout a second~an be 
I I 
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the authority here (in respect of the illusoriness of 
the universe), no (says the siddhantin), because, the 
-expression " without a second '' has for purport the 
denial of another entity of the same class. 

335. If it be said that it is not so, since the 
denial (of another) of the same class is secured even 
by the attribute, one (only), no (says the siddhantin) ; 
.for it (the word, one) has got for purport the affirma
tion of unity in number. 

336. The impossibility of usages like "the num
ber is one", "non-existence is one", does not convey 
any challenge to us (since unlike Logicians-Tarkikas 
-we do not hold th'at qualities, inherence, etc., can 
have no qualities and that substance alone can have 
qualities like number). 

337. And the word unlimited (ananta) has for 
purport (only) the non-existence of limit~tion in space 
and time; for that alon~ is its etymological sigt'lificance. 

338. " Since the word, limit (anta) has for its 
-etymo!bt;~ signi~cance, 'what is limited in space or 
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in time, or by (another) object, when there is a com
pound (formed) with the negative particle, (therewith) 
it is intelligible that there is denial of even all the 
three limitations ; hence there is no necessity for a 
separate etymology (for the word unlimited)". If this 
be said, no (says the siddhantin); for, the word unlimited 
has no etymological significance is respect of all the 
said three (senses), (but only in respect of the first 
two). Therefore, it is established without ::1ny obstruc
tion that of the world of real differences, of the form of 
the sentients and the non·sentients, Hari is the creator. 

XXXVII 

339. Now, how does the Teali ty of difference 
stand to reason, since (that difference) is in conflict 
with the inference "the selves (Atmans) under dispute 
are not in reality different from the ,supreme self 
(Paramatman)o because of self-hood (Atmatva) like the 
supreme 1elf (Pararnatman) " ?~ If this be asked, no 
(sq.ys the siddhantin), because {the probans) self-hood 
has been already refuted. 
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~1 

340. " The thing under dispute is devoid of real 
difference within itself, because it is cog
nisable ; that which is thus (cognisable) is 
so (devoid of real difference), like ether; 
so is this (thing in dispute) ; therefore it 
IS SO. 

Let the conflict be with this inference." If this be said, 
no (says the siddhantin); for, it cannot stand inquiry. 

341. It is thus-: here by the expression "devoid 
of difference within itself ", is there stated separately 
the non-existence of difference of each thing from it
self, or (the .thing) being devoid of (the quality) sub-
strateness of difference ? c-• 

342. Not the fm .. t, because of (the defect of) the 
establishment of the established. Not the latter, siQ~e 
the e~e is de:oid of the probandum. 
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~RN'll~~<?;~ I 

34 3. If it be said that just as the ether has no 
difference in itself, likewise the totality of things which 
goes under the name " universe" also has no such 
difference, here too, what is the meaning ? "Just as the 
ether has no difference having the ether as its counter
correlate, likewise the universe also has no difference, 
having that (world itself) as its counter-correlate". If 
this be the meaning accepted, there is (the defect of) 
the establishment of the established. 

344. If then, it be said that just as there is no 
difference between the ether del~mited by a pot and 
ether delimited by a monastry tMutha) likewise there is 
no difference even between the parts of the universe, no 
(says the siddhantin), since, the example is devoid of 
the probanduw; for,· even of the ether· (as for pot, 
etc.) pos~ession of parts is er;:,tablished, because of 
having conjunction (with others). Hence, enough (of 

• 
this). 
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XXXVIII 

345. If it he said that there can be the inference, 
"difference is illusory, because of the nature of differ
ence, like the difference of the moon (when delusiveiy 
perceived as double) " no (says the siddhantin), since 
the probandum is not defined ; ;1.nd the example 
too is devoid of probans ; for difference from there 
itself being unreal, the very nature of difference is 
non-existent. 

346. If it be said that though there is the non
existence of that (difference) as absolutely real, differ
ence does exist somehow and consequently also the 
nature of difference, no (says the siddhantin); for, 
a difference of such 11. character is not related to the 
subject. 

347. If it be said that leaving out speci$1.1 features 
like sublatedness, etc., the generic character of differ
ence ~ne the probans, '-no (says the siddhantin). 
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348. For in the case of smoke and vapour, a 
generic nature too is as much .non-existent as smokeness 
(common to both). Otherwise, through the mere smoke
ness not ascertained to be particularised as sublated 
or unsublated or otherwise there is the contingence 
of (the inference of) even a lake, etc., containing 
fire. 

XXXIX 

349. And " being not cognised by a means of 
valid knowledge '' is the adjunct. If it be said that 
that too is only because of being of the nature of 
difference, no (says the siddhantin) ; for there is the 
contingence even of the nature of mere appearance. 

350. If then it be said that there is the cognition 
of being wh~ brings about empirical usage in respect 
of that (slifference), then, why ,.do you not see-also its 
being established by means of a valid knowledge like 

• perception, etc.? 
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XL 

351. Now, how can perception lead to the cogni
tion of difference? Does that (perception) have as 
sphere the difference alone or the thing (i.e., the sub
strate of the difference) too ? 

352. Not the first, because it is impossible to 
have the cognition of difference, without the cognition 
of the substrate and the counter-correlate. 

353. In the second case, does it have as sphere 
(i.e. cognise) the difference prior to the thing, or the 
thing prior to difference or both simultaneously? 

354. Not the first, because the reply has been 
already given. Not the second, because delayed func
tioning is im,possible for the intellect. Not the third 
also, because simultaneity is impossible for two cogni-
~jons that are cause and effect. r 

355. If a particular difference (say between the 
cloth~ pot) from tl1e differents (be recognis~d) 
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through another difference, there is infinite regress. If 
it be said that since even on the acceptance of infinite 
differences there is non-existence of (the defect)) of 
cutting-at-the-root (of the argument), t~e infinite regress 
is not a defect, no (says the Advaitin). 

356. (In what form is difference cognised,) whether 
as " this is different from that ", or as " there is differ
ence between these two '' ? 

357. Not the first, because of the invariability of 
the cognition (as " this " and " that") being only as 
qualified (by difference), (so that cognition of difference, 
and the cognition of its substrate pre-suppose each 
other in an endless series). Not the second, because 
the qualification ("between these two") is only what is 
(already) cognised as different. 

358. Therefore, since each later difference is not 
cognised in the absence of the congnition of the prior 
difference, because of the infinitude (of these) and 
because the ~ultaneous cognition (of these) is im
possible, •there is the cuttiri'g-at-the-root (of the 
argument}; hence infinite regress is certainly well 
established (as a defect). -
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359. " When it is intelligble that difference which 
-exists and has been cognised as the very nature {of 
the substrate), is the qualification, what can the non
cognition of difference do " ? If this be asked, no (says 
the Advaitin}. 

360. For, as between two trees at a distance, or 
as between milk and water, although difference exists in 
their nature and although (they are) manifested, there 
is not seen the cognition of being in conjunction etc. 

361. If it be said that the non-cognition.there is 
because of the presence of the defect i.e., intermixture 
with things belongirfg to the same class, no (says the 
Advaitin), because of the non-existence of an admit
ted instance where relation of qualification and sub
strate is app5ehended between existent differences and 
objects manifested as existent (svarupeQcr). 

362. Again does•the counter-correlateness belong 
to what is cognised as different from the substrate*or 
to wh~not cognised {a~ different)? 
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3b3. Not the first, because of the contingence of 
reciprocal dependence in that the difference of the 
pillar from the pot is established (only) when there is 
established the difference of the pot from the pillar. 

364. Not the second, because of the. contingence 
of (the substrate of difference) itself becoming the 
counter-correlate. 

365. "Now when in the indeterminate cognition 
there is the simultaneous manifestation for the differ
ence and the differents like (the cognition of) three 
fingers, since it is intelligible that, by the determinate 
cognition there is further the apprehension of the sub
strate-attribute relation between them, how is there (the 
defect of} reciprocal dependence? " If this be asked, 
no {says the siddhantin). . 

366. F.Qr, the very cognition of difference, with
out the ~ounter-correlate, is ir,npossible, since always 
the means of valid knowledge functions in respect of it . . 
(the difference) only as bouhd with a counter:,c.orrelate. 
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367. Further, does this difference pertain to a 
substrate different from it, or that which is non-dif
ferent from it? Not the first, because of the contin
gence of the acceptance of infinite differences. 

368. If it be asked, " Let there be infinite differ
ences; what is the harm to us (the Dvaitin)? " no 
(says the Advaitin). 

369. Those infinite differences, do they pertain 
to the substrate (of difference) in sequence, or simulta
neously? 

370. Not the fi'rst, because of the contingence of 
the substrate becoming beginningless and eternal, for 
the sake of relation of the infinite differences that per
tain to it in· sequence. For, though a_! every single 
moment there is the rel,ation (only) to a single P,.ifference, 
it is impossible to remedy the existence (of the substrate) 

" for an iuiinity of momentst 
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371. Not the second ; for there is destruction of 
the position that in the different there abides the differ
ence. For, the verbal designation of difference in the 
absence of relation to difference does not stand to 
reason. 

372. And if there be difference only because of 
relation to that (difference), since there is nothing to 
regulate as to for what there exists difference, (and) as 
·qualified by what difference, there would be discord 
among those (differences) ; hence not even a single 
difference will enter into that (substrate). If still the 
dull man of faith admits infinit'e differences, let him 
admit them if the succession of differences get on 
to (his) consciousness. 

373. Not the second, even because of contradic· 
tion, and beeause of the contingence of undue exten
-sion in r~pect of all things. 

• 374. If it be said that the cognition of difference 
is born only as pertaining 'to the substrate .. tmd that 
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therefore there is not the said defect, not so (says the 
Advaitin) ; for, the origination of attributes even along 
with the substrates is not accepted; because if it were 
accepted, the assumption that an originated substance 
exists for a moment without attributes would be futile, 
(and) because if qualities (like colour) are generated 
by substance (as material cause), the same is the case 
with attributes (like difference) too. 

375. Therefore, in respect of difference, percep
tion cannot be the means of valid knowledge. When 
perception cannot be the means of valid knowledge in 
respect of difference,• why talk about invalidity of poor 
inference which lives at the feet of that (perception)? 

376. As for differences of the self, that does not 
enjoy the slightest scent of any means of valid know
ledge. Now, in respect of it (difference of the self) 
perception is not the •means of valid knowledge, be
cause the supreme self is not perceived; for the diff~r
ence beQ\reen the perceiv'ed and the unperceived is 
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imperceptible like the conjunction that exists between 
the tree and the air. 

377. (And it is so) because an inference like "the 
self has difference whose counter-correlate is the self, 
because it is the self," is defective, on account of the 
non-existence of an example. 

378. In the inference " the bodies under dispute 
have the selves whose number is to be fixed by their 
own number, because of being a body", there is incon
stancy (of the probans) in respect of the past and the 
future bodies. As for the nature of a present body 
being the probans, there is inconstancy in respect of 
the bodies of yogins (each of whom can animate more 
bodies than one). 

379. And distinction (of experiences) being un
demonstrabl~ because of unintelligibility, it cannot 
establish tdifference. It is thu~ ; what is it that is 
m~ant by the term " distinction ? " Is it the difference 
between the attributes (in su~strates) _that are &i.fferent, .. 
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or the difference between the attributes in different 
substrates, or is it contrariety ? 

380. Not the first, for, though there is non-exist
ence of difference between substrates, difference among 
the attributes is intelligible. Not the second, because 
of the defect of reciprocal dependence. 

381. Not the third, for on the principle that a 
thing which is not born does not kill another, nor does 
one (destroy) what is in a different substrate, there is 
need for the co-existence of the contraries (in the 
same locus). Therefore there is no establishment of 
difference in respect of the inert and in respect of 
souls. 

XLI 

382. Here it must be asked whether the cognition 
·Of difference itself is. rejected, or its being .originated 
by a cause, or its being originated by a non-defectjve 
instrument? t 
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383. Not the first, because it is impossible to 
refute (difference) without basing (oneself) on the 
cognition of difference. Not the second. Would that 
be because of not being originated (at all), or because 
of not being originated by a cause, or because of not 
being originated by that cause? 

384. Not the first, because of not being admitted, 
and because, on account of the contingence of the 
-eternality of the cognition of difference, there is the 
-contingence of the observance of what is opposed to 
yourselves (Advaitins). 

385. Not the second, because of self-contradic
tion ; and because, on account of the contingence of 
the removal of that (cognition) also being a non-cause, 
there is the impossibility of the effort (to aJ,:tain release). 

386. Noc even the third, since that which gives 
rise (to m object) is itself referred to as its- cause. 
It .cannot be that something is produced from what 
is not a producer or from the'producer of another. 
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387. In the third case too, is the defectiveness 

ascertained by counter argument or because of some 
more prominent sublater? 

388. Not the first, because of the contingence 

of the disbelief even in respect of psychosis generated 
by scriptural statements. And the defect admitted 
here by the opponents (Advaitins) is only nescience. 
And if this (defect) be at the root of Vedantas 
too, ·then what is the cause of special a version to 

perception ? • 
389. Not the second, because of the non-cognition 

of such (subJaters) having no scope (for being explained 
away). 

390. E'ven what is assumed as spblater, ,does it 

have for its sphery difference alone, or .. non-diffe
rence or something else, since what is baseless cannot 

• 
arise. 
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391. Not the first, because it would establish 
(difference). In the second case too, the negative 
particle must be stated to mean what is different from 
it, or what is opposed to it, or what is its non-existence. 

392. In all the three positions difference cannot 
be avoided. Even by one who apprehends the non
existence of difference there has to be established the 
content of his own (cognition) as different from the 
counter-correlate. 

393. Not the third, since even because of non
conflict sublatership is not possible. 

394. Again, " this is not difference " ; " there is 
•no difference here"; " some other thing itself is 
manifest as of the nature of difference:· : such must 
be the form -of the sublating cognition, like the state
ment " thie is not silver ", etc. 

• 395. Since this in every way comprehends differ
ence, how can it take on a na'ture inimical thereto? 
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396. Therefore, because of the content being 
determined (as validly known), there is no rise of 
(defects like) infinite regress, etc., or, in the case of 
such as arise, there could only be the nature of 
semblances. 

397. If it be said that there is intelligibility of 
analysis and rejection, through the acceptance of the 
empirical reality (of difference) though there is the 
non-acceptance of the absolute reality of difference, 
no (says the siddhantin). That (difference) which is 
rejected: is it what' is established by perception, etc., 
or something else ? 

398. In the first case, how can there be the rejec
tion of that '"•hich is accepted ? If it is something else, 
let it be rejected ; there is no loss for us (Dvaitins). 

399. Nor is thi•3 difference merely 'apparent, 
because of the contingence of opposition to th~ir 
(Advaitins) doctrine. l 
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400. Nor is it instruction of the opponent through 
what is established for the opponent; for there is no 
possibility of teaching the opponent because of the 
soundn.ess of the alternatives not being established (for 
him) in as much as they are unreasonable and conflict 
with ones own actions. 

401. What is the form of deduction (of the 
defect) here? Is it that if there be the cognition of 
difference, then, there would be (defects like) recipro
cal dependence, etc., or that if the cognition of 
difference be true, there would be {defects like) recipro
cal dependence, etc., or that if the cognition of dif
ference be dependent on the (cognition of) the sub
strate, etc., then, (there would be the defect of recipro
cal dependence)? 

402. Not the first, for, there is the refutation by 
the following .. counter argument, against' it, " If there 
were no cognition of difference, then there is the 

a ~ 

contingence of the opponent being devoid of all 
empirical usage." • 
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403. Not the second, because of the defect in 
respect of the pervasion (which is not established, 
there being no example). In the third case also .let the 
dependence alone disappear; what (defect) occurs to 
the cognition (of difference)? 

404. If it be said that, because of the non-exist
ence of another mode (of arising) that (cognition of 
difference) too disappears, no (says the Advaitin), 
because, it being possible to assume another mode of 
explanation, the denial of the cognition (of difference) 
is not reasonable; for it has been said that otherwise 
even the non-diffemnce cherished by (the opponent) 
himself would be non-established. 

XLII . 
405. And this is the position of • .the system in 

this matter. DiffereJ;Jce is not a common. attribute. 
It is rather the attribute of one (object) indicated by ,, 
.another. 
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406. Even in (the statement) "these two are 
different " the meaning is only " the pillar is different 
from the pot and the pot is different from pillar." 

407. As for (the statement) " the difference be
tween the two" (it denotes) only two differences present 
in the two substrates. The singular number is as in 
(the usage) '' the existence (or nature-savarupa) of the 
two". 

408. And this difference is the very nature of the 
substrate. Otherwise a nature when cognised will be 
cognised as of the nature of all (things). And then 
there is the contingence of the cognition " I am a pot", 
even in respect of the self. Indeed, for the individual 
who has cog.'lised an object, there is nowhere seen any 
doubt regdrding its difference from the other object. 

• 409. Nor is there the defect that if there be the 
experience of difference frorh all (others), there is the 
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contingence of omniscience, because it is admitted that 
all objects are in their general nature established by 
witness (consciousness). 

410. Otherwise, because of the impossibility of 
the proper cognition of pervation everywhere, there is 
the contingence of the destruction of all inferences and 
counter-arguments. 

411. And there is no need for knowledge of (all 
things) in their particularity; for that is not necessary 
for the cognition of the mere existence (svarupa) of the 
difference. 

412. Nor is there the contingence of the non
existence of doubt. ·For, though there is the cognition 
of a thing as different from some other, even because 
of the non-apprehension of the particular difference, 
there is intelLigibility of doubt; otherwise, (if difference 
were not at all apprehended) doubt would- be in respect 
of all possibilities (i.e,, in respect of a post,. the doubt 
would be as to difference not merely from man, etc., 

f 

but also from cloth, etc.) 1 
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XLIII 

413. Since, difference being the very nature of 
the substrate, there is not more than one cognition (to 
apprehend the thing and its difference) there is no 
occasion for (defects like) reciprocal dependence, etc. 
(In the cognitions) "now, there is '' (and) "this is " 
the present time (indicated by the word is) is certainly 
experienced together with the object (brought in) by 
the witness (consciousness). 

414. That has been said (by S'r1 Madhva): . 
(Things) cognised as 'that' (related to 

past time) and recollected as ' this ' (related 
to preset time), all of them exist only as mixed 
with .time, that is established by witness (con
sciousness.) • 

• 415. Nor is time established by inference; for 
inference cannot arise wit~ that (time) itself as the 
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subject (pak~a), because whether it (time) is (already) 
established or non-established there are (respectively 
the defects of) the establishment of the established and 
the non-establishment of the locus (of the inference, 
i.e., the subject). 
. 416. Nor is there the possibility of an inference 

having for its subject something reJated to that (time) ; 
for, in the absence of a psychosis (in respect) of time, 
it is not possible to have recollection of concomitance 
(i.e., pervasion) etc. with that (time). 

417. Here, some (the Logicians) say {thus); 
priority consists in having a birth remote (from present) 
by many circuits of the sun, and posteriority consists in 
having a birth remote by fewer circuits of the sun ; 
contemporaneity consists in being qualified by the same 
locomotion of the sun; non-contemporaneity consists in 
being qualified by different such (locomotions of the 
sun) ; non-quickness consists in being \}ualified by 
many acts (of locomotion) of the sun; quickness 
consists in being qualified by a few (such) acts ; time 
is what is inferre~ through these cognitions. Indeed 
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the circuits of the sun, being the cause of a cognition 
as qualified, require a connection of their selves with 
the assemblage of objects, because they give rise to 
the empirical usage (of the objects) as qualified (as prior, 
posterior, etc.), like the scent of the sandal-wood. 

418. And this relation must be said to be indirect, 
since the direct (relation) is impossible, as in the case 
of blueness, as an attribute of a cloth. 

419. Therefore, that substance which is the 
(mediating) cause in (establishing) the relation of the 
nature of inherence in that which is conjoined to what 
is in conjunction, between objectli and the movements 
of the sun, that is time. 

420. That is unsound; for there is intelligibility 
for the cognition of the qualified even through a 
natural relarion, as in the relation between word and 
the word-sense. Otherwise, there would be no em
piQcal usage of simultaneity in respect of non-existence, 
(cognitions) etc., that arise sihlultaneously. 
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421. So also the usage in respect of priority and 
posteriority. Let there be assumed of space itself the 
capacity to account for the two-fold usage of priority 
and posteriority; for instead of assuming an unknown 
time, the assumption of mediatorship for the known 
space is more in accordance with the principle of 
parsimony. 

422. And in the inference of ether as the sub
strate of sound, since there is no ascertainment of 
(such) ether for those congenitally deaf or dumb, 
movement itself (dependent on cognition of ether) 
would be difficult. (But this is not so. Hence space too 
must be witness-estaDlished. Nor may it be said space 
is directly visible). For it is impossible for the eye to 
function in respect of colourless substances (like ether). 

423. In··" this is well", "this is a hole", etc., 
(where there is apparent visible cognitibn of ether) 
there is intelligibility for the functioning of the eye, 
even through (that activity) relating to the non-existence 
of obstruction. • 
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424. Nor is thus (the existence of) ether itself 
denied ; for in the form " here is no obstruction " it 
(ether) is immediately cognised as the substrate of that. 
And there is not thus such empirical usage (like "here 
is ether") in respect of ether. As, however, for the 
usage sometimes (in the form) "here is ether", that 
is explained as due either to being related to some 
corporeal substance (like, pot, room, etc.) or to referring 
to a (particular) locality (as content). 

425. vVhy is there not inferred that sound is not 
the quality of what is all-pervasive, because it is an 
attribute cognised by an extemal sense-organ (like 
colour) ? (Likewise), why is there not established some 
other substance (for touch etc.) since touch is not 
an attribute of earth, etc., because it is cognised 
by a sense.organ that has no colour '(like sound or 
cogni tioll.). 

' 426. Therefore ether, time, space, self, mind, 
• pleasure, pain, desire etc., • are directly the spheres of 
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the witness (consciousness). Other objects, however, 
are respectively cognised by the appropriate means of 
valid knowledge of sense-organ, inference and verbal 
testimony; this is the final position of the Teacher. 

XLIV 

427. And the witness (consciousness) has to be 
sought as accounting for the validity of the means of 
valid knowledge. Indeed, that (validity) consisting in 
correspondence to the object, is it to be ascertained 
through (1) being generated by non-defective instru
ments, or (2) not being generated by defective instru
ments, or (3) successful nature of activity, or (4) the 
agreement with another cognition, or (5) the absence or 
disagreement ,(with another knowledge), or (6) intrinsi
cally? 

428. Not the fir¥, because that (being generated 
by non-defective instrument) itself is difficult to ascer-.. 
tain. In ascertaining (it) thruugh the validity of cognition 
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there is the contingence of (the defect of) reciprocal 
dependence. 

429. For the same reason (it can) not (be) the 
second. Nor even the third, because that does not 
exist in all cognitions. 

430. As for the fourth however, it is not possible in 
respect of the cognition of pleasure, etc. And if validity 
be accepted because of the agreement with cognition 
as such (not valid cognition), there would not be what 
is called a continuous stream of delusive cognitions. 
And if what is accepted be agreement with a 
valid cognition, in ascertaining the validity of that 
(cognition) too, there would be (the defect of) infinite 
regress. 

431. Not the fifth, because there is the contingence 
of ascertainment of validity even in resper.t of delusions 
for which a «mblation has not yet arisen, and because 
there is unintelligibility on the 1 analysis (of the alter
natives in respect) of such details as person, place, 

• 
time, etc. • 
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432. Not the sixth ; for self-luminosity is not 
possible in respect of cognitions which are psychoses of 
the mind (manas) and are of the nature of not-self. 

433. In the cognition generated by scriptural 
statements in the mind of one who stands outside (the 
belief in scriptural statements), is its validity manifested 
by itself or not ? 

434. In the first case, it should not have been 
rejected (by him). In the second case, how is (its) 
intrinsic nature established ? And how can it be that 
subsequently the opponent is enlightened with (the help 
of) such probans as·"being (of) superhuman (composi
tion) " etc. ? 

435. Nor (can) the view (be held) that of cognition 
and its validity there is inference even together, since 
in respect of (validity) being inferred ther" is no author
ity, in as much as, empirical usage is i.ntelligible 
even otherwise, and smce there is conflict with the 

• 
direct experience. l· 
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436. Cognition indeed would have to be inferred 
from the effect i.e., cognisedness or empirical usage. 
And that (effect) is not non-existent without validity, 
because of inconstancy in the case of shell-silver etc. 

437. There is the contingence of the inference of 
validity even in respect of cognitions from the scriptures 
by outsiders {those who do not believe in vedas). If 
it be said that (such validity) though contingent is 
denied, then, verification being needed to refute ex
ceptions (to validity), the stimultaneity (of cognition 
and validity) fails ; whence then is the (possibility 
of validity) being apprehended by that much alone 
which apprehends the cognition 1 Therefore only by 
the witness (consciousness) which apprehends the cogni-

\ 
tion is its validity ascertained. 

• XLV 

438. • And that (witness-consciousness) in appre
heg.ding cognition, apprehends it only as thus distinct, 
" if non-defective, then vali~ ; if not~ it is otherwise." 
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And thus there is not the contingence of the cognition 
of validity in respect of a superimposed cognition. 

439. However, for any one seeking (a successful 
result} there is desire to ascertain validity, then (such a 
person) after ascertaining non-existence of defect through 
verification consisting in the existence and non-existence 
of aggreement and disagreement with what are of the 
same class or are of a different class, concludes the 
validity ; but, on the cognition of defect, (he concludes) 
invalidity. 

440. Nor through dependence for (this) verification 
on another verification is there (the defect of) infinite 
regress. Neither in respect of (witness-consciousness) 
itself is there need for verification. Since the experi
ence of the nature of the witness is admitted to be 
the very nature of the self-luminous self., there is not 
in respect of that, the qependence on verification. 

441. There is no conflict between the relation,of 
agent and object (in one' and the same), because of 
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the experience " I know myself " and on the strength 
of (the category) particularity (i.e., the specific capacity 
of entities-vis'e~a). 

442. Nor is there the need for verification in 
respect of what are experienced by (the witness) itself ; 
for, that (witness-consciousness) being non-defective, 
there is no scope for doubt. 

and 

44 3. That is stated : 

"where there is very firm certainty, that 
should be known to be witness-cognition ; there 
would be no infinite regress through verification, 
because there is no doubt in' respect of whatever 
is established by the witness (consciousness)," 

"where in some cases that (the above prin
ciple) ~ inconstant that, indeed, is a mental cog
nition (due to a psychosis)". 

I 

• 444. It is thus: for him who, having heard that 
·• there is (water) to drink here, doubt~ the validity of 
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that (statement), there arises inference also through a 
particular (i.e. cold) breeze, etc. If doubtful even in 
that case, he (then) makes certain even with the sense 

of sight. 
445. And he who has gone near it {water) and 

after drinking the water, experiencing directly through 
the witness (consciousness) the pleasure and the absence 
of pain, due to the non-existence of thirst, has no 
doubt in respect of these. 

446. For ther~ is not anywhere the cognition as 
being otherwise (than they are} in respect of what are 
established by the witness (consciousness) such as 
pleasure, pain, desire and their (respective) non-exist
ences. 

447. Otherwise, because of the non-,emoval of 
t 

doubt in every case, there is the contingence of the . 
failure of all empirical usage. 
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448. In respect of mental psychoses however, the 
witness recollecting the two ways (validity as well as 
invalidity) in this beginningless world (samsara) is not 
capable of ascertaining at once, " this is valid ". But 
(it does so) only through the ascertainment of the 
non-existence of defect. 

449. And a non-existence of defect it is able to 
ascertain, not of itself, but only as aided by verifica
tion. And till there is culmination of the verifications 
in pleasure, etc., which are the contents of (the witness) 
itself, it goes after another verification. 

450. There is never indeed any (cognition as) 
being otherwise in respect of that (witness-conscious
ness) itseH, iu which case there would be infinite regress 
of verificaioions. 

I 

• 
451. Nor is there thus the contigence of extrinsic 

nature (for validity), for verification becomes obsolete 
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(in function) with the refutation of the doubt as to 
obstructing defect. 

452. Because of dependence on the removal of 
the thorn, the elephant's capacity for motion is not 
indeed dependent on something else. 

453. Nor is there thus the contigence of intrinsic 
nature for invalidity too. For, the cognition of invali
dity is only for those men who recollect disagreement; 
because of this concomitance and non-concomitance 
which are non-inconstant and not accounted for other
wise it is concluded that (invalidity) is (only) inferrable. 

454. In respect of the ascertainment of validity, 
however, there is only in some cases the dependence on 
verification ·as removing obstructions ; hence there is 
disparity (betwen the two). And nowhere previously 
has invalidity been ascertained by the witness (con
sciousness) without qependence (on verifiootion), in 
which case we would cognise there (too) the remo,val 
of obstruction. 
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455. It if be asked why there should not be ex
trinsic naturet for validity (too) because of regulation 
by concomitance and non-concomitance with non-ex
istence of defect, no (says the siddhantin). For though 
there is validity in cases of accidental agreement, 
since there is the non-existence of the non-existence 
of defect, there is failure of causality (for the said non
existence}. 

456. There is the contingence of the potency of the 
cane (vetra) seed to give rise to its own sprout, being 
due to the non-existence of fire. And thus there would 
nowhere be a general law and the exceptions. 

XLVI 

457. If somehow there be extrinsic nature on 
account bf -dependence, there could be a distin<1tion 
that the 'Self-validity for that witness (consciousness) 
is .direct, and .for what is other than that (witness-con-
sciousness) it is indirect. • • 

9 
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458. Therefore, even in sleep, time, cognised as 
the qualification of the experience of pleasure etc., is 
to be cognised only by the witness-consciousness. 

459. And thus the inference here is: "Time is 
the object of a means of valid knowledge, other than· 
external perception, etc., because of being cognised 
even where they (other means of valid knowledge) 
are non-existent; that which is cognised in the absence 
of some (means of valid knowledge) is the content 
of a means of valid knowledge other than that, like 
smell that is cognised in the absence of the sense 
of sight. 

XLVII 

460. Since everything is experiel\Ced only as 
qualified by such time (as established b)l the wit
ness-consciousness) it' (time) is to be admitted as the 
substrate of all. For, there is no experience of a 
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neutral cognition of objects without the cognition "is", 
" was ", or '' will be ". 

461. Even likewise, there is no contingence of 
(the defect of) reciprocal dependence etc., even be
cause of the intelligibility of the cognition of difference 
as substrate and counter-correlate, in the case of a 
pair simultaneously cognised. 

462. For the same reason even in the case of 
the cognition of reciprocal difference, since each (such 
cognition) is inseparable from the corresponding cog
nition {of the substrate or the counter-correlate) there 
is no mutual dependence. 

XLVIII 

463. There is no room for the adduced defect, 
since even the difference between the supreme self and 
other things has to be determined by the means of 
valid kn~wledge apprehending the respective entities. 
We see W1deed no authority fo; a relation of sequence 
aqlOng the cognitions of the substrate, the counter
·Correlate and the difference. • 
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464. Like the identity of the individual self and 
Brahman, there is to be noted variety for one's own 
nature (as between two things) such as, dependence 
and non-dependence, cognisedness and non-cognised
ness in some place, manifestation in the relation (of 
the form) "of this it is ", and denotation by non
synonymous words and others. 

465. If it be said that it is a mere verbal state
ment, "what does it mean?" (asks the siddhantin). Is 
it that what is called existence is sublated in reality, 
or identity, or its relation, or empirical usage, or its 

cause? 
466. Not the first, because of the impossibility 

of maintaining identity devoid of a substrate. Or if 
maintained, the doctrine of the identity of th~Brahman 

I 

with the (individual) self would culminate in the non· 
~ 

dualism of nullity. "' 
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467. Not the second, because of the contingence 
of difference rising up. Nor is there, indeed, the esta
blishment of a reality indifferent to either, because that 
too is contradicted, like the thing which is of the nature 
of both. 

468. Not the third, since there is the contingence 
of identity being related to something else, and since 
there is (also) the contingence of the independent 
cognition (in respect of it) as in the case of the moun
tains, Meru and Mandara. 

469. Nor the fourth, since there is no establish
ment of the sublation of empirical usage without 
the sublation of the object ; for if the identity of 
the self be sublated, then for the text "That thou 
art '', there -is the contingence of making known the 
unreal. • , 

• 470. Nor the fifth, because of ease in postulating 
the cause even from the •cognitioq, of the caused. 
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Otherwise there is the contingence of the terms " self " 
and " identity " becoming synonymous. 

XLIX 
471. If it be said that that cause, namely, differ

ence, is sublated here, then (the siddhantin says) 
let there be installed as its substitute a potency of 
things called particularity (vis'e~a) which can account 
for itself. 

472. And there is not thus (the defect) of undue 
extension. When there is the possibility of the 
principal cause {viz. difference) in other cases (pot, 
cloth etc.) it is not proper to assume some other (like 
vis'e~a). 

473. If it be said that just like difference in an 
object devoid of difference, particularitr too in an 
object devoid of particularity is contradicted·, no (says. 
the siddhantin) ; for it is intelligible like the partie· 
ularity of being. devoid M particularity. And if that 
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(particularity) be given up because of contradiction, 
then all the easier is the establishment of the possession 
of particularity. 

474. That has been said by the Teacher: 

" But where there is no difference (the 
category) called particularity is declared (to 
exist) as the regulator of (the use of) another 
non-synonymous word; that exists in a11 things 
without exception ". 

475. Even for those who accept the difference as 
other than one's own nature, there is established the 
self-explanatory nature of the difference between one's 
own nature and difference. By them too comes to be 
accepted. in.respect of one and the same difference such 
a variet.v of characteristics as being that which is 

' ex;>lained, that which explains and explanation, as 
otherwise there is (the defed: of) infi~ite regress. Better 
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than that is it to accept the variety of potency for the 
thing itself. 

476. By others also, in respect of empirical usage 
as to inherence being located (in the substrate) and so 
on, this method (of explanation) alone has to be 
adopted. 

4 77. Therefore there is no (point in) the countering 
with defective objections, of the perception of him who 
sees the world of differences, since there is parity of 
welfare with the (scriptural) statement that apprehends 
the nature of Brahman, like " Brahman is knowledge, 
bliss." 

L 

478. There is no defect even in respect of the 
probans " being a body " because it is intended to 
mean "being the abode of enjoyment for those who 
have restrictions of each other." Nor is th"ir failure 

' of example; for there is possibility of the negati,ve 
example in the case of the 'bodies of the yogins. 
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479. For the same reason there is no incongruity 
in the establishment of the regulation (of experi
ence-vyavastha) ; for there is the acceptance of the 
regulation (of experience) consisting in the existence 
and non-existence of the recollection of pleasure, 
pain etc. 

480. Therefore because of the conflict with that 
which supports it (upajivya), the probans "being differ
ence " is not capable of establishing the illusory nature 
of difference. 

481. Further why should not there be reality for 
difference as accounting for empirical usage? 

482. Now, though difference is the content of a 
perception «!tc., still it is not the content of a means 
of valid knowledge that makes known the reality. Not 

\ 
so (says the siddhantin) ; for even by that (former) it 

• 
is possible to establish that ~,atter}. 
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483. Further why should not difference be the 
object of cognition by a means of valid knowledge 
making known the reality, because of the probans, 
" possessing an attribute " ? 

484. Nor is it that in the self there is no attri
bute; for it is admitted that there exist attributes 
viz., bliss, experience of objects and eternality. If it 
be said that they are not attributes in absolute reality, 
no (says the siddhantin), because of the contingence of 
non-eternality etc., in the non-existence of eternality 
etc., also because, according to that position, there is 
no restriction (to the effect) that only the absolutely 
real can serve as probans. 

485. If it be said that there is inconstancy of the 
probans " possessing an attribute " in recpect of the 
difference in moons, what does this mean 1< Is it the 
non-existence of (all) difference as such from the mopn 
(i.e., difference ~rom non"-imposed moon as well as 
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differences from the imposed moon), or the non
existence of the difference of (one) moon from the 
(other) moon (i.e., no difference of real moon from a 
non-imposed moon) ? 

486. In the first case there is no inconstany (of 
the probans), since it is on a par with the subject. In 
the second case that (difference of moon from the 
non-imposed moon) being itself non-existent, the in
constancy (adduced in respect) of the probans" possess
ing an attribute " is refuted (even) at a distance ; 
(hence there is no inconstancy). 

LI 
487. Besides, of the probans "being difference" 

there is also inconstancy in respect of the difference 
between release (mok~a), which is of the form of remov
al of nescience, and the self .. And if it be said that 
there is no difference between those two, then the self 
being begiooinglessly eternal, it is not intelligible that 
release which is non-different from that (self) has the 

\ 

form of the removal of nescience, that has to be accom-
plished by knowledge. • 
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488. And there is the inconstancy (of the pro
bans) in respect of the difference between the super
imposed and the non-superimposed (moons) since 
only one of the two moons is superimposed. And there 
is the inconclusiveness (of the probans) in respect of 
the difference between the released (mukta) and the 
non-released (amukta). 

LII 

489. If it be said that there is non-establishment 
of difference between the released and the non-released, 
no (says the siddhantin) ; for it is established thus : 
11 those (selves) in dispute are different, because they are 
liberated." If It be said that just like the (illusory) 
silver in nacre, there is accepted (only) a nescience
created difference even of the liberated, no (says the 
·siddhantin) ; for there is the contradict!i.otl' in (the 
words) "nescience of the liberated." c 

490. Now, is th~ difference established with the • 
·supreme self for i~s countef-correlate, or the (individual) 
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self for its counter-correlate, or the inert (matter) for 
its counter-correlate, or everything for its counter
correlate? 

491. Not the first, because the probans is incon
culsive in respect of the supreme self, since there is 
the possibility there of th~ state of release consisting 
in the non-existence of the world (sarhsara-cycle of 
births and deaths). 

492. In the second too, has it all the (individual) 
selves for its counter-correlate or (all) selves other than 
itself for its counter-correlate? Not the first, because 
there is sublation in respect of part (of the subject} 
since the released (self) also is a self. 

493. Not the latter, because since without the es
tablishment of the difference of the released (self) from 
those (other. selves), their being other than that (re
leased seli) is non-established, there is non-established 
probandum, and because if tha't (i.e., being other) be 

• 
established, there is (the defeet of) the establishment of 
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the established ; and (also) because the establishment 
of the difference which has all (individual) selves for its 
counter-correlate being useless for the present purpose, 
there is (the defect of the establishment of) the non
intended. 

494. Hence too not the third. Nor the fourth; 
for as in the previous case, there are (the defects of) 
the sublation in respect of part (of the subject) and 
non-established probandum. 

495. It is not so (says the siddhantin); for the 
probandum is that difference for which no specified 
counter-correlate is intended. 

496. And there is not thus (the defect of the 
establishment of) the unintended, because in regard 
to him who objects to difference as such for the released, 
it is appropriate to establish that (alone) .. , 

497. Or else, there is no defect since this is 
the meaning intended by us (Dvaitins) here, ~hat 

in release too that (self) is qualified by that same 
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difference, whereby it was qualified in the prior state 
(of samsara). 

498. "Now what is it that is meant by being 
released? Is it the posterior non-existence of worldly 
bondage (samsara), or non-existence of relation thereto? 
Not the first, because it is not established in the supreme 
self (Paramatman), and because there is the contingence 
of the non-existence of the probans in the case of such 
examples as (these released from) chains etc. For the 
same reason it is not the latter ". If this be said, no 
(says the siddhantin) ; because the probans is that 
non-existence of relation whose specific nature is un
intended. 

499. " And now the probans here is ' being the 
substrate· of. non-existence of (all) relations as such'. 
That being so it is enough to (say) 'being the substrate 
of the mere non-existence (as sJch).' What is the use 

• 
of taking (the words) 'all telations.' Or else, let the 
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probans be merely ' being the substrate ' ; what is the 
use of taking (in the word) ' non-existence' ? Besides, 
the substrate is one of the special causes. That being 
so what is the use of taking (in the word) 'special' ?' 
Similarly the causal-correlate is a special kind of cause; 
that being so what is the use of taking (in the word) 
' special ' ? " If this be said, no. 

500. For, in that case there would be the break
down of the nature of merely positive concomitance 
even in the case of knowability etc. thus: knowability 
consists in being the content of knowledge ; here '' being 
the content " will do ; what is the use of taking (in the 
word) "knowledge " ? Such (objections) are easy to 
state there too. 

501. " It is only such a qualification as is taken 
up for delimiting the probans, which stands in need of 
a distinct purpose, but not such as is contained in that 
(probans itself)". If this be said, there is parity (of 
this) in the present context too. c 

502. Or else, being released is the non-existence 
of relation to worldly bon·dage (samsara); in that case, 
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pot is the example. Or the probandum here is the 
difference which has the supreme self (Paramatman) 
for its counter-correlate. And there is no inconstancy 
(of the probans) in respect of the supreme self, because 
to be released is to be the substrate of the posterior 
non-existence of worldly bondage (sarhsara). 

503. Besides, if there be no difference between 
the released and the non-released, then there would be 
worldly bondage for the released or releasedness for 
the one in worldly bondage. 

504. Now (in the statement), "there would be 
worldly bondage for the released ", is there deduced 
the identity of existence (svarupa) with the substrate 
of worldly bondage, or the experience of worldly 
bondage Z • 

505 .• Not the first, because it is deducing the 
desi:t:able, and because there is bon-difference between 
the (conclusion) deduced arltl the ground of deduction • 

10 • 
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~1Rftn 

~o~. ~:; ~Cf~~ I~:; timftu1) ~~
~;rocryq_ 1 

~o~. ~ ti~TftuiT mo~ Cfi'i ~~ ~:qjlia: {fa 

506. Not the latter, because experience is de
pendent on the internal organ etc., because internal 
organ etc., are dependent on nescience, and for him 
whose nescience has disappeared, the persistence of the 
product (of nescience) is impossible. 

507. Likewise, what is the meaning of (the state
ment) " there would be releasedness for the one in 
worldly bondage"? Is it that there would be released
ness for the very one whose existence (svarupa) was the 
substrate of worldly bondage or that even while being 
one in worldly bondage there would be the experience 
of releasedness ? 

508. Not the first since, as in the prior case, it 
is deducing the desirable. Not the latter because there 
is difference for the one in worldly bondage from the 
released. 

509. If it be asked how, when for the released 
there is no differ~nce fron'i the one in worldly bond~ge, 
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~-~~ i;J~ ~ i!fflijCJ: ~l(f_ 1 '11ttWJtdl ft: ~:ijm«mfturt 
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'""~ o. ~~) ~: ~.ll:l~i;~~Twt'Plfcl~m~ ~
!1~8 I at~~~ ~ ~, l{((T~~: ti~~~+l~~ ~:~ 
~ I if ~~ I 8ffi ~~ tiij~~ ~~8: I 

'""'~ ~. lJ~* ~~~:Cfi~~+lfcll~ ijijf~!Hfa~fd, 

there is difference for the one in worldly bondage from 
the released, (the Advaitin answers that) it would be 
so, if the difference (that is deduced) were real. The 
difference for the one in worldly bondage from the 
released is indeed a product of nescience. That is 
cognised for the nescience-tainted one in worldly 
bondage, not for the released from whom nescience 
has disappeared. Thus, what is it that is unintelligible 
here? If this be said, no (says the Dvaitin) : 

510. If difference were the effect of nescience then 
since there is no nescience in the Lord, there should 
be experienced by Him identity with the one in 
worldly bondage. If it be said that it is experienced, 
(then) in case the Lord experiences identity with the 
one ·in worldly bondage, he would be the experi
encer of sorrow; and it is not thus. So it is not proper 
to accept "th~ Lord's experience of identity with the one 
in world11 bondage. • 

• 511. And for the statement that there is not the 
• contingence of experience of worldl~ bondage for the 
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'-\ ~ ~ • a:rmYJij~TCIT+fTqf+lfT ij~+rera ~fa ~~ I CJG;ftt ffisiler I 
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ffi~T~~+rq!:fi:lfT~T I 

~rrll~ ~ ijcfifO'r Yi ~~ ~~:~-1 q~q I 

~ ~: \Cf +rciT S+rTciT +rlf~T+rt{itq :q I 

released because of the non-existence of the internal 
organ etc. (for him), that is not sound. For in the case 
of the intelligence which, because of being attribute
less, is homogeneous in essence, even the existence and 
non-existence of relation to the internal organ are not 
possible. 

512. If it be said that they are possible because 
of the existence and non-existence of nescience, no ; 
(for) that too is only like that (unsuitable). 

513. Further, from the (following) words of the 
Lord, there is inferred only His experiences of differ
ence from the one in worldly bondage. Why then the 
obstinate desire for establishing the experience of 
identity for Him? 

" I (Kr~lJa) know them all; you (Arjuna), 
0 terror of the enemies, do not knq,w .(them)." 

" Pleasure, pain, creation, exist;ence, fear, 
fearlessness (of creatures proceed from Me)." 

From these and pther (statements, there is the infere~ce).· 
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'-\ ~ tJ • fSfi~ fqf{m itiij ~ q ft:~tffia, ~~lutT~~lq ~ 

ccrr~, ~~~fij a~f~: 1 

'-\ ~ '-\. ~~1ort~~~ltlcnsftl !!~ firct~~H'l.? fcli fqq~ 
;rt\:l~film ~?l 1 

'-\ Z ~- ~t{tmorT~~~ifTollSN ;rTe~~ am~~~ JIT.-8~ 
~m~a, ;rTe~~~~H~aS'{l!ctQ.. 1 a~~ ~3ifT;:a~ctl?ll~~~mon 

G 

j(~ifmu- f.lq~~ ~rn fu?:'l_ , 

'-' z 1.9. e:rq~ e:rt~-~~ ~~~=nfiurr ~~sfq 

514. Further, by this (inference) " the difference 
under dispute does not disappear with release, because 
it is experienced by the Lord, like his own form 
(svarupa)" that (difference) is established. 

515. " Now though it be experienced by the 
Lord, let it disappear in release. What is the sub
later in (maintaining the) opposite view?" If this be 
asked, no. 

516. If there be sublation even for what is ex
perienced by the Lord, then there is the contingence of 
the deludedness of the Lord, as for him who cognises 
the sublatable shell-silver. Since, however, He is not 
deluded, the difference between Brahman and the self 
experienced• by him does not disappear : this is estab
lished. • • 

• 517. Another one says, "though by the Lord is • cognised the difference of the one ili worldly bondage 
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~ 

'-\ ~ ~. ata': lfl{ijyffl~~~~~Tif~ ~~ I ~-
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'-\~~- o~, at1l~ ~Ff'ffq~ ~:~T~~if
SJ«Wf<'l. 1 if f& ~o-~ir ~T+nAA ~+il~ ~:~~~tr;:~ 
~~Wl_ I 

'-\~ o. ~ cp;i 5ii1"orrsm;r;~rr~T~: ·, a;r fcri~m-

from Himself, still the difference for the released is not 
established. For we do not, like those who uphold the 
doctrine of Maya (Mayavadins), say that the difference 
between the self and Brahman or among the selves is 
non-real, but (that) it is the product of adjuncts. 

518. Hence because of being real, it stands to 
reason that it is experienced by the Lord. Because of 
being due to adjuncts, it (i.e. difference) is destroyed 
when the adjunct is destroyed at release; hence there 
is establishment for natural non-difference. 

519. That is not sound (says the siddhantin); 
for if non-difference be natural, then there is the con
tingence of the recollection of (one another's) pleasure, 
pain, etc. There is not indeed cognised anywhere the 
non-recollection of pleasure, pain, etc., "wlien there 
exists natural identity ~f intelligence. •· 

520. "Now, we admit the individual selves .as 
• 

parts of Brahmaa. Here, is there deduced reciprocal 
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~ a~mq_; alttrrN~~ ~~ 1 ora Q!l ~~ {fa ~ 1 

~~ ~. ~ffitil: q~~Cf ffill~~ ~~-
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~ ~ ~. il't'mJJSJ ~~: ~~rcr;rT~~N~ll~~ 
~~ \1ftcma~:~TRsrrftRT~ I 

~ ~ ~. d?r ; ~dlfTG;l!rf~Sfq ~qg~Cfi~~~Cflq_ I 

recollection as among the parts or that which has 
parts (i.e. the whole)? Not the first because that (recol
lection) does not exist for the parts of the self delimited 
by hands, feet, etc., since difference due to adjuncts is 
real. For the same reason not the latter (alternative}." 
If this be said, no (says the siddhantin). 

521. For if it is in the case of the Supreme Lord 
Himself, who has the parts (i.e. who is the whole) that 
there is natural non-difference, there is deduced recol
lection of the pleasure the pain etc., of all persons. 

522. Now it has been said with regard to this, 
that even if there is natural non-difference between 
individual self and the Lord, yet since there is the 
difference produced by adjunct there do not result for 
the Lord the pleasures, pain, etc., present in the 
individu~l ~elf. 

523~ That is not (sound}.; for in spite of differ
ences due to adjuncts lik~ hands, feet, etc., there is 
admitted the oneness of the enjoyer.. 
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'"'I~ '"'I. 'll;;;J: ; ijJ9J!~T~~~ifT~ff;:\:TT'ls:Jtr:wTQ. I oll'ij{: ; 
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a~Jfl~~Tif~~~l'fijqR~T~~ I 

'"'I~ ~. a~ci ~~{~~~qyN~~~ ~T~TiqtfiTir~~~ 
~CJlJOij~:~~ff~Tifs:Jij~~TCf~~T<l_, CfG:WT<fiR~lf :q s:JJfTIJf

~~ ' ~tmfclcti ~ ~~{ilG;:' if ~qJMCfi: I 

524. "Now the determinant of recollection is the 
conjoined nature of the adjuncts; because of its absence 
there is no recollection in the present context." If 
this be said, is the mere conjoining of adjuncts the 
determinant or (only) when there is identity of the 
entity (svarupa) too ? 

525. Not the first, because of the contingence of 
the recollection of the Mother's pleasure etc., by the 
child in the womb. Not the latter ; for when it is pos
sible for the identity of the entity alone to be the deter
minant, there is no authority for introducing a quali
fication. Therefore where there is non-difference of 
entity, recollection cannot be avoided. 

526. Thus, therefore, since, if the difference be
tween the individual self and the Lord be due to adjunct, 
the contingence of the J..ord's recollection, due to natural 
non~difference, of the pler.sure, pain, etc., present. in 
the individual self, cannot be avoided, and since its 
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acceptance is opposed to (all) authority, the difference 
between the individual self and the Lord is natural, and 
not due to adjuncts. 

527. And further because of being sublated by 
the inference " the difference under dispute is reall 
because it is different from the unreal, like Brahman" 
it is established that the probans "being different" is 
not the authority for (the establishment of) the. illusory 
nature of difference. 

LUI 

528. For the same reason, any inference like the 
following: " the bodies under dispute are objects of 
enjoyment for Devadatta alone, because of being bodies, 
like the admitted (body)" is sublated by perception, 
and is refO.ted by the contingence of the reciprocal 
recollectron of pleasure, pain, etc . 

• 
• 529. It is to be ridiculed because of parity of 

• welfare with a fallacious inference,. "the wives under· 
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dispute are the objects of enjoyment for Devadatta 
alone, because of being wives, like the admitted (wife)." 

530. This discours~ compiled by the venerable 
sage J ayatirtha for the instructions of the learners, 
out of the discourses (of S'rl Madhva) may it be for the 
pleasure of Madhava (Vi~I)U) and Madhva. 

THUS ENDS THE VADAVALi 
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NOTES 

[The Roman figures denote the main divisions indicated in 
the translation and the figures within brackets denote the sections]. 

I (1). Jayatirtha the great Dvaita Vedfmtin offers his prayers 
to Lord Vi~Qu and asks for his grace. It is the traditional practice 
with the writers on Vedanta to set out briefly the thesis of the 
work the¥ propose to write in the opening verse of the work. The 
Vadavali proposes to establish the absolute reality of the universe 
as against the Advaitins' contention that it is illusory. The com
mentator Raghavendra points out that the meditation of Brahman 
advocated by the author of the Vedanta-sutra, BadarayaQ.a, has 
for its object the perfect Brahman (Madhva points out that the term 
Brahman means the abode of infinite auspicious attributes). The 
reason for the assertion of the perfection of Brahman is stated in 
the second sutra i.e., because He is the creator, sustainer, etc., of 
this universe. If the created universe proves to be unreal, its 
creator's perfection would also become unreal; once His perfection 
becomes unreal meditation of him is meaningless. In order to 
establish the necessity and propriety of the meditation of Brahman 
advocated in the Vedanta sutras, Jayatirtha proposes to establish 
the absolute reality of the universe through an elaborate criticism 
and refutation of the Advaitins' argument establishing the illusory 
nature of the universe . 

• 
The first line in the invocatory verse is the substance of the 

first sutr~ and the second line, of the second sidra. When God 
is said to be the creator of the universe, He is the efficient cause • 
. and not the material cause. It•must be noted that the Satta of 
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156 VADAVALI 

the soul is not created by God, but is dependent on Him. He is 
not the Satta-prada, but the satta is in His adhWcl i.e., (it is 
dependent on Him). Eight:fold functions are attributed to God 
(1} utpam=creation, (2) 'Sthiti·o- maintenance, (3) Smizharcv-des
truction, (4) Niyammza- -'control, (5) Jitana--=-knowledge, (6) 
ajnana'~:nescience, (7) Bandfla- Bondage and (8) Mok~a=-=libera
tion. 

II (2). J ayatirtha's reference to Vi~Qu as the creator, sustainer, 
etc., of the real universe is objected to by the fiurvapak:jln on the 
ground that the universe is not real. As the illusory nature of the 
universe is clearly established by scripture and other pramat}as, the 
Advaita writer Anandabodha in his Nyayamakaranda sets forth 
the three inferences to establish the illusory nature of the universe. 
The Advaitin's inference proceeds with three probazw, namely 
cognisablity, inertness and finitude. The subject of the inference 
is " that in reference to which there is dispute--whether it is 
illusory or absolutely real." That is to say it is other than Brahman, 
the uncreated and the barely phenomenal. The subject should 
have been stated as follows; the world under dispute, that is other 
than Brahman, non-existence and apparent reality. The statement 
of the subject by the use of only one word is attributable to the 
principle of parsimony. 

III (3). Mithyii.tva i.e., the probandum in 'the above inference 
is undefined. The probandum in any inference must be known 
as existing somewhere, in some place other than the subject 
(Pak~a). No Knowledge of the probandum is possible where it 
is indefinable. Inference can be of no help to us where we do not 
have the knowledge of the probandum. 

In Advaita literature mithyatva is defined in the seven forms 
mentioned. Jayatirtha proposes to examine each of the definitions 
in detail. In the criticism of the Advaitin's inference' Jayatirtha 
first directs his attack against the defects of the probanhum. For 
a statement of alternatives' 3-7 seeTattvapradiPika (2nd editi~n), 
p. 33 ; for the Advaitin's refutation of the Dvaita criticism, see· 
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NOTES 157 

Advaitasiddhi (Advaitamafijari), p. 9 'establishing alternatives 
·(3) and (7). 

IV (4-15). Jayatirtha points out in the rest of the text that 
not one of the alternative explanations of illusoriness holds water, 
Of this it cannot be the first. "".Lhe second alternative is further 
resolved into two alternatives i.e., the content that is lacking it, 
real or unreal. Both the alternatives are rejected on the ground 
qf the defect of overpervasion in respect of Asat and Brahman, 
According to the Advaitin neither is illusory. The probans" being 
different from sat " is found in asat, which is not illusory. The 
probans " being different from asat " is found in Brahman that is 
not illusory. Hence the defect of overpervasion. 

The difference predicated with reference to indeterminability 
has for its counter-correlate the real-and-the-unreal together. The 
Dvaitin no doubt admits that the universe is non-different from 
real. This does not prevent him from pointing out that the uni
verse is different from the real-and-the-unreal together. The 
Dvaitin secures the difference from the real for the universe by 
taking the instance of Brahman, because that is what the Advaitin 
understands by real. We must not fail to note the fact that 
Madhva admits difference between reals. In fact according to 
him there are no two perfectly identical things. This fact is 

brought out by his doctrine of fivefold differences (paficabheda). 
The interpretation of the term indeterminability as " not being 

the locus of reality and unreality" fares no better at the hands 
of the Dvaitin. The Dvaitin admits that the universe is not at 

the same time the locus of the real and the unreal. The adduced 
defect, namely, establishment of the established is still there. 

The quotation " that which is not indeterminable " is from 
Citsukha's TattvapradJpika (p. 79). The main objection of 
the Dvai'tin •is not that the probandum indeterminability is not 

. -cognised .anywhere. We should note the fact that the. Dvaitin's 
analysis of reality admits of no compromise. There is no half 
way house between the real aild the unreal. The law of the 
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158 VADA:VALi 

excluded middle applies ·to reality and admits of no exception .. 
Whatever is not real is unreal ; whatever is not unreal is real. 
The disjunction is complete. They don't admit a non-descript 

tertitum quid. 

The Advaitin maintains that the two-fold differences predi
cated by him with reference to indeterminability are not to be 
taken as absolutely real. There would result contradiction only 
when we have two really opposed negations in one and the same 
locus. Where the negations are not absolutely real, there is no 
scope for contradiction. (See Tattvapradfpika, p. 16). 

The Advaitin is of opinion that the universe cannot be deter
mined in terms of the real and the unreal. So he calls it, "dif
ferent from the real and the unreal." But he maintaines that it 
is the indeterminable nature of the universe in terms of the real 
and the unreal that has led him to describe them as different from 
either. The differences should not be taken as real. The word 
only is significant for the Advaitin who wants only to establish 
that the universe cannot be defined in terms of the real and the 
unreal. He does not affirm the difference from the real or the 
unreal predicated about the Universe. 

The Dvaitin urges as against this argument, " because the 
universe cannot be determined in terms of inderminability let him 
describe it as the opposite of indeterminability." The Dvaitin 
has stated two pervasions: (1) wherever there is the non-existence 
of unreality, there is reality; (2) wherever there is non-existence 
of reality, there is unreality. The Advaitin urges that these per
vasions are not established, and as long as they are not established 
the Dvaitin cannot treat the Advaitin's description of the universe 
as contradictory. The Dvaitin holds that the prevasion can be 
secured in the Atman i.e., the Brahman. In the Brahman there 
is the absence of unreality, and the presence of reality, 

V (16-25). The Advaitin points out that the peumsion be
tween reality and the non•3xistence of unreality put forth by the 
Dvaitin in the case of Atmaq is conditioned by the adjunct 
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NOTES 159' 

atmatva. The Dvaitin in reply analysis the term iitmatva into 
eight alternatives and refutes them one after another. 

The Nyaya definition of generality is that it is eternal, one, 
and abides in many. As Atmatva is present only in Brahman 
and not anywhere else, it is impossible to treat it as a general
ity. The Advaitin in reply contends that there is possibility for 
generality on the ground of the presence of the assumptive differ
ences in the ii.tman. The Dvaitin's answer to this objection is 
that such assumptively different ~itmans form a part of the sub
ject, because all that is illusory is treated as the subject. Hence 
atmatva cannot be an upii.dhi and no counter-argument in the 
form "the world is not real, because it is anatma" would 
be tenable because of partial non-establishment of the probans 
"atmatva ". 

The second alternative, reality (sattvam), happens to be the 
probandum itself. Hence there is the defect of non-difference of 
the probans and the probandum. The third alternative, unsubla
tability, is found in non-existence and there is no probandum there. 
Hence the inconstancy of the pervasion. The fourth alternative, 
knowledgeness, is found in the subject, because vrtti-jffana is also 
a kind of knowledge ; hence ii.tmatva cannot be an upadhi. The 
fifth alternative, being the substrate of knowledge, is not found in 
the atman though it is real. Hence the inconstancy of the per
vasion. Atman according to Advaita is not a knowing entity. 
There is no substrate-attribute relation in it. The sixth alter
native, self-luminosity, is discussed when the criticism of the 
probans, i.e., cognisability is taken up (XV ff). The seventh and 
the eighth alternatives are not found in the ii.tman. The advaitin's 
Brahman admits of no predication, for the reason that there is 
nothing outside it. 

The A.d'W\itin finds fault with the Dvaitin for the analysis of 
the term Jtmatva, on the ground that such an entity is established 
for the Dvaitin. The resourceful Dv~itin turns round and retorts 
th!lt whatever alternatives may !>e acceptable to the Dvaitin, they 
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160 VADAVALi 

are all defect-ridden for •the Advaitin. The Dvaitin concludes that 
the Advaitin's position that the universe is different from the real 
and the unreal is contradictory. 

VI (26-+2). The siddhantin refutes the inference urged to 
establish indeterminability. The commentator states the inference 
in full : " what is under dispute is different from the real and the 
unreal, because it is sublatable, like Brahman as a negative 
instance". Some logicians are of opinion that the non-established 
qualification is no defect at all, and others are of opinion that it is 
a defect. The school that holds the opinion that it is a defect 
argues that a non-established qualificatioR obstructs our cognition 
of pervasion. Thus it taints the inference. As against this, certain 
neo-logicians point out that the definition of the subject (pak~a) 
should not include the term "doubt". In negative pervasion 
where the probandum is a negation there is no need for the estab· 
lishment of the qualification; so it is urged that the non-established 
qualification is no defect at all. 

The defect is alleged from the opponent's point of view. S' ri 
Madhva is of opinion that "as1rayasiddhi ", "vyadhikarat;iisiddhi," 
.etc., are not defects. They are cases of the defects of the positive 
instances. 

In this inference of the Advaitin there is not the defect of 
non-established qualification. The subject in the inference is reality 
and unreality. If any one of them by itself is taken as the subject 
there is the non-fulfilment of the object for which the inference is 
used. The purpose of the inference is to establish that the universe 
is different from the real and the unreal. Such a position cannot 
be established with reality or unreality alone as the subject. 
Further there will be the defect of the establishment of the esta
blished if only one term (the real or the unreal) is treated as the 
subject. So the subject comprises two terms reality, and unreality. 
The probandum is "being the counter-correlate of a~olute non
existence located in a sin£'1e entity." The statement of the pro
bandum in this manner helps ,the Advaitin to get over the deiect 
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of the non-established probandum. The' positive instance cited is 
colour and taste. In this positive instance there is the probandum 
" being the counter-correlate of the absolute non-existence located 
in a single entity". Let us assume Vayu (air) as the single entity. 
In Vayu there is the absolute non-existence both of colour and 
taste. There is the probans 'being an attribute." 

The Davaitin criticises the inference in detail. The term 
" vastu" in the inference means reality, and as such that part of the 
subject cannot be the counter-correlate of the non-existence present in 
itself. Hence the contradiction. The probans is inconstant in res
pect of knowability and nameability. These two attributes are not 
absent from any place. They are called kevalanvayi dharmas. As 
such there is no non-existence for them. Hence the probandum 
" being the counter-correlate of absolute non-existence located in a 
single entity" is not found in them. The probans, " being an attri
bute " is present there. Hence the inconstancy. Besides this, the 
inference is conditioned by an adjunct "being non-contradictory", An 
adjunct is that which is pervasive with the probandum and non
pervasive with the probans. "Being non-contradictory" is found in 
all those places where the probandum is present. Let us take the ex
ample itself, i.e. colour and taste. There is the adjunct there. Colour 
and taste are not opposed. They are found together in the fruit. 
The adjunct is not pervasive of the probans. The probans " being 
an attribute" is present in the subject. The adjunct is not there 
for the simple reason that reality and unreality are contradictories. 

An unacceptable counter-inference like the one formulated by 
the Advaitin is put forth by the Dvaitin. There is only a slight 
modification in the counter-inference. The term "vastu" is re
placed by the term Dharmi (substrate). The conclusion reached 
by the counter-inference is not acceptable to the Advaitin, because 
there is nt> o•e substrate in which there is the non existence of the 
potness as .veil as the non-existence of non-potness. 

The Advaitin makes use of " pret;limption " (a pramal}a) to 
proVe indeterminability. He sta~s two general rules pertaining 

11 
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to reality and unrealiti- The real cannot be sublated, and the 
unreal cannot be cogrl.ised. (See TattvapradiPika, p. 76). The 
universe is sublated as well as cognised. Sublatability and cogn
isability cannot be accounted for except by the presumption that 
the universe is neither real nor/unreal. This Pramal)a according to 
Madhva is subsumed under inference. The presumption in this 
case can be expressed in the form of an inference: "what is 
under dispute is indeterminable, because it is sublatable as well as 
cognisable." 

The Dvaitin with a view to point out the inconstancy of the 
pervasion in the presumptive argument proposes first to examine 
the term " sat " in the counter-argument urged with a view to 
establish the presumptive arguments. If_ it is interpreted as one 
that possesses reality, then the universe which possesses reality is 
sublatable, according to Advaita; and as such there is the contradic
tion of the following pervasion of the Advaitin " that which is real 
is not sublatable ". It may be contended that there is no sublation 
of the universe in empirical state. The Dvaitin replies that in 
vyavahara stage inference does establish the sublatable nature of 
the universe. There are certain errors like the perceptions of the 
blue colour in the AltaS'a which are not at all sublated. There 
would be non-difference with them for reality. If it is interpreted 
as that which is unsublatable there would result the defect of the 
non-difference of the subject from the probandum. It cannot be 
the third for the reason that the Dvaitins accept that Brahman 
is unsublatable. Hence the defect of the establishment of the 
established. 

The Dvaitin analysis the statement that " the unreal is not 
cognised ". What is it, that is not cognised ? Is it the cognition 
of the unreal as unreal ? If that is so, then there would be no 
empirical usage in respect of the unreal. If the eogriition of the 
unreal as real be denied, there would be no empirica.l usage in 
respect of delusion, beca\1.1le the very definition of delusion is the 
apprehension of the unreal as trea.l. If it be contended that what 
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is deluded is indeterminable, then is thaf indeterminable cognised 
as indeterminable, or, as otherwise ? If it be cognised as it is, tl.en 
there could be no empirical usage about delusion, because the indeter
minable is cognised as indeterminable. If it be cognised as other
wise, then there is the violation of the statement that the unreal 
is not cognised. On this ground there is no possibility of erroneous 
cognition. (For Advaitins refutation of the criticism, see Ad·writa 
siddhi, p. 121). 

VII (43). The second alternative referred to (the second of the 
first seven alternatives stated in the beginning of the text, i.e. 
unreality). The Dvaitin points out that it cannot be unreality. 
Indetenninability according to the Advaitin is other than both 
the real and the unreal. The statement that indeterminability is 
unreality is opposed to AdYaita. 

VIII (44-60). The Dvaitin examines the third alternative 
"being different from the real". He resolves this again into four 
alternatives. Is it para jati (summum genus), or being not Brah
man, or unreality, or being other than unsublatability. In the first 
case there is the defect of apasiddhanta (being opposed to the 
doctrines of one's own school). The advaitin does not deny the 
presence of generality in the universe. In the second case, i.e. 
"being not Brahman'', there is the defect of the establishment of 
the established, because the Dvaitins admit that the 1aniverse is 
not Brahman. In the third case i.e. unreality, there is oppo· 
sition to their own school of thought, because the Advaitins do not 
admit that the universe is unreal. They hold that it is indetermin
able i.e. being other than the real and the unreal. In the fourth 
case there is the defect of the establishment of the established. 
The Dvaitin admits that the universe is other than the unsublatable. 
The unsublatable is Brahman, and the universe is other than Him. 
Hence the" defect of the establishment of the established. If the 
term " beitlg other than the unsublatable " is interpreted as s1~b· 
latabilit;v, the Dvaitin proceeds to resolve the sense of the term 
into two. (a) Is sublatability an enoneously cognised object or (b) is 
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it being the counter-correlate of negation in the locus of the cogni
tion ? It cannot be the first. The Dvaitins too have admitted that 
kind of sublatability for the universe. The universe which is 
delusively cognised as indeterminable is validly cognised by the 
Dvaitin as real. Hence the defect of the establishment of the 
established. The second alternative is resolved into two ; the 
negation in reference to the locus, is it at a particular place 
and time, or is it in all three times, and all places? In the 
first case there is the defect of the establishment of the established 
in respect of a part of the subject. In the second case there 
is contradiction in relation to a part of the subject. Eternal 
and omnipresent Akas'a and Time form a part of the subject. 
They can never become the counter-correlates of the non
existence in respect of all three times and all places. Hence the 
contradiction. 

The commentator discusses in this connection whether Akas'a 
and Time are eternal and omnipresent. There are scriptural decla· 
rations to the effect that Akiis'a emerged out of Atman, and night 
and day are created. The scripture in these contexts refers to the 
elemental Akas'a and secondary Time. The Akas'a and Time 
referred to by the Dvaitin are not primary ones. It is called 
Avyakrta Aka~a and not Bhutakas'a. The Time referred to is 
Mahakala. They are eternal and omnipresent. They are cognised 
by witness-conciousness. 

The Dvaitin examines the term "being cognised" and resolves 
it into the two following alternatives. Is it being validly cognised, 
or delusively cognised ? The first alternative leads to the defect of 
undue extension. 

The Dvaitin points out that the term negation (ni!Jedha) can 
mean two things :-It may mean cognition of non-existence, or 
cognition of" being different from the real." It can'hot 'be the first 
because of the contingence of absolute unreality. It caflnot be the 
second for the reason thaf the Advaitin has not yet explained the 
term "being different from the nml". " 
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IX (61-68). The Dvaitin examines the fourth alternative" not 
being a content of PramaiJa ". He resolves the sense of the term 
into two: (1) not being a content of some one prama9a or (2) not 
being a content of any pramal)a at all. It cannot be the first, 
because the Dvaitin admits that attributes like odour are not 
~ontents of some prama:r;ta like the sense of hearing. Hence the 
defect of the establishment of the established. It cannot be the 
s~tcond, because of the contingency in respect of Brahman becom· 
ing illusory. Brahman according to Advaita is not the object of 
any pramaqa. 

Besides, it is impossible to define the universe as the subject 
because it is said to be not the content of any prama:Qa. In the 
absence of pramii.IJas we cannot have any knowledge. Hence the 
difficulty of defining the universe as the subject. If it be contended 
that the universe is known through perception which cognises the 
phenomenal and as such it is impossible to define the universe as 
the subject, no says the siddhantin. There is no prama:Qa to the 
effect that perception cognises only the phenomenal contents. It 
may be that because of the unreality of the objects that percep
tion cognises, it is said to cognise phenomenal objects. 

The Dvaitin asks, "how do we know that the objects of per
ception are only phenomenal?" The statement that something is a 
pramii.Qa and yet cognises only the phenomenal contents is contra· 
dietary. The term prama:Qa means valid cognition. It is contradic
tory to state that valid cognition cognises phenomenal objects. If 

that which cognises phenomenal objects is pramiiiJa there is nothing 
to prevent us from regarding the shell-silver cognition as pramaiJa. 
The Dvaitin constructs an inference and draws a conclusion opposed 
to Advaita: "pramaiJa cognises the non-phenomenal, because it is 
a pramiiiJa, like the non-dual texts." One is tattvika pramaiJa and 
the other "is ~tattvika pramii:Qa. The argument is based on the 
Advaitin'se theory of threefold reality. The Dvaitin points out that 
such an argument is valid only aft~r the establishment of the 

• 
threefold nature of reality and not•prior to it. 
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X (69-70). The Dvaitin examines the fifth alternative i.e., 
being the content of an invalid cognition. It is acceptable to the 
Dvaitin. Hence the defect of the establishment of the established. 
S'ri Madhva is of opinion that everything in the universe is real. 
His test for reality is that it must have existed at some time. For 
a thing to be real it need not be eternal. So he regards the 
Advaitin's statement that " the universe is indeterminable " and the 
Buddhists statement that "the universe is momentary" and the 
atheistic Sarikhyan's statement that "the universe is a modification 
of Prakrti" as invalid. The .Dvaitin is opposed to all the three 
doctrines, Vivartavada, K~aQ.ikavada, and Paril}amavada. God, 
according to Dvaita Vedanta is the nimitta-karaQ.a (efficient cause) 
of the universe. He does not create the universe out of nothing; 
He is just like the potter, with this difference that He is omnicient. 

XI (71-88). The Dvaitin examines the sixth alternative i.e., 
"nescience." Is nescience the beginningless indeterminable, or 
the beginningless positive existent that is destroyed by the cogni· 
tion, or the material cause of the delusion ? All these three modes 
of definition are vatiated by defects. It cannot be the beginning
Jess indeterminable, because indeterminability as such is not yet 
established. The non-establishment of indeterminability leads to the 
defect of the non-established qualification. Besides, the definition 
as what is beginningless and indeterminable is overpervasive in 
respect of Akas'a. Akas1a is beginningless as well as indeterminable. 
The adduced overpervasion is refuted on the ground that Akas1a 
is not beginningless, because of the non-existence of beginningless

ness in any entity other than Brahman. The Dvaitin points out 
that in that case nescience too cannot be beginningless ; hence the 
definition is inapplicable. 

The second definition is taken up for criticism i.e., "a begin
ningless positive entity, destroyable by cognition". This definition 
is inapplicable because in nescience there is the abse\tce of the 
attribute " beginninglessnes~ ". For the Advaitin no entity other 
than Brahman is beginningless !n the plenary sense of the te~m 
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Hence its absence from nescience. Further it is unintelligible for 
us to admit destruction by cognition for what is beginningless and 
existent. Brahman is beginningless and positive and it is not 
destroyed by any cognition. The same position holds good in the 
case of nescience also. 

To this the Advaitin replies that the term " positive entity " 
is used with reference to nescience in a figurative sense. It does 
not in reality mean a positive entity. The term signifies that it is 
different from non-existence. The siddhantin replies that the 
intended significance of the term "positive entity" alone will do 
for the purpose of establishing the non-destruction by cognition for 
the beginningless existent, on the analogy of Drahman. Instead of 
a positive existent we have in its place the beginningless being 
different from non-existence ; the same analogy holds good in the 
case of nescience also. 

The Advaitin contents that the Dvaitin's inference is condi
tioned by the adjunct "self-hood." The Dvaitin's inference is as 
follows. "That which is a beginningless and positive entity is 
destroyed by cognition, because it is a beginningless and positive 
entity like Brahman." The adjunct self-hood is present wherever 
there is the probandum. If Brahman is the probandum, self-hood 
also is there. Thus the pervasion between the adjunct and pro
bandum is secured. The adjunct must be non-pervasive in respect 
of the probans, i.e., "beginningless and positive entity". This is 
present in the subject and there is no self-hood there. Thus the 
non-pervasion in respect of the probans is secured for the adjunct. 

The Dvaitin points out the inconstancy of the pervasion of· 
the probandum by the adjunct in respect of absolute non-existence. 
Absolute non-existence is not destroyed by cognition. Being not 
d~troyed by cognition is the probandum. It is present in absolute 
non-existenc1:1 and the adjunct selfhood is not there. Hence the 
inconstanty of the pervasion. Thus it is established· that the 
adduced adjunct is defective. Therefore the inference is not con· 
ditioned by an adjunct. • 
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168 VADAVALi 

The Dvaitin examines the third alternati \·e, namely " being 
the material cause of delusion", What is it that is meant by the 
term "delusion " ? Is it the content of the delusive cognition, or 
the delusive cognition itself ? It cannot be the content of the delu
sive cognition, because it is unreal ; and for the unreal there 
is no material cause. It cannot be the second, because the defini
tion "being the material cause of delusive cognition" is over· 
pervasive in respect of the internal organ. The internal organ is 
the material cause of the cognition in general. Further the defini· 
tion is also inapplicable, because nescience is not directly the 
material cause of the delusive cognition. 

The Advaitin points out that non-acceptance of the position 
that nescience is the material cause of delusion would result in the 
admission of the reality for the delusive cognition. The Dvaitin 
points that such a position is acceptable to him. The Advaitin 
points out that the acceptance of the reality of the delusive cog
nition contradicts the possibility of sublation. If the delusive cog
nition is to be real, there should be no sublating cognition as 
invalid knowledge; but there is the sublating cognition. So the 
delusive cognition is not real. The sublating cognition denies the 
reality of the content of the cognition. The Ad,·aitin's argument 
leads to the conclusion that if the content of the cognition is real, 
the cognition is real. 

XII (89-130). The Dvaitin after dismissing the definition of 
nescience, proceeds to point out that nescience has no pramaQa. 
It is not nescience as such that has no pramaQa; but it is nescience 
as defined by the Advaitin that has no pramaQa. The Dvaitin 
also admits a kind of nescience that is beginningless ; but it is 
not indeterminable. 

The Advaitin puts forth this inference to establish the positiwe 
nature of nescience. (See Taft'I.Japradrpika, p. 58). 'lhe ~ubject of 
the inference is Devadatta's valid cognition and the pl'obandum 
is positive nescience. It h'as to be established; so it cannot be . 
stated barely. If it is barely stated, the Dvaitin would urge the 
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defect of non-established qualification; so it is stated in an indirect 
manner. The valid cognition of Devadatta i.e., the subject, des
troys its anterior non-existence as well as the positive nescience. 
To secure the intended meaning we ha\·e to exclude anterior non
existence ; so the following words " being other than anterior 
non-existence" are used. The probans is "being \·alid knowl
edge". This is in the subject i.e., Devadatta's valid cognition. 
l'he example is the undisputed valid cognition. Let us take one 
Rama's valid cognition; there is the probans, "being a valid cog· 
nition ". There is the presence of the probandum also there. 
Rama's valid cognition destroys what is beginningless and other 
than the anterior non-existence of Devadatta's valid cognition. 

The Dvaitin criticises the Advaitin's inference by erecting a 
counter-inference yielding conclusions that are not acceptable and 
desirable to the Advaitin. The commentator states the inference 
in detail ; '' Caitra's desire has for its material cause something 
other than that which produces it and is unsublatable, because it is 

a desire, like Maitra's." This inference is unacceptable to Advaita. 
This inference of the Advaitin is from the Advaita work, 

the Vivarat;a. It is urged to establish the positive nature of 
nescience. J ayatirtha states the inference in full and points out 
the significance and function of the words therein. The function 
of the word "removable by itself" is to make it inapplicable to 

adr~ta i.e., unseen potency ; unseen potency prevents the effect 
from coming into existence though the causes be present. So 
valid cognition cannot remove the unseen potency, because it pre
vents the rise of the said cognition itself. The words "present in 
its own locus " are used to avoid the applicability of the definition 
to cognisedness i.e., jnatata. The Bhliga school of Mlmamsa re
cognises that cognition of an object is inferred from the cognisedness 
that is found- in the objects cognised. This special quality is said 
to be gen!Jrated in the object by the cognition at the momemt of 
the cognition. The attribute " cognistdness " is found in objects, 
and not in cognitions. So the \fords " present in its own locus " 
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are used. Non-cognisedness is not present in the locus i.e., valid 
cognition. Besides this, the aim of the Advaitin is to establish the 
positive nescience having for its substrate the atman and that is 
secured by the use of the words " present in its own locus ". 

The Dvaitin criticises the inference in detail. He points out 
that the said probandum is not definitely in the subjects. Valid 
cognition is the modification of the internal organ and as such it 
has for its material cause Manas. Manas is inert. According to 
the Advaitins of the VivaraQa school, an inert object cannot be the 
Gontent or locus. The inconstancy of the probans is also urged. 
Besides, the attribute " being other than its own anterior non
existence" is urged to be purposeless. A positive entity does not 
destroy its own anterior non-existence. The coming into being of 
an entity alone destroys its anterior non-existence. Being other 
than its own anterior non-existence is said to be superfluous. 

The inference is further criticised by questioning the nature 
of the entity said to precede the valid cognition. If it is real there 
is the defect of the establishment of the established, because, the 
Dvaitin admits that nescience is real. If it is said to be indeter
minable, such indeterminability is not found in the example i.e., 
" darkness preceding the light " ; darkness is not in the example ; 
there is thus the defect of the absence of the probandum. 

If the Advaitin defines it as that which is not specified to be 
indeterminable or real, such a general description is not acceptable. 
No such common attribute is said to exist as between a validly 
cognised entity and an invalidly cognised entity .. Indeterminability 
is not validly cognised because there is no pram3J].a securing its 
cognition. A common attribute is possible only as between two 
validly cognised objects. There cannot be any common attribute 
between the horns of a hare and the horns of a cow, because one of 

them is unreal and non-existent. •' 
Further the definition of the probandum is apitlicable to 

demerit. Demerit is admi!l:ed to be destroyed by valid cognition. 
The commentator cites the exaRaple of the cancellation of our s1ns 
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at the sight of the holy waters of Setu• near Rames'varam. De
merit is there destroyed by cognition. 

The Davitin criticises the probans of the inference i.e., " being 
the manifestor of the non-manifested". The term manifestor is 
resolved to mean three alternatives. It does not mean the instru
ment of cognition. The sense-organ of sight is an instrument of 
cognition. In it there is the probans and not the probandum. 
Hence the inconstancy of the probans. Besides in the example 
i.e., the light of a lamp as it first comes into existence from 
darkness, the light is not considered as an instrument of cognition. 
It is treated as an accessory to the instrument of cognition. It 
only destroys the obstruction i.e., darkness. So in the example 
there is the defect of the absence of the probans. In the subject 
" valid cognitions " there is the absence of the probans i.e. being 
the instrument of cognition. Cognition cannot be the instrument 
of its own self. Hence the defect of the non-establishment of the 
probans in respect of the subject. 

If the term " manifestor " means " the accessory to an instru
ment of cognition", there is the inconstancy of the probans in 
respect of collyrium (applied to the eyes). This collyrium is said 
to have the power of helping the eyes to see through darkness. So 
it is an accessory to the instrument of cognition. In it i.e., the 
eye-paint, the probandum is not present. Hence the defect of the 
inconstancy of the probans. The term manifestor means " being 
cognition " ; since in the example, i.e., light, there is no jnatatvam 
there is the defect of the absence of the probans in respect of the 
example. 

The Advaitin urges that experience is the Prama"Qa in respect 
of the positive nature of nescience. He points out that there
collection " I did not know anything " is the evidence for it. This 
recollection i!f from the man who has just got up from his sleep. 
The DvaPtin urges that the recollection has for its content the 
non-existence of cognition and not p<'sitive nescience. It cannot 

• be so, says the Advaitin, because in deep sleep, as all the senses are 
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at rest, there cannot be any knowledge. Further the cognition of 
non-existence is dependent on the cognition of the locus as well as 
the counter-correlate. In the absence of both the cognitions, the 
Dvaitin cannot hold that the content of the recollection is the non
existence of the cognition. The Dvaitin replies that witness-con
sciousness cognises the locus as well as the counter-correlate and 
hence the content of the recollection cognition is the non-existence 
of cognition. According to S'ri Madhva, Sak!?in is always awake. 
It is of the very nature of the self (svarupa) unlike the other six 
sense organs (indriya), which are elemental. It is this sak~in that 
cognises the locus as well as the counter-correlate. 

The Advaitin cites another inference to prove the positive 
nature of nescience. The subject of the inference, nescience, is the 
non-existence of cognition; the probans is "being not cognised by 
the appropriate pramacya." There is the defect of the non-estab
lishment of the probans. As nescience is said to be the non-exist
ence of cognition, the probans, " being not cognised by any 
prama:Q.a " is not there. Nescience is not cognised by prama:Q.a, 
because it is destroyed by pramacya, like certain knowledge. 

The Dvaitin criticises his inference as being inapplicable. Once 
we state that nescience is not cognised by pramii:Q.a, it is con· 
tradictory to state an inference to establish it. Inference being 
a pramii.Qa cannot cognise nescience. Hence the inapplicability of 
the inference. 

The Advaitin tries to get over this contradiction by positing 
the presence of the pervasion by psychosis and by negating the 
presence of the pervasion by cognition in which consciousness is 
reflected (phala). Through the positing of the cognition of the 
subject by psychosis the cognition for the subject is secured. 
Through the negation of the cognition of the fruit (the cognition 
in which consciousness is reflected) the defect of the \wn'-establish
ment of the probans in respect of itself is refuted. 
~~ To this the Dvaitin r~plies that the Advaitin does not admit 
the pervasion by the psychosis oflhescience. Nescience is destro;ed 
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by vrtti-jnana and it is beginningless, w"hereas the psychosis lasts 
only for some time ; so it cannot be pervaded by it. Further the 
Dvaitin points out that the Advaitin's pervasion is vitiated in 
respect of impressions. The impressions are located in the manas. 
They produce recollection or recognition and after that they die 
away. Recognition destroys impression; so impressions are de
stroyed by the pramiiiJa i.e., recognition. Impressions are cognised 
by pramiil}.a. " Not being cognised by pramal}.a " is the pro
bandum. This is not present in impressions; but there is the 
probans i.e., "being destroyed by pramiil}.a ". Hence the incon
stancy in respect of impressions. Recognition according to Dvaita 
Vedanta is a pramal}.a that is subsumed under perception. 

The Advaitin cites another pramii!}a from usage in support of 
the positive nature of nescience. It takes the following form " I 
know not the sense stated by you ". Here the content of the 
cognition is positive nescience and it is not the non-existence of 
cognition. The content of the statement cannot be the non·exist
ence of cognition. The cognition of non-existence is dependent on 
the cognition of the locus and the counter-correlate. The ad
mission contradicts the sense of the usage in question i.e., " I 
know not the sense stated by you". If he denies the need for 
cognition of the locus and counter-correlate, the absence of that 
prevents him from maintaining that the content of the statement 
is non-existence of cognition. So the Advaitin concludes that it 
is necessary to maintain that the content of the statement is 
positive nescience. 

The siddhantin resolves the usage " I know not the sense 

stated by you" to mean two things. Does it mean that every 
particular stated is restated and said to be not known, or does it 
mean that the thing in general is not known? It cannot be the 
first, because- the moment we admit that this is a restatement of 
every particular, there would be impossibility for the usage. If 
the Advaitin further contends that tltere is such a usage, then the 
D;aitin interprets the statement? " I know not the sense stated by 
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174 VADAVALI 

you" to mean " I kno\v not the sense stated by you as valid." 
There is the cognition of the sense stated, but not the sense as 
valid. The content of the statement is the non·existence of the 
cognition as valid. The sense of a statement can be cognised as it 
is and at the same time be not cognised as valid. In a polemical 
debate the proponent first comprehends the sense stated by the 
opponent and refutes it after restating it. 

The Advaitin maintains that the position maintained by the 
Dvaitin is self-contradictory. The usage" I know not (validly) the 
sense stated by you " is valid. This statement is a qualified 
cognition and its immediate content is non-existence of cognition. 
The content of the," that " of that cognition is some object. The 
Advaitin contends that the object of the second cognition is also 
the content of the original cognition, because it is an attribute of 
it. Once it becomes its content it is also urged to be valid. If 
that be valid there is contradiction of one's own words in the 
statement that what is known as valid is not so known. 

The Dvaitin does not admit that the content of the second 
cognition is to be treated as the content of the original cognition. 
The content of the usage is what is immediately in touch with it, 
and not what is remotely connected with it. 

The Dvaitin admits that the knowledge of the locus and the 
counter-correlate is necessary. He holds that it is known of the 
particular, first in a general way; and there is non-existence of the 
cognition. Such a position is unacceptable to the Advaitin, because 
it establishes that the content of the statement tW.der discussion is 
non-existence of cognition. He may contend that if the particular 
is cognised, it is necessary for the cognition of its non-existence, 
because cognition of the counter-correlate is indispensable to it. 
Hence there is no possibility for the statement. 

The Dvaitin retorts that we have at times a gentWal knowledge 
that there is some particular. For instance we say thut there is 
some particular point there. We do not know the nature of that 
particular, but still we refer do particulars from our general 
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knowledge of them. Usage with referl!nce to the particular is 
intelligible with the presupposition that we have some general 
knowledge of them. (For Advaitin's refutation of Dvaitins criti
cism. See Advaitasiddlzi, p. 133). 

XIII (131). It is pointed out that the Advaitin too has to adopt 
a position similar to that of the Dvaitin. The nescience which is 
considered to be positive must have a content. \Vas that content 
kl)lown earlier or unknown ? If it be said that it is known, there is no 
possibility for usage of nescience in respect of it. We cannot be 
ignorant about what is known. If it be said that the content is not 
known earlier there is no possibility for the usage of nescience, 
because the cognition of nescience presupposes the knowledge of 
its content and locus. As against this position the Advaitin points 
out that all things whether as known or as unknown are contents 
for the witness-consciousness. The objects are cognised by witness
consciousness in a general way prior to the vrtti·jnana and the usage 
"I know not the sense stated by you." If it be said and contended 
that though the sense is established by witness-consciousness still 
the desire to know the pramaJ,.la for it is sufficient reason for the 
usage, it is not so, says the siddhantin. For a thing that is estab
lished by witness-consciousness, the desire to make known a 
pramaJ,.la is fruitless. The Advaitin has to admit like the Dvaitin 
that what is cognised in general is restated with a desire to know 
the particular. There is no valid instrument of knowledge for the 
Advaitin to establish the positive nature of nescience. The non
establishment of the nature of nescience leads logically to the non
establishment of its effect. Hence the refutation of the positive 
nature of nescience on account of its unintelligible nature. 

XIV (132, 133). The seventh and the last of the Advaitin's 
definitions of illusoriness is, " being cognised in the same locus as 
its own !b~lute non-existence ". If the term " absolute noil· 
existence'' in the definition means "asat", then the definition 
of mithyatva applies only to asat. ~uch a position is opposed 
to •the Advaitin's view that the .world is neither asat nor sat. If 
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176 VADAVALi 

the term " absolute nort-existence " means something other than 
existence i.e., being indeterminable as real or unreal, such a thing 
does not exist at all. Hence the non-establishment of the pro
bandum. If it is contended that the term under discussion means 
" being other than real " that turns out to be unreal ; hence the 
adduced defect is not got over. There is no middle ground between 

the real and the unreal. 
XV (134-142). The first of the probans is taken up for criticism. 

The probans cognisability is resolved to mean two things: (1) 
the object of cognition and (2) non-self-luminosity. (See Tattt•a· 
pradlpiki.i, p. 34.) The first alternative again is resolved into two: 
(I) is the cognition of the nature of psychosis or (2) is it of the 
nature of consciousness? If it is the first, there is the defect of the 
inconstancy of the probans in respect of the Atman. The pro. 
bandum mithyatva is not found in the Atman and the probans 
cognisability is found in it. The Atman is the object of the 
psychosis generated by the study of Vedanta. The Advaitin further 
contends that in the Atman there is not that cognisability which 
is in the form of the fruit of cognition. There is then the discussion 
as to what the term, fruit, means ; is it cognisedness or empirical 
usage? If it is cognisedness it is not present even in objects of 
cognition. Cognisedness according to the Mimarhsakas is present 
only in the objects present, and not in the destroyed and past 
ones. Hence the defect of the non-establishment of the probans. 
There is also the defect of partial non-establishment of the probans 
in respect of the subject. The destroyed, future, and eternally to 
be inferred objects have no cognisedness, because cognisedness can 
only form a part of the subject ; hence the defect. 

If the Advaitin contends that the destroyed, future and eternally 
to be inferred objects have cognisedness, the Dvaitin points out 
that such a position is opposed to the Advaita schClOl 6f thought. 
In support of it, the Dvaitin quotes a passage from Citsukha who, 
while defining self-luminosity, points out that the definition should 
not include the destroyed, futtwe, and eternally to be inferred 
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objects. In order to achieve their excl.usion he used the phrase 
"capacity to be the object of empirical usage of immediacy." 
Else, because there is no cognisedness in them they too would 
be self-luminous. Hence it follows that there is no cognisedness 
in them. So the defect of partial non-establishment of the pro
bans in the subject stands. 

If the term " phala " means empirical usage there is again 
the defect of inconclusiveness of the probans in respect of the 
Atman, because the Atman is an object of the empirical usage 
arising from psychosis. If the cognition is said to be in the form 
of consciousness the Dvaitin does not admit it in the object like 
the pot etc., which form a part of the subject. Hence the defect 
of partial non-establishment in respect of the subject. (For a re
futation of Dvaita criticism, see Advaitasiddhi, p. 10.) 

XVI (143-146). The second definition of cognisability is 
examined in detail and criticised. It is defined as the non-exist
ence of self-luminosity. Self-luminosity is defined as "not being 
an object of cognition"; its non-existence, cognisability, turns 
out to mean "being an object of cognition". Such a position 
has been already criticised. The defects urged in there holds good 
in this case also. 

Self-luminosity may be defined as that cognition which does 
not depend on any consciousness other than itself for the empirical 
usage in respect of itself. The non-existence of it would be cog
nisability. Then there is the defect of the inconstancy of the 
probans in respect of the Atman. The Cognition of the Atman 
as non-dual, self-luminous etc., is dependent on the psyf:hosis 
generated by scriptural statements like " One only without the 
second". Thus there is cognisability in the Atman and there 
is the non-existence of the probandum. Hence the inconstancy 
of the preba:vs. 

The. Advaitin contends that the probans is not inconstant in 
respect of the indeterminate cognit~pn of the Atman. Such an 
il!determinate cog~ition is not de~endent on any consciousness other 
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178 VADAVALi 

than itself. By the indeterminate usage is meant a thing which is 
neither real nor unreal, i.e., cognising a thing as neither real nor 
unreal. The Dvaitin points out that the objects like pot also can 
be treated likewise. The Advaitin does not accept that there is 
indeterminate usage in respect of objects like pot etc. To this the 
Dvaitin replies that similarly let there be no indeterminate. usage in 
respect of the Atman, too. 

The Advaitin instances the experience of the self in deep sleep 
as the evidence for indeterminate usage. The Dvaitin does not 
admit that in deep sleep the self is indeterminate. The individual 
after a good sleep recollects that he had sound and enjoyable sleep. 
The attributes "sound" and "ettjoyable " must have characterised 
it. So in deep sleep the self is not indeterminate as the Advaitin holds. 

XVII (147-151). There is another definition of self-luminosity 
by Citsukha i.e., "it is the capacity to be the object of empirical 
usage while not being an object of cognition." This definition is 
said to be contradictory, because that which is not cognised can 
never become an object of cognition and there will be no usage 
about it. The definition is impossible. Granting that the defini
tion is somehow not contradictory, still there is the need for 
clearing the definition of self-luminosity which is a complex one. 
Its opposite is cognisability. The non-existence of a complex 
character can result in one of the three ways, (1) by the non-existence 
of the qualification i.e., the attribute (2) by the non-existence of the 
substrate or (3) by the non-existence of both. If it' results through 
the non-existence of the attribute, " not being an object of cogni
tion " may itself be the probans. Defects of the position have 
already been noted. 

If it be the non-existence of the substrate, then there is the 
defect of the non-establishment of the probans in respect of the 
subject, The probans is not present in the subject ; '·its non
existence alone is present. Objects like pot etc., are t>bjects of 
empirical usage of immediaqy. The probans is" not being objects 
of empirical usage of immediac:v. ". Hence the defect of partial 
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non-establishment. Though the probam; be treated as present in 
merit and demerit which are said to be not the objects of empirical 
usage of immediacy, still the Dvaitin contends that even merit and 
demerit are objects of mind's perception which appears in the 
form of recollection. So they too are objects of empirical usage in 
the whole subject of immediacy. Hence the defect is non-establish
ment of the probans and not partial non-establishment of the 
probans in respect of the subject. 

The manas is accepted by the Dvaitin as a separate Karal}a. 
It has two functions. It cognises all external objects through the 
instrumentality of all other senses. Its independent function is to 
be the pramlil}a !n respect of recollection. It is this special function 
that makes the Dvaitin admit the independent nature of mind 
as a karal}a. 

If the non-existence be of the attribute, there is the defect 
that the substrate has no function for it. Besides the substrate is 
non -established. 

XVIII (152-179). The cognisability referred to by the Dvaitin 
can be neither of the valid nor of the delusive type. If it is said 
to he of the valid type it is opposed to Advaita. If it is said to be 
of the delusive type it is not accepted by the Dvaitin. The 
probans in a valid inference must be acceptable to both the"' 
disputants. Hence neither of the alternatives is established. The 
Advaitin finds a way out of the difficulty and contends that the 
probans is defined in general terms and not in a specific manner. 
Besides, he points out that it is not right to analyse into specific 
particulars a probans defined in general terms and thus refute 
it. Such a procedure would lead to the total non-existence 
of all inferences. In the ordinary inference where we establish 
fire with the help of the probans "smoke,'' if some one were to ask 
us as to•woot exactly is the probans, whether the smoke that is 
related te the present place and time or smoke that is related to 
some other place and time, we cannot aive any answer. If we hold 
tp~ smoke related to the present,place and time to be the probans, 
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180 VADAV~Li 

then such a probans is n~t established in the subject. Thus there 
would be no valid inference. 

The Dvaitin answers in detail. The inference which establi
shes fire with the help of the probans, smoke, has for its probans 
the smoke defined in general terms. It is by itself able to establish 
fire. So there is no need for the analysis of the probans, smoke 
into particular kinds. The particular kinds of smoke have no 
function in inference. 

It is not so in the case of the probans, cognisability. There 
is no common attribute between delusive cognisability and valid 
cognisability. A comparison is instituted to illustrate this point. 
There is no common attribute, lotusness, present in the sky-lotus 
and lake-lotus. The sky-lotus, just like the delusive cognisability, 
is non-existent. Then how is it that we speak of delusive cognis
ability? It is just like the reference to the sky-lotus and nothing 
better. 

Besides, the probans is contradictory, because it is found in 
places where there is no probandum i.e., illusoriness. In the 
Atman there is no illusoriness but there is cognisability. It is only 
found in the real i.e., Atman. This contradiction is sought to be 
refuted on the ground that cognisability is found in the shell-silver 
also. There the cognition is of shell only and not of the silver, 
says the Dvaitin. The question as to how shell can be the content 
of silver-cognition has to be answered. The Dvaitin resolves the 
term silver-cognition to mean two things: (1) the cognition that has 
silver, for its content, (2) the cognition that has the form of silver. 
It cannot be the first because there is no silver in the shell. It is 
the cognition that has the form of silver. The shell-silver-cognition 
has for its content shell; owing to defect it cognises the form of 
silver. Further such cognisability is not found in the subject. 

The probans cognisability is criticised by. the J)v"ctitin and 
he points out that it is inconstant, because it is presfiiJ.t in the 
Atman where there is no probandum i.e., illusoriness. The Ad
vaitin contends that the Atman,is not cognised. To say that the 
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Atman is not cognised is self-contradiction. \Ve cannot affirm 
an attribute or negate an attribute, when we do not know the 
substrate. The statement that .luman is not cognised implies that 
Atman must have cognisability. 'Without such an implication 
the denial is of no meaning. Hence the self-contradiction of the 
Advaitin's statement. 

The Dvaitin, in support of the cognisability of the Atman, 
cites two inferences. The first inference has for its probandum 
cognisability and the probans is "being a thing". The defect of 
the non-establishment of the probans in respect of the subject is 
likely to be urged. The subject i.e., the A tman is not a thing. 
Hence the Dvaitin states a second inference which is not open 
to the said defect. The cognisability of the self is established 
in a round-about way by this inference. This pot is other than 
that cognisable which is different from that world that is other 
than this pot plus self. The example is any other pot, say X, 
this pot being" Y plus the self Z ". X is different from Y; Z is 
a cognisable entity which is other than the world different from 
Y +z ; thus by implication cognisability of Z is secured. 

The expression Brahman-knowledge points out that Brahman 
is the content of the cognition. Brahman-knowledge is not pos
sible without Brahman being the content. The genitive case 
points out that Brahman is the content. The Advaitins contend 
that Brahman-knowledge means knowledge whose form is Brah
man. That contention is dismissed after examining the several 
meanings of the term "form". The Dvaitin concludes that 
Brahman is an object of cognition and is cognised. Thus the 
adduced inconstancy of the probans, cognisability, in respect of 
Brahman is maintained. 

XX (188-200). The second probans "inertness" is taken up 
for criticism- and declared to be defective. Inertness is resolved 
into four- alternatives : (1) If inertness is construed as " not being 
the substrate of cognition ", there is.the defect of the partial non· 
establishment of the probans in respect of the subject. The subject 
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includes the empirical i\tmans. These Atmans are substrates 
of cognition. Hence the non-existence of the probans in this 
part of the subject. Besides there is the inconstancy of the pro
bans also. It is found in Atman and in absolute non-existence, 
places where the probandum is not found. 

(2) If inertness means " not being self-hood ", it is not very 
clear. This definition means one of two things: (1) being different 
from Atman or (2) not being the substrate of self-hood. The 
former alternative is not accepted by the Advaitin. According 
to them there is no world apart from Brahman. In fact there 
is nothing apart from Brahman. \Vhatever appears as apart from 
Brahman is only an illusory manifestation of Brahman. If it be 
contended that though there is no object really different from 
Brahman, there is the phenomenally different object, such a 
position is not admitted by the Dvaitin. The probans must be 
acceptable to both the disputants in a discussion. Besides, the 
probans is inconstant in respect of absolute non-existence. In 
absolute non-existence there is no probandum, but there is the 
probans" being different from the Atman ". Hence the inconstancy. 

(3) If "inertness " means "not being a substrate of self-hood " 
such a position is already criticised. In sections (16-2.3) the several 
alternative definitions of self-hood are.examim!d and they are found 
to be tainted by one of three defects, (1) non-distinction from pro
bandum, (2) non-establishment of the probans, (3) inconstancy of 
the probans. 

(4) If inertness means "being the form of ajfiana" there is 
the defect of partial non-establishment in respect of the cognition 
m the form of psychosis. This forms a part of the subject. And 
in it there is non-existence of the probans i.e., the form of ajfiana. 
Is it the form of cognition or is it cognition itself ? Such a posi
tion is not easy to maintain. A Cognition must h!tve a content. 
When we refer to Atman as cognition, what is the eontent in 
that cognition? It cannot be Atman itseif; then there would be 
no difference between the content and cognition. The content o'r a. 
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cognition and the cognition cannot be identical. Such a position 
is contradictory. The content of the cognition cannot be any other 
entity. (For Advaitins refutation of Dvaita criticism, See Advaita 
siddhi, p. -13.) 

XXI (201-210). The Dvaitin criticises the third and the last 
probans of the Advaitin, namely, "finitude". The term" finitude', 
is analysed to mean three things: (1) spatial finitude, (2) temporal 
finitude, (3) difference. If it is the first, there is the defect of 
partial non-establishment of the probans in respect of the subject. 
Time and Akiis'a form a part of the subject though they are 
divisible into parts. The Ams'ikala is not particularised. It does 
not admit of divisions. So also the non-elemental Akiis1a. In Time 
and in Akas1a there is the absence of the probans" spatial finitude". 
Hence the defect. If the probans means " temporal finitude ", 
even then there is the same defect, because the probans is not 
preseet in Akas'a and in Time. 

The Advaitin may contend that everything other than Brahman 
has spatial and temporal finitude and that there is in this way the 
establishment of the probans in Time and Akas'a; hence the 
absence of the contradiction. The Dvaitin urges that the contradic
tion is not removed. The term spatial finitude means " being the 
counter-correlate of absolute non-existence located in some place." 
·when the Advaitin declares that everything has spatial finitude, 
in order to make intelligible the spatial finitude there must be the 
counter-correlate. Such a counter-correlate forms a part of the 
subject. Hence spatial finitude cannot be established. If another 
counter-correlate outside the world be admitted, there is the 
defect of partial non-establishment of the probans in respect of 
that counter-correlate. Hence the defect of contradiction. The 
Advaitin then contends that the Brahman is the counter-correlate, 
because •evfM"Ything is super-imposed on it. These objects are 
denied ihere. With Brahman as the counter-correlate finitude 
can be attributed to Kala and 4-kas'a. Hence there is no 
c&ntradiction. • 
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The Dvaitin points ont that the Advaitin's definition of finitude 
means sublatability. If sublatability is the probans there is the 
defect of non-difference of the probans and the probandum. The 
probandum illusoriness is defined as the sublatable. Hence 
the defect. 

The Dvaitin in criticising temporal finitude which is the 
second alternative, points out the same defect as in the case of 
spatial finitude. The defect is contradiction. Then the question 
as to what exactly is the pramaQa that establishes temporal:finitude 
in Akas'a and Time is taken up. It cannot be the probans 
" intertness ". The probans intertness is already refuted. If 
according to Advaita the temporal finitude present in objects like 
pot are due to inertness, the Dvaitin objects to it and attributes 
the temporal finitude therein to an adjunct i.e. "being an effect". 
The pervasion is not invariable. The probans is inconstant in 
respect of nescience. Nescience is not an effect but is inert. 
Hence the inconstancy. If nescience be said to be an effect there 
is self-contradiction. Throughout Advaita literature nescience is 
spoken of as beginningless. There is no cause for it; so it cannot 
be an effect. 

The term " temporal finitude " is resolved to mean three 
things: (1) being non-eternal, (2) having a beginning, (3) not being 

in all three times. If we accept the first alternative there is the 
inconstancy of the probans, " inertness " in respect of mokl',!a. 
Mokl',!a is eternal. So there is the non-existence of the probandum 
" being non-eternal ". There is the probans, " inertness " there. 
Hence the defect. The description of mok~a as the fifth form is 
not without its significance. The inconstancy of the probans must 
be pointed out outside the subject. In order to secure the exclusion 
from the subject, mokeya is defined as the fifth. (1) It is not real, 
(2) nor is unreal, (3) nor is it real and unreal because 9Uch'a concept 
violates the law of contradiction (4) nor is it indete>rminable. 
Exclusion from the indeterm,inable results from mok~a=destruction 
of avidya, where avidya itself ii indeterminable. Mention of t'he 
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fifth prakara VIeW IS to exclude these, according to whom mok~a 
is atma-svarupa; in such a case mok~a is sat or cit, not ja~a; if 
however it is of a fifth form, it must be ja9a. If mok~a is said 
to be characterised by temporal finitude, there is contradiction for 
the words of the Advaitin who maintains non-return. (For the 
Advaitin's refutation of the criticism, see Advaita siddhi, p. 15.) 

XXII (211-218). The term temporal finitude is interpreted as 
'• being the substrate of reciprocal non-existence." "Being the 

substrate of reciprocal non-existence" is just another name for 
difference. If temporal finitude is difference, the scriptural state
ments like "neti-neti" declare that Brahman is different from the 
world. Thus the probans is inconstant in respect of Brahman. The 
probandum, " illusoriness " is not present and the probans, "being a 
substrate of reciprocal non-existence" is there. Hence the defect. 
If the difference predicated by the scriptures be said to be pheno
menal i.e., the difference resulting from nescience, the Dvaitin 
does not admit that. Then the probans would be " real difference ". 
The probans, " real difference " is not established in respect of 
the subject, becauese the subject is illusory. Besides, the same 
probans can establish the reality of the universe. The form of the 
inference will be as follows. " The world under dispute is not 
illusory, because it is the substrate of real reciprocal non-existence." 
For in the self which is different from the unreal there is real 
difference; nacre-silver, though illusory, does not possess real 
difference. 

The Dvaitin urges that perception sublates the truth of 
the Advaitin's inference. Perception warrants that the object of 
cognition is real. Then there is an examination of the term real. 
It is resolved to mean six different things. The acceptance of 
any of the first five alternatives does not lead us on to the 
contradiction•of the Advaitin's inference by perception. The sixth 
alternative i.e., being real =unsublatability, is not accepted by 
the Advaitin. Perception has not .the necessary capacity to 
apprehend what is in the futute. Perception can comprehend 
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what is present and inttnediate. Perception cannot comprehend 

the non-existence of the sublation located in the future. If it be 
held that perception can do so, then the reality of such a per
ception will be on a par with the reality of the fata morgana 

(the mythical city of the gandharvas). 
The Dvaitin admits that perception has a capacity to com

prehend the non-existence of the sublation in the future. This 
is clear by its very capacity to cognise the non-sublatability 
in the present. But there is an essential difference between the 
two perceptions. Validity according to Madhva is intrinsic and 

invalidity is extrinsic. The validity present in cognition is pro· 
duced as well as ascertained by the very instruments which 

produce and ascertain the cognition. The instruments that origi
nate the cognition originate its validity. The ·Cognition and 
its validity are manifested by witness-consciousness. As for 
invalidity it is originated by the defects associated with the 

instruments of knowledge. The Sakt:~in cognises the cognition 

aspect of the invalid cognition and invalidity in it is inferred. 
Invalidity is extrinsic. The perception of the mythical city of the 

gandharvas is invalid because in it there is the defect "non
existence." The cognition of unsublatability is established because 
there is a defect undermining it. Hence the difference. 

XXIII (219-224). The Advaitin argues that inference sub
lates the knowledge derived through perception. The Siddhantin 
points out that inference cannot sublate perception, because 
inference is dependent on perception. If inference be said to 
have the capacity to sublate perception, then the perception of 

heat in fire can be sublated by the inference that establishes the 
cold nature of fire. Such a conclusion is abusurd on the face 
of it. Inference as such has no capacity to refute the content of 

perception. Inference is not an independent pramllQa like per
ception or verbal testimony. The cognition derivelli. through 
perception cannot be sublated by a perception of equal strength, 

let alone of inference. (See Advrita siddhi, p. 28.) 
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The Advaitin points out an inferente, where inference sub
Iates perception. The perception of the colour of the sky gives 
us the impression that it is blue. This is refuted by the 
inference " the sky is not blue, because it is incorporeal." 
The cognition of the colour of the sky is due to verbal testi· 
mony and not due to inference. The Advaitins frame an in
ference to refute the validity of the perception. " Perception 
\'{hich is under dispute is delusive cognition, because it is a 
perception, like the perception of the non-existent mythical city 
of the gandharvas." The Dvaitin frames a counter-inference in 
order to occasion the undesirable. It is as follows. "The vedic 
statements with reference to Brahman that it is existence, know
ledge etc. are invalid, because they are statements like the mean· 
ingless statements about an aged ox." The adduced invalidty of 
the vedic statements is not acceptable to the Advaitin. The term 
perception has to be explained. If it is interpreted to mean the 
semblance of perception, there is the absence of such an entity in 
the subject. Hence the non-establishment of the probans. If it 
is said to be valid perception such an entity is not present in the 
example. If it is defined as mere knowledge there is over-pervasion 
of the probans in respect of the cognition generated by Vedic 
statements like " knowledge, existence bliss" etc. 

XXIV (225-235). The Advaitin's inference establishing the 
illusory nature of the universe is contradicted by scriptures. The 
mantra in the I_{.gveda, II-24-12 is cited as an instance for it. This 
mantra predicates reality of the universe. The reality predicated 
by the scripture, the Advaitin holds, is phenomenal, The Dvaitin 

argues that it is futile to declare phenomenal reality because nobody 
disputes it. So scripture predicates absolute reality because it has 
to refute the position popularly held by the Advaitins, namely, the 
ascription• of jlhenomeual reality to the universe. 

The .Advaitin urges that scriptural statements like ".there are 

no differents whatsoever here" negaJ;e the reality explained by 
st~ements that " the universe is ;eal". The scriptural statements 
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188 VADAVALi 

that ascribe reality to the universe are modes of restatement which 
are refuted by other scriptural statements that deny reality to the 
universe. As against this position the Dvaitin points out that the 
reverse of what the Advaitin holds is the truth. There is nothing 
to prevent us from explaining scriptural statements like " there are 
no differents whatsoever here " as restating the unreality of 
differences and that scriptural statements like " universe is real " 
as refuting them. It is possible at this rate to hold that scriptural 
statements like " there was non-existence in the beginning " refute 
the statements like " the Brahman is knowledge and infinitude". 
Before restating and refuting a position there is the need to establish 
it through a pramaQa other than scripture. The Dvaitin points 
out that the illusoriness of the universe is established by the 
probans, " cognisability " and the reality of Brahman has to be 
the substrate of delusion. Delusion is not accountable otherwise 
than on the assumption of Brahman as the substrate. 

The reality of the world cognised, is it an object of valid 
cognition or not? It cannot be an object of valid cognition, 
because what is a content of a valid cognition cannot be refuted. 
The Advaitin does not admit validity for what is negated. It 
cannot be the object of an invalid cognition, because that which 
is not established cannot be restated. Besides, whenever there is 
a restatement of a fact it takes the following form " what they 
say," even where such a form is absent. There is some special 
reason to justify the ascribed repetitiveness. Thus in "kill not a 
Brahmin ", Brahmanicide due to natural hatred is said to be 
restated for the sake of a prohibition, though the form of the 
test is not " what is established by lust or hate viz., braamanicide, 
that should be avoided ". The special ground for this treatment 
is that the proximity to a negation can only be of the already 
established; and in respect of this element there .an 'be only a 
restatment. • 

XXV (236, 237). Thr. Dvaitin points out the contradiction 
for the Advaitin's inference by c;9. verse in the Gita (XVI-8). 'In 
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the 16th Chapter there is the classification of men into two types, the 

devas and the asuras (demonic tempered men). There is a detailed 

and eloquent description of demonic tempered men. They never 

reach my feet says the Lord Kp~na. The men of asuric temper 

hold that the universe is unreal and that is has no substrate. 

They say that there is no Is'vara. Hence the opposition of the 

sm~ti to the Advaitin's position. 

If the Advaitin contends that the unreality predicated with 

reference to the world in the Gita verse is not absolute unreality, the 

Dvaitin replies that there is no disputant who holds such a position. 

If the Advaitin seeks to point out that the Buddhist holds that 

the universe is absolutely unreal, it is not so says Madhva ; since 

even the s'unyavadin admits empirical reality called samvrta-sattva. 

XXVI (238-252). The Dvaitin states his inference to prove 

the reality of the universe. The inference is as follows. "The 

universe under dispute is real, because it is an object of valid 

knowledge, like Brahman ". A detailed examination of the formal 

correctness of the limbs of the inference is undertaken. The 

probandum of the inference is clearly stated. It is reality i.e., 

being unsublatable. The probans " being an object of pramaQ.a " 

is resolved to mean two things : (1) being an object of the prama'Q.a 

that makes known the real or (2) being the object of the pramaqa 

that makes known the phenomenal. It cannot be the first alter

native, because the Advaitins do not admit that pramaqas like 

perception can make known what is real. Nor can it be admitted 
that pramiiQ.as like perception can make known the phenomenal, 

because it is not acceptable to the Dvaitin. To know a thing 

through a pramiit}a and then say that it makes known the pheno
menal is contradiction in terms. Pramiil]a always makes known 

what is real. Further the example i.e., Brahman, is devoid of the 

probans l.e.,." being an object of pramaQa." (For Advaitin's 
refutation 11f criticism, see Advaita siddhi, p. 64.) 

The Dvaitin holds that there is po pramaqa to establish the 

fad that pramiil]as like percepti9n do not cognise the real. The 
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190 VADAVALi 

Dvaitin states an inference to prove that a pramaqa like perception 
does make known the real, because it is a pramaQ.a, like "reality 
knowledge." After establishing the fact that perception makes 
known the real, the Dvaitin goes to prove the reality of the uni
verse. " The universe is an object of a pramaqa that makes known 
the real, because it is an entity other than the content of a delusive 
cognition." The Dvaitin says that the inference is not vitiated by 
the adjunct self-hood. 

XXVII (253-260). The Dvaitin P,Uts forward a second pro
bans to establish the reality of the universe. That probans is 
examined in detail. Practical efficiency (arthakriyakaritva) is the 
probans. The Advaitin urges that this probans is inconstant in 
respect of the enjoyment of a fair damsel in dream. The dream
damsel is unreal ; but still the dream effects certain physiological 
reactions. 

The Dvaitin points out that the instance cited is similar to 
the subject and that the inconstancy of the probans should be 
pointed out only in places other than the subject and those similar 
to the subject. The Advaitin points out that the probans is in
constant in respect of the fear generated by rope which is delu
sively cognised as the snake. The point is that though it is unreal, 
it still has the probans "fruitfulness". The Dvaitin in reply 
points out that what generates fear is not the delusively cognised 
snake, but the cognition itself. It is the cognition that is res
ponsible for the fear. Those who maintain that the delusive 
object is the cause of terror in men cannot account for the absence 
of terror in men who have no knowledge of the harmful objects 
near. them. From this it follows that what generates fear is the 
cognition of the object and not the object. (For the Advaitin's 
answer, see Advaita siddhi, p. 68.) If it is the cognition that 
gives rise to terror, does it by itself gives rise to..ter{or or with 
its content ? If it by itself gives rise to fear then there is the 
possibility that all cognitiQns could do so. If with its contents 
it gives rise to fear, then the Siake too is responsible for the fhar. 
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The Dvaitin makes out that the rope which is cognised as the 
snake is the content of the cognition. It is not the snake that 
generates fear. Hence there is no inconstancy of the probans. 
The example of the inference is criticised i.e., Atman. The pro
bans fruitful activity is said to be not present in the Atman. 
The Dvaitin refutes that and points out that there are many 

·scriptural statements whose purport is Atman as the cause of the 
world. The Atman is said to be the creator, destroyer, etc., of 

this universe. So the example Atman is not devoid of the probans. 
If the Advaitin urges that the Atman which has fruitful acti

vity is included in the subject, then there is no difference between 
nihilistic Buddhism and Advaita in respect of denying the self. 
If it is further urged by the Advaitin that he admits an Atman 
which is other than the one included in the subject and that hence 
his position is not the same as that of the Buddhists the Dvaitins 
reply that the attribute " being other than " is an attribute enough 
to secure the inClusion of the Atman in the subject. Besides, 
the fruitful activity present in the qualified Atman is bound to be 
present even in the Atman transcending the qualified cognition. 

The Dvaitin puts forward a third probans for the establish
ment of the reality of the universe. The same difiiculties that 
were urged in the case of the last probans can also be urged in the 
present case. 

XXVIII (261). The Dvaitin urges an adjunct to vitiate the 
Advaitin's inference. The adjunct is "being the content of a cog
nition that is generated by a defect." This adjunct is present 
wherever there is the probandum. Both the adjunct and the 
probandum are found in the shell·silver. The probans is not 
co-pervasive with the adjunct. The adjunct is not present in the 
subject and the probans is th'ere. The adduced defect satisfies the 
definition df ali adjunct. 

As a~inst this if the Advaitin urges that he would establish 
the presence of the adjunct in the subject, the Dvaitin holds that 
sue~ a position is defective. Fu~ther illusoriness alone being in 
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192 VADAVALi 

question, there will be .the defect of arthantarata. The text may 
also mean that in establishing do§agamyatva, because of cognis
ability, there are as many defects as in establishing illusoriness 
with the same probans. 

XXIX (262-265). The example in the Advaitin's inference is 
criticised as being devoid of the probandum. The probandum 
" indeterminability," or " being nescience or a product thereof"' 
is not present in the shell-silver. The Advaitin holds that it is 
present there. In the inference, "shell-silver" has some cause, 
because it is occasional {£.e., not constant) like pot. The shell
silver is not a product of what is real or unreal; so it must be by 
exclusion a product of nescience. 

The Dvaitin examines the probans" being occasional". Does 
it mean " being cognised at some time ?" There is in this case 
the non-existence of the pervasion in respect of Atman and Akas'a 
which, though eternal, are only cognised for some time. If it 
means " being born at some time " there is the non-establishment 
of the probans in the subject. The probandum is " possession 
of a cause." This has to be proved. The probans " being 
born at some time " is the same as the probandum. \Vhen 
that is not established this is also not established. Hence the 
non-establishment of the probans. The author concludes that 
all the three inferences stated by the Advaitin turn out to be 
invalid. 

XXX (266-270). As against the Advaitin the Dvaitin urges 
a reductio ad absurdum. The antecedent of the hypothetical 
inference is " If the universe is illusory, the consequent is the 
acceptance of two real universes." The consequent which is not 
desirable to the Advaitin results as follows. Delusion pre-supposes 
the existence of two factors, the substrate and the achetype. \Vith
out these two factors delusion is impossible in aw C2.Se. These 
two factors must be real and similar to the contents of tJle delusion. 
So the moment we acce~t the delusion there is the necessity to 
admit two real entities. The Advaitin is out to disprove the reality .. 
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of one universe; so it is not acceptable .to him to admit the reality 
of two. (For the Advaitin's answer to this see Advaitasiddhi, p. 95.) 

The vyii.paka (pervader) is the prior existence of a substrate 
and archetype, and being illusory is the pervaded. The pervader 
is not present in the subject of the inference i.e., the universe. 
So the law of parsimony requires us to accept the reality of this 
universe than the addmission of the reality of two universes. 

XXXI (271-294). The Dvaitin proves the non-illusory nature 
of the universe with the help of two probans i.e., (1) because 
it has no substrate, (2) because it has no archetype. These 
two are necessary for delusion, and without them we cannot 
account for delusion. The 'Advaitin points out that the probans 
is inconstant in respect of dream-objects. The objects seen 
in dream are illusory and they have no substrate. The pro
bandum " illusoriness" is there, but the probans " having a 
substrate" is not there. The Advaitin elaborately sets forth 
his arguments to prove the illusory nature of dream objects. 
The dream objects cannot be beginningless and eternal. If they 
be so, we must all be able to cognise them before and after the 
dream cognition. We are not able to do so. If they are said to 
be born and destroyed then and there, it is a very unsound position. 
There is no material and efficient cause for the production of 
dream objects. It cannot be inside the body, because huge objects 
like elephants, mountains, etc., cannot get into the body. If the 
objects are said to be outside, then it must be visible to all others 
that are next to the dreamer. It is not so. Besides there is no 
sense-organ which can cognise the dream objects. It cannot be 
the outer sense-organs; for all of them rest in sleep. It cannot be 
mind, because mind cannot cognise outside objects independently. 
It needs the help of outer sense-organs. There is no substrate for 
dream obje4\its. The Atman cannot be the substrate of the dream 

objects. • For a thing to be the substrate of the object it must not 
be cognised as different from the illysory object. The Atman is 
cdgnised as different from the ,illusory object. When we see an 
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elephant in a dream, we 'never say 11 I am the elephant." We 
cognise the "I" as different from the elephant. 

The Dvaitin states that dream-objects are real and not illusory. 
So in dream·objects there is the non-existence of the probandum 
and there is also the non-existence of the probans. Thus there 
is no inconstancy of the probans in respect of dream-objects. The 
material cause of dream objects is the impressions (vasana). The 
impressions of all our past experiences are deposited in the manas 
and not in the Atman. The bundle of impressions stored in manas 
{;Onstitutes the material cause of dream-objects. The efficient 
cause of the dream-objects is God. The authority for this is the 
Vedanta sutra "God creats dream objects in dream states" 
(III. ii. 1). If it be contended that super-sensible cause alone can 
produce a super-sensible effect, the Dvaitin denies it. Eor example 
the two primal atoms constitute a binary atom, and three binary 
atoms go to make up a triad. Anything less than the triad is not 
seen. The binary and primal atoms though super-sensible still 
produce the cognisable triad. In the same way dream-objects too 
can be cognised though they are produced by a super-sensible 
material cause. Thus the reality of dream-objects is established. 

The Advaitin criticises the probans of the Dvaitin's inference 
i.e., 11 not having a substrate". This is pointed out to be non
established. The Atman is the substrate of the world-illusion. 
As against this contention, the Dvaitin points out that the Atman 
cannot be treated as the substrate. In any illusion the substrate 
is cognised as non-different from the super-imposed object. If it 
is cognised as different, there is no possibility for delusion at all. 
In the shell-silver delusion, if the individual cognised the shell as 
distinct from silver, there would be no delusion at all. As the 
Atman is cognised as different from the world it cannot be its 
substrate. Besides, the universe and the Atman hwve 'contrary 
qualities. In a delusion there must be certain similar \]ualities 
between the super-imposed ,object and the substrate; we never 
mistake the shell to be a tiger. r Between two contrary objects. 
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the relation of substrate and super-imposition is not possible. The 
super-imposition of the world on the Atman is as unimaginable as 
the super-imposition lof the mustard seeds on a mountain. The 
Advaitin criticises the second probans put forward by the Dvaitin 
to refute the illusory nature of the universe. The brobans is ''not 
having an archetype". The archetype of each illusory universe is 
its prior illusory universe. Thus the probans is shown to be non
existent there. The Dvaitin points out that the prior illusory 
universes are not real. The archetype must be real. Hence the 
probans is established. 

XXXII (295-297). The Advaitin states a new inference to 
establish the illusory nature of the universe. This inference is from 
Citsukha's Tattvapradrpika, p. 40. The subject of this inference 
is " this cloth " and the probandum is " being the counter-correlate 
of the non-existence present in these threads". The probans is 
"being a whole." The cloth which is made out of these threads 
cannot be present elsewhere. If its existence is denied in the 
threads, it proves to be nowhere though it is seen. Its being seen 
and not being present in the threads leads us to the conclusion that 
it is illusory. Once cloth is proved to be so, in the same manner 
the whole world is proved to be illusory. 

The Dvaitin criticises the inference and points out the fol
lowing defects: (1) sublation by perception, (2) establishment of 
the established, (3) establishment of other than the intended and 
(4) partial non-establishment of the probandum. The absolute 
non-existence present in the threads cannot have any counter• 
correlate ; perception points out the presence of the cloth in the 
thread. Hence the sublation. 

The probandum i.e., absolute non-existence of the cloth in 
the threads, is accepted by the Dvaitin. The threads and the 
cloth are in the relation of cause and effect. Cause anu effect 
are non·ttifferent. The cloth and the threads are in a relation of the 
support and the supported. The threads are the 5upporters and the 

cfoth is the supported. Both caanot be iden~ical. Hence the defect. 
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If the probandum b& worded " not being the effect of these
threads" it yields a meaning other than the one intended by the 
Advaitin. The intended meaning is that the cloth is illusory. The 
present probandum points out that cloth is not an effect i.e., it 
is eternal or that it is an effect of another set of threads. Hence 
the defect. Further the probans is not present in objects like 
Akas'a which are not wholes. Thus there is partial non-establish
ment of the probans. 

XXXIII (298-311). The probans "being a whole" (ams'itva) 
of the Advaitin is sublated by perception. Perception points out 
that the cloth is in the threads. The Dvaitin resolves the pro
bandum " being the counter-correlate of the absolute non-existence 
present in the threads" to mean one of two things, (1) either the 
non-existence of the cloth or (2) the non-existence of relation 
between the cloth and the threads. The first meaning is un
acceptable to the Advaitin because he does not admit that the 
cloth is asat ; he holds that it is indeterminable. If the Advaitin 
urges as against this that there is only a denial of the reality of 
the cloth and not the affirmation of its non-existence, the Dvaitin 
replies that there is no middle ground between the real and 
the unreal. 

The phrase " being in the thread" is pointed out to be futile 
because it does not serve any purpose. The purpose may be said 
to be to avoid the defect of the establishment of the established. 
since on the logician's view, this cloth is the counter-correlate 
of the absolute non-existence present in another set of threads. 
But this is not acceptable to us since we do not at all admit 
absolute non-existence of this cloth ; otherwise the cloth would 
be unreal (asat). 

Again in the example i.e., " another cloth " the probandum 
is non-existent. The Advaitin turns round and pointe out that if 
the probandum is denied its non-existence is affirmed. 'the affir
mation leads to the fact of the presence of another cloth in these 
threads, which is a part of 'the spbject. Such a deduction is nlft 
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acceptable to the Dvaitin. The prior• question is repeated i.e., 
what is it that it means; is the relationship with cloth deduced, or 
the cloth itself ? The first alternative does not hold good because 
there is no pervasion as a matter of fact. The pervasion should 
be of the form " wherever there is not the absolute non-existence 
of X there is relationship to X". But the Dvaitin does not 
affirm the latter (say relationship to cowness), even when he 
denies absolute non-existence (say cowness in the horse). This 
samsargabhava has to be admitted even by the opponent in cases 
like the non-existence of the non-existence of cloth ; else there 
would be self-dependence in the case of the non-existence of the 
cloth ; for in this case, the alleged pervasion would be of the form 
" where cloth is not, there exists relationship to non-existence of 
cloth " ; and that is absurd. Hence the alleged pervasion fails. 

In the second case there is the defect of the establishment 
of the established, since even another cloth may be present in 
those threads through sarhyoga. The probandum worded a little 
differently fares no better. The probandum is worded as follows ; 
" this cloth is not born out of these threads ". If it is so worded 
there is the defect of non-establishment of the probans i.e., "being 
a whole." That which is not an effect cannot be a whole. If 
that probans is said to be ultimately not real such a position is 
already refuted. 

As for the defect of sublation by perception, the Advaitin points 
out that inference can sublate and invalidate the truth established 
by perception. For example the perception of the blue colour of 
the sky is sublated by the inference which establishes the colour
less nature of the sky with the help of the probans " grossness ". 
Likewise the reality of the cloth cognised through perception is 
sublated by inference with "being a whole " as the probans. 

The' D"aitin refutes this position from two points of view. 
The sub!.ation of the perceptive cognition of the blueness of the 
sky is not by inference; it is due, to scripture. So inference 

<does not smblate it. Besides, ihe very probans which is urged to 
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establish the colourless n~ture of the sky may establish that Akii.s'a 
(sky) is not the abode of sound. If it be urged that scripture 
sublates such a position, the same scripture establishes the colour
less nature of the sky. There is no need for inference at all. 
If it be contended that the sublating pramii.q.a must be accepted 
as valid by both the disputants, then there is nothing to deny the 
validity of the perception that cognises the cloth. 

XXXV (328-330). Difference is the very nature of the things. 
It is an external fact. It is not an attribute that is present be
tween two relata. For example A and B are different. According 
to Madhva the difference of A from B is not the same as the 
difference of B from A. Both the differences are different. They 
have different counter-correlates. (For the Advaitins answer to 
this criticism, see Advaita siddhi, p. 17.) 

XXXVI (331-338). The negative element denies only spatial 
and temporal negations. The word ananta has no significative 
potency in respect of non-limitation by other things. Else, we 
ask, is there difference or not of ananta from the limited ? If 
there is, then even for the ananta there is limitation by the finite 
(vastuta\1 paricheda). Again, the atom unlimited in time is known 
to be limited in space ; akas'a is unlimited in both the ways, but 
is different from pot etc. Do we because of this consider akii.s1a 
as ananta? 

The example is ether. Ether has parts according to Dvaita 
Vedanta. If a thing has parts, does it not become non-eternal? 
To this question the Dvaitin says that having parts is not the 
cause of eternality or non-eternality. is'vara has several different 
attributes. Their difference is explained by the help of the category 
of viS'e~a which effects distinction where there is no difference. 
Besides there is reason for believing that ether has parts because 
it has conjunction with objects. As for its eterna~ty "scripture 
warrants it. If it be said that owing to an adjunct diff.erence is 
effected in ether, the Dvaitin contends that it is not so. The 

' adjunct merely reminds us and d9es not create difference. Let 'll.s-
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examine as to whether the adjunct enters into contact with the 
whole of ether or with certain parts of ether ? If it enters into 
contact with the whole of ether then there would be no difference 
at all. If it enters into contact with a certain part of ether, there 
is the establishment of the parts in ether and the adjunct only 
reminds us of it and does not create it. Thus there is no way of 
avoiding the defect of the non-existence of the probandum in 
~he example. 

XLII (405-412). The Dvaitin concludes that difference is of 
the very nature of the substrate and as such cognition of the sub
strate itself gives us the cognition of difference. Hence there is 
not the defect of reciprocal dependence etc., because there are no 
two separate cognitions. No doubt the cognition of the thing as 
different involves knowledge of all counter-correlates; but this in a 
general way is supplied by the witness-consciousness. What is sup
plied by the witness is an integral part of our present cognition, as 
may be shown by our apprehension of time, for which the witness
consciousness is responsibe. S'ri Madhva is of opinion that Time 
and Space are pre-conditions of all cognitions. These two elements 
are not cognised by perception or inference but by the witness
consciousness. The witness is the svarlipa of the soul itself. 

XLIII (413-426). Time is not perceptible by the senses; 
the eye cannot see the colourless ; the skin cannot feel the touch
less ; the mind cannot cognise the external ; it is manifest even to 

the deaf from birth ; hence it is cognised but not by the senses. 
XLIV (427-437). The view that cognition and validity are 

both inferred in Bhatta's school. This is refuted after the Prii
bhiikara view, set out earlier. 

XLV (438-456). Validity is intrinsic to cognition and to
gether with the congnition validity is manifested by witness-con
sciousn~ss.. Witness-consciousness cognises the validity in a 
cognitioo only when there is no defect. Defect in the cognition 
is the cause of invalidity. The in~alidity in cognition is known 
l1y inference. The witness-co~sciousness does not cognise it. In 
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such a place the cognition aspect alone is cognised by witness
consciousness. \11/herever the sakeyin cognises validity there is this 
necessity i.e., the prior establishment of the non-existence of defect. 
The sak~in cognises the validity of a cognition only after the esta
blishment of the non-existence of defect. This establishment 
must be effected through other tests such as agreement with other 
.cognitions, non-existence of disagreement etc. The text is not very 
clear here and the commentators are at variance. Presumably 
what is need is coherence with other similar cognitions, non
coherence with dissimilar cognitions, non-existence of non-co
herence with similar cognitions, and non-existence of coherence 
with dissimilar cognitions. What is the dissimilar (vijatiya)? 
According to one commentator it is non-existence of practical 
efficiency suitable to the cognition, the non-existence of that 
sarhvada (viiatiyasarhvadabhava) is required for validity. Another 
commentator would require vijiWyasarhvada, not its absence ; ac
cording to him " this is water " is the primary cognition. While 
another of the same form is sajatiya and the inference " this 
water-cognition is valid because of practical efficiency " is vijatiya ; 
coherence with the latter too is needed. 

The existence of a defect is the obstruction for the siik~in. 
The removal of obstruction is through examination. The function 
.of the examination is the romoval of obstruction. Dependence 
on the examination cannot be treated as a cause. The need for 
the removal of the examination is only to the extent of the re· 
moval of the defect. What is cognised by sak~in is indubitp.ble. 
Sak~in does not depend on any other cognition. Its knowledge 
is of a self -certifying type. Hence the defect of infinite regress 
cannot be urged. 

The dependence on examination for the establishment of the 
non-existence of defect does not make validity extrivsic~ because 
examination is not a cause for the cognition of validity. Such 
a position would amount tq this that the cause of the power of 
the elephant to walk is the remrval of the thorn in its leg. We 
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ioo well know that the elephant's power to walk is not dependent 
-on any external factor. The removal of the thorn is the removal 
--of obstruction. 

If it be urged that invalidity too is intrinsic, it is not so, says 
the Dvaitin. Nowhere is invalidity cognised without the depen
dence on examination, whereas only in some places in respect of 
the establishment of validity is there dependence on examination. 
In respect of invalidity it is absolutely necessary ; hence it is the 
cause there. If it be urged that removal of obstruction is also 
a type of cause, then the potency of the vetra seed in respect 
of its giving rise to its own sprout has to be attributed to the 
non·existence of the forest fire. Once the forest fire burns these 
seeds, they give rise to a stem, not a cane. It is absurd to 
claim that the generation of cane has for cause non-existence 
·of fire (itself a cause of the generation of plantain). Besides 
there would be the non-existence of general laws and exceptions. 
"Injure no living being," is the rule; "Kill the agni~omiya ani
mal " is the exception ; such a relationship would have no special 
claim to recognition, if in every case the consequent fails merely 
because of a deficiency in the causal complex. ',Ye do not treat 
the production of an effect, say pot, when all contributory factors 
are present, as an instance of a general rule, and the absence of 
the effect when a factor is absent as an exception. 

XL VII I ( 463-4 70). The witness-consciousness cognises the 
substrate and the counter-correlate simultaneously. The defect 
adduced by the Advaitin as against the concept of difference is 
that difference, being a relation, pre-supposes the knowledge of 
the substrate and the counter-correlate. Such a position puts an 

·end to the defect of reciprocal dependence. 
The simultaneous cognition of the substrate and the counter

·correlate" ru}es out the defect. Difference according to S'ri Madhva 
is of the every nature of the substrate itself. As aginst such a posi
tion it is urged that the substrate and t,he attribute i.e., of difference 
:have different characteristics. 'ihe substrate is non-dependent and 
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the attribute is dependent, the substrate is an object of perception 
and the attribute is not so. The attribute is said to inhere in the 
substrate. The attribute and the substrate are not referred to by 
synonymous terms. These facts militate against the treatment of 
difference as the very nature of the substrate. 

As against such an argument the Dvaitin points out that these 
difficulties are not of any consequence, because such difficulties are 
present in the Advaitin's concept of identity also. The concept of 
identity has also the abovementioned difficulties, adduced with 
reference to difference. Thus though jiva and Brahman as Caitanya 
are non-dependent, identity which is not other than jiva and Brah
man is dependent on them. Caitanya is self-luminous, but not 
identity. Caitanya is not manifest as related to anything else; 
but identity is manifest as relating to Caitanya. " Identity " and 
"Brahman" hence have the same denotation, but they are non· 
synonymous terms. 

If it be said that the reference to identity is a verbal one, what 
is it that is denied ? Is Brahman denied, or is identity denied, or 
the relation denied, or is empirical usage denied, or the cause of 
empirical usage denied ? 

The denial of Brahman leads to the non-existence of the 
substrate. \Vithout the substrate the concept of non-difference is 
unintelligible. If identity is denied difference becomes reality. A 
thing cannot be different as well as identical at the same time. If 
it be urged that such a thing is possible then let a thing be real 
as well as unreal. 

If the empirical usage is to be denied, it presupposes the denial 
of the object indicated by the term. If the denial is of the cause, 
it cannot be so. The cognition of the effect helps us to assume 
the cause. 

XLIX (471-477). In respect of the object wheEe there is no
difference still we can distinguish the non-different as~cts in it. 
That function is attribute~ by Madhva to the category of vis'e~a. 
It is a very important categQry in Dvaita metaphysics. 'l'o 
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distinguish those attributes that are n{)t non-different from their 
respective substrates is the function of vis'e!Ja. They are infinite 
in number unlike the category of vis'e~a in Nyaya metaphysics 
which is found only in eternal substances. The vis'ef}as are self
differentiating (svotovyavartaka). It is the dharma of padarthas. 

] ayatirtha argues that if the category of vis'e~a be not admitted 
the scheme of relations will lead to infinite regress. At some stage 
3;t least the relation must be said to be self-explanatory. Those 
who accept inherence point out that inherence is not dependent on 
any other relation to explain itself. Instead of attributing a number 
of duties to relation, it is better to assume this category vis'ef}a 
which is only a potency of a padartha. 

Further, scriptural statements like " Brahman is knowledge, 
bliss " etc., can be interpreted soundly only when we assume vis'e~a 
along with abheda. The attributes " knowledge " and " bliss " are 
not different from their substrate, Brahman. Yet they are not 
non-different, since the terms are non-synonymous and there is 
also the contingence of a host of undesirable conclusions, such 
as the futility of one of the terms, the leaving over of knowledge 
or bliss alone by the elimination of other, knowledge not being like 
bliss the object of unconditional desire and so on. To avoid this 
we have to admit non-difference, but with a vis'e~a. (For the 
Advaitins refutation of the category of vis'e~a refer to Advaita 
siddhi, p. 570.) 

L (478-486). The Dvaitin's inference to establish difference 
is as follows. •· The bodies in dispute have souls corresponding 
to their number, because of the attribute of being bodies." As 
against this inference it was pointed out by the Advaitin that the 
probans is inconstant in respect of dead bodies and bodies that 
are to be born. Though the probans is there the probandum 
"having• a jOUI" is not there. Hence the inconstancy. In order 
to ward ,off this defect the probans is interpreted to mea? "being 
the locus of enjoyment not involving reciprocal recolle<:tion " • 

• 
Sl!ch a probans is not present jn dead bodies, because enjoyment 
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204 VADAVALi 

in them is not possible. There is the negative instance, "the yogi's 
body", The yogin enjoys the fruit of his tapas through a number 
of bodies. In the yogin's body there is the absence of both pro
·bandum and probans. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

323. The reading in the Kumbakonam as well as the Belgaum 
text is 11a ca; but the sentence seems to be the purvapak!iin's. 
For, the next sentence is. an objection to the solution suggested 
by the siddha1ttin (Advaitin). The statement of the purvapak!;itt 
should be taken to have begun with the present sentence and to 
end with iti before maivam. Hence the text should, it seems, be 
corrected into namt. 

383. What is not even cognised cannot be refuted. And 
you, who analyse the concept of difference in order to refute it, 
clearly cognise differences among the various senses. 

387. The rejection of origination by a non·defective cause; 
this is the third case. A more prominent sublater is something 
like perception which, as not dependent on other pramli1Jas, is the 
clearest of all. 

389. Sruti in its non-dualist utterances may be imagined to 
be the sublater; it is not really so, since it can be explained other
wise; and only what has no other scope in this way can be the 
sublater. 

400. The setting out of alternatives and their refutation 
proceed on the basis of difference ; hence conflict with one's 
(Advaitin's) own activity; and the question like "Is difference 
different or non-different from the substrate " conflicts with one's 
own reasoning that there is no difference. 

418. The natural colour of cloth is whiteness. •· Where it is 
blue and unclean, it is due to the colour of the dyeing 'i.naterial ; 
in regard to the cloth that is dyed (and presents the colour inherent 
in the dye stuff) the~e is the enrpirical usage " The cloth is bl!~ck 
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or blue " ; of this usage the cause is the rlilation between the colour 
and the cloth, an indirect relation of inherence in that (stuff) which 
is in conjunction (with the cloth). 

419. The relation here is not as simple a.~ that between 
cloth and blueness ; for though the movements are inherent in the 
sun, there is no direct conjunction between the sun and the 
things on earth; hence there is not the relation of smilyukta
samavaya. The four elements, ether etc., belong to the earth 
and establish no contact with the sun; Akas•a cannot fulfil this 
function since that too has a special quality, sound, and is in this 
respect on a par with the other elements ; further, being one and 
indivisible, it could equally link the sun with all things without 
distinction. Hence some other substance has to be postulated 
linking the objects of this earth to the sun in which movements 
are inherent ; hence the description of the relation as satityukta
samavaya. 

420. Non-existences are not cognised with anything directly 
or indirectly; hence there would be no empirical usage of contem
poraneity etc.; but there is. 

424. This explanation follows the Advaitin's view of a single 
Akas•a, being defined by objects and having the properties of the 
latter superimposed thereon. The position really acceptable to 
the Advaitin is the next one, where it is claimed that impercept
ibility attaches only to Aths•i11 (Mahakas•a), not to particular 
localities which are parts thereof. 

425. The syllogism about sound establishes the defect of 
counter-probans (satpratipak~jatva) in respect of the original syllog
ism. The argument by elimination is shown similarly to be unsound 
by the second syllogism about touch etc. 

431. The alternatives are: does the absence of sublating cog
nition relllte ,to the cogniser himself or to other persons ? On the 
first, ther~ is the possibility of sublation arising later. Another 
person's ignorance of sublation cannot validate my cognition. That 

• 
no tOne is aware of a sublater terrp is impossible to establish in any 

• 
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206 VADAVALi 

case. Similarly of the alternatives as to time, space etc. This is 
the unintelligibility of the analysis. 

44-3. The quotation is from Madhva's Amwyakhyana, 
Chapter III, pada 3. 

462. The cognition of the substrate involves also the cognition 
of the difference of the substrate from the counter-correlate; simi
larly the cognition of the counter correlate involves the cognition of 
the difference from the substrate ; hence there is no reciprocal 
dependence. 

476. Samavaya is defined as a relation located in the substrate 
and obtaining between that and qualities etc. Now the location is 
not another relation between samaviiya and samavayt'n. Rather 
does samavaya have to explain its own relation. 

486. There is no inconstance in the first alternative ; for 
there too is presented a difference between the real and the super
imposed moons ; the reality of this too being in dispute, it cannot 
legitimately be claimed as an exception to the pervasion ; vyabhicara 
cannot be set up in respect of the subject or what is on a par 
with it. 

498. The non-intention of the specification applies both to 
"relation" and non-existence". No specification is intended of 
the relation whether it be satizsara or literal fetters, and no parti
c\llar form of non-existence is intended either, whether absolute or 
that subsequent to destruction. Thus there is no inapplicability 
either to the param'iUman or to released prisoner. 

499. What is the use of taking the words " all relations " ? 
The object of any qualification of the probans is to ward off in
constancy of the probans. Here " abhavadhikara1;1atva " can 
itself serve as the probans, the pervasion being kevalanvayin, 
admitting of no exceptions ; why qualify the probans further ? The 
reply points to other instances of kevala1wayin IJerv~sion e.g., 
between namability and knowability, where the latter is th" probans. 
Since there is pervasion ev.en between contentness and namability, 
why specify the former with the w.ords " in respect of knowledge'" ? 

I 
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The truth is that such vis'e:jaiJaS are a•part of the probans itself 
and require no independent fruit to justify their mention. 

513. The quotation!> are from the Bhagavadgua, Chapter 4, 
verse 5 and chapter 10, verse 4. 

524. Those which enter as organs into a single organism are 
supposed to be thus conjoined ; others are disjoined despite physical 
proximity, as of the child in the womb. 
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[This index is prepared by Dr. C. Kunhan Raja. It is not a 
complete word index. It contains only important V{Ords ; and their 
chief occurances are noted.) 
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